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ABSTRACT 

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), a particle accelerator aimed at exploring deeper 

into matter than ever before, is currently being constructed at CERN. Beam optics of the 

LHC, requires stringent control of the field quality of about 8400 superconducting 

magnets, including 1232 main dipoles and 360 main quadrupoles to assure the correct 

machine operation. The measurement challenges are various: accuracy on the field 

strength measurement up to 50 ppm, harmonics in the ppm range, measurement 

equipment robustness, low measurement times to characterize fast field phenomena. 

New magnetic measurement systems, principally based on analog solutions, were 

developed at CERN to achieve these goals. This work proposes the introduction of digital 

technologies to improve measurement performance of three systems, aimed at different 

measurement target and characterized by different accuracy levels. 

The high accuracy measurement systems, based on rotating coils, exhibit high 

performance in static magnetic field. With varying magnetic field the system accuracy 

gets worse, independently from coil speed, due to the limited resolution of the digital 

integrator currently used, and the restrictions of the standard analysis. A new integrator 

based on ADC conversion and numerical integration is proposed. The experimental 

concept validation by emulating the proposed approach on a PXI platform is detailed 

along with the improvements with respect to the old integrators. Two new analysis 



algorithms to reduce the errors in dynamic measurements are presented. The first 

combines quadrature detection and short time Fourier transform (STFT) of the acquired 

magnetic flux samples; the second approach is based on the extrapolation of the magnetic 

flux samples. Unlike other algorithms presented in the literature, both the proposals do 

not require the information about the magnet current and are able to work in real time so, 

can be easily implemented in firmware on DSP. The performance of the new proposals is 

assessed in simulation. 

As far as medium accuracy systems are concerned, at CERN was originally developed 

a probe to measure the sextupolar and decapolar field harmonics of the superconducting 

dipoles using a suitable Hall plates arrangement for the bucking of the main dipolar field, 

which is, 4 orders of magnitude higher than the measurement target. The output signals of 

each Hall plate belonging to the same measurement ring are mixed using analog cards.  

The resultant signal is proportional to the field harmonic to measure. A complete 

metrological characterization of this sensor was carried out, showing the limitation of a 

fully analog solution. The main problems found were the instability of the analog 

compensation cards and the impossibility to correct the non linearity effects beyond the 

first order. An automatic calibration procedure implemented in the new instrument 

software is presented to guarantee measurement repeatability. In alternative a digital 

bucking solution, namely the compensation of the main field after the sampling of each 

hall plate signal by means of numerical sum, is proposed. An implementation of this 

approach, based on 18 bit ADC converter, over-sampling and dithering techniques as 

well as compensation of the Hall plates non linearity in real time is analyzed. 

Finally, as far as the low accuracy measurement systems are concerned, the design of 

an instrument based on a rotating Hall plate to check the polarity of all LHC magnets is 

presented. Even if this architecture is characterized by low accuracy in the measurement 

of field strength and phase, the results are sufficient to identify main harmonic order, type 

and polarity with practically no errors, thanks to an accurate definition of the 

measurement algorithm. A complete metrological characterization of the prototype 

developed and a correction of all the systematic measurement errors was carried out. This 

instrument, integrated in a test bench developed ad hoc, is become the standard at CERN 

for the polarity test of all the magnets will compose the machine. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is a particle accelerator which will probe deeper into matter 

than ever before. Due to come on-line in 2007, it will ultimately collide beams of protons at an 

energy of 14 TeV . Beams of lead nuclei will be also accelerated, colliding them at an energy of 

1150 TeV.  

This accelerator will help to complete understanding of the Universe. In particular, the 

Standard Model [1], at current the most qualified, leaves many unsolved questions. Among them, 

the reason why elementary particles have mass, and why their masses are different is the most 

perplexing one. It is remarkable that such a familiar concept is so poorly understood. 

The answer may lie within the Standard Model, in an idea called the Higgs mechanism. 

According to this, the whole of space is filled with a 'Higgs field', and by interacting with this field, 

particles acquire their masses. Particles which interact strongly with the Higgs field are heavy, 

whilst those which interact weakly are light. The Higgs field has at least one new particle associated 

with it, the Higgs boson. If such particle exists, the LHC will be able to make it detectable. 

The LHC will also help us solve the riddle of antimatter. It was once thought that antimatter 

was a perfect 'reflection' of matter. Now is known that the reflection is imperfect, and this could 

have led to the matter-antimatter imbalance. 

The LHC will be a very good 'antimatter-mirror', allowing us to put the Standard Model 

through one of its most gruelling tests yet. These are just a few of the questions the LHC should 

answer, but history has shown that the greatest advances in science are often unexpected. Although 

there is a good idea of what it is expected to find at the LHC, nature may well have surprises in 

store. One thing is certain, the LHC will change our view of the Universe.  

http://public.web.cern.ch/public/Content/Chapters/AboutCERN/WhyStudyPrtcles/StandardModel/StandardModel-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/Content/Chapters/AboutCERN/WhyStudyPrtcles/UnveiledMysteries/UnveiledMysteries-en.html
http://public.web.cern.ch/public/Content/Chapters/AboutCERN/WhyStudyPrtcles/UniverseBricks/Antimatter/Antimatter-en.html


On the other side, The LHC represents one of the biggest technological challenges nowadays.  

Particles beams are accelerated at the speed of light and at the nominal energy over the 27 Km 

circular trajectory thanks to four Radio Frequency Cavities. A total of 1232 dipole field magnets 

will be installed in the arcs to bend the beam on the reference trajectory. They will produce a bore 

field of 8.33 T, which will bend the beam at nominal energy on a circular trajectory with a curvature 

radius of 2803 m. Furthermore, during their revolution particle beams must maintain  proper 

intensity and size. For this reason, 360 quadrupole magnets will be used to focus the particles 

around the nominal orbit. The quadrupoles gradient necessary to achieve the nominal working point 

is 223 T m-1, which corresponds to a peak field of about 7 T on the coil. 

The high strength of magnetic field to be achieved in the LHC magnets lead to the choice of the 

superconducting technology that allows very high density currents in the magnet with, ideally, no 

Joule heating. The coils of the magnets are wound with NbTi cables (7000 km in total), working in 

superfluid helium at 1.9 K. This will corresponds to an amount of 470 tons of NbTi and 1500 tons 

of copper. 

The requirements on the control of field quality of the main optics elements (dipoles, 

quadrupoles) that stem from the demanded performance of the LHC beam are unprecedented in a 

superconducting accelerator of this size. The field errors, usually 4 order of magnitude smaller than 

the main field (dipolar or quadrupolar), have to be corrected better than 10 ppm to assure that stable 

beams run as long as possible on the circular orbit (for several hundreds of millions of turns), in 

order to increase the number of collisions between the counter-rotating beams. Because of this, the 

LHC will be equipped with several families of high-order multipole magnets that will be powered 

to correct the field errors in the main ring magnets as well as in the interaction region magnets. 

About 7000 corrector magnets will be grouped in various families that will control the orbit 

(dipoles), tune (quadrupoles), chromaticity (sextupoles), and higher order non-linearities (octupoles, 

decapoles and dodecapoles). 

Clearly, the correction scheme based on the corrector magnets can be effective only if the 

errors are known to the desired accuracy. This is the main motivation of the large effort that has 

been devoted to the measurement and characterization of all the magnets that will compose the 

accelerator. From the point of view of instrumentation and test engineering, the most challenging 

developments are the new measurement systems that have been developed to collect data for the 

acceptance, sorting and, eventually, modelling of the field errors in the LHC superconducting 

magnets.  

The measurement challenges are several. An ideal measurement system for field mapping 

would have an accuracy of 10 ppm or better both for the measurement of the main field as well as 



on the field errors, expressed as higher order terms in a multipole expansion. This is difficult as the 

error terms are smaller than the dominating main field by 4 order of magnitude, thus demanding a 

very large dynamic range. The field to be measured can change in time, e.g. when the magnets are 

powered following the LHC acceleration cycle with a ramp rate of 7 mTs-1 (corresponding to 10 

A/s). Also for this reason, it is desirable to have a short measurement time (fractions of s) to resolve 

fast dynamic and transient phenomena. For specific field properties, and in particular for the field 

polarity, strength and direction, the measurement system should deliver values with very high 

reliability. In fact, an error in the field polarity of a main magnet would induce faults ranging from 

minor control errors to potentially catastrophic beam loss. Finally, instrument robustness and 

stability are mandatory to limit the maintenance and calibration requirements.  

No instrument is available to date to perform all above tasks with the required accuracy and 

reliability. In practice, different instruments are used to deliver partial information at different levels 

of accuracy and reliability [2]. The measurement methods most widely used for field mapping of 

the LHC magnets are rotating coils, well adapted to the measurement of integral steady-state or 

slow varying fields, and Hall plates, providing a fast sample of local field values. The typical 

instrument capabilities can be represented graphically as shown in Fig. 1, that reports indicative 

ranges for the measurement accuracy (expressed as error on the measured field) vs. the sampling 

time (expressed as the time interval needed to complete a measurement).  

 

.  

Figure 1: Comparison of the typical ranges of accuracy and time resolution for measurement systems based on 
rotating coils and Hall plates. In dashed lines the result of the developments described in this thesis . 

 



Rotating coils are mainly used for the measurement of the integrated field and higher order 

harmonics. The harmonics are obtained through Fast Fourier Analysis on the flux samples collected 

during a complete coil turn. The flux samples are obtained by means of integration of the voltage 

picked-up by the coil, using the digital integrators developed at CERN about 15 years ago and 

based on the principle of voltage-frequency conversion and counting [3]. The integration is 

performed in the angular domain using the pulses coming from an incremental encoder that acts as a 

trigger. Rotating coils can reach overall accuracy of the order of 10 ppm, and the measurment time 

is of the order of few s. The main source of errors in the measurement comes from the precise 

calibration of the chain of coil-amplifier-integrator. Furthermore, when the field is not static, the 

Fourier series is no longer representative of the true expansion of the field, as the flux is no longer a 

periodic function of the rotation angle.  

The integrator is the focal point of this high accuracy measurement method. Since few years it 

has become clear that the resolution of the current integrator is only marginally enough for present 

measurements, especially to analyse the fast flux variations expected during the LHC acceleration, 

and surely insufficient for the measurement of rapidly pulsed synchrotrons that are considered as 

future accelerators. For this reason several major laboratories have started active R&D aiming at a 

new integrator. Work at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory (Batavia, IL, USA) focussed on a 

solution based on the chain of an ADC and DSP to perform the integration in the numeric domain, 

aiming at an improvement of the resolution. This development is based on a series of commercial 

acquisition and data processing cards that result in a complex final configuration [4]. Besides, this 

development did not tackle the question of the uncertainty on the trigger detection. At the Centre 

d’Etudes Nucleaires in Saclay (F) a digital integrator development was pursued since 1999 [5]. In 

this solution the voltage signal is sampled by an ADC with 16 bit-resolution and maximum 

sampling rate of 100 kHz. The sampled points are then integrated by a numeric board. The first 

release was based on a LabView TM software running on a PXI platform. Unfortunately, this 

development came to an end before reaching maturity.  

A first part of the thesis is devoted to the conceptual design, performance analysis and 

demonstration of a new integrator based on ADC sampling and a DSP integrator, that also includes 

a suitable trigger response. The aim is to increase the integration resolution and speed so to extend 

the range of rotating coils measurements to fractions of s, without loss of accuracy, as shown in Fig. 

1. At this speed it will be possible to perform dynamic measurements of magnets ramped. In these 

conditions the standard FFT is no longer appropriate, and the treatment of the non-periodic signal 

accumulated during one or more rotations of a coil in a varying field to reconstruct the 

instantaneous value of the harmonics is discussed. Two algorithms will be presented. The first one 



applies quadrature detection and short time Fourier transform (STFT) to the acquired magnetic flux 

samples in a combined way. The second approach extrapolates magnetic flux samples over three 

complete coil turns, thus giving the possibility of reconstructing the magnetic flux at any given time 

instant. Both the proposals are suitable for operation in real time, and can be implemented in 

firmware of the DSP on-board the integrator, thus providing a very compact and attractive solution. 

Hall plates can be used to sample the field at a small location in the magnet (typically 0.1 x 0.1 

mm2). At CERN, harmonic arrays of Hall plates have been used to measure specific harmonics of 

importance for accelerator operation, such as the normal sextupole and decapole [6]. These systems 

are affected by errors of the order of 50 ppm or larger, and hence only have medium accuracy with 

respect to rotating coils, but deliver results at much higher frequency, up to typically 10 Hz, as 

shown in Fig. 1. The main error source comes from the non-linearity of the Hall plate (0.2 % or 

worse in the range of interest), and the stability of the chain formed by the Hall-plates, the analog 

conditioners, the amplifiers and the data acquisition. Initial measurements carried out with a 

prototype acquisition systems showed scarce system repeatability, thus resulting in the need of 

frequent calibration. Moreover, instability of the analog compensation and amplification cards 

resulted in high measurement uncertainty. 

To address these problems, a full metrological characterization of the existing probe was 

performed. This allowed discovering and characterizing all the possible uncertainty sources and, 

most important, the instability of the compensation cards responsible for the frequent instrument 

calibrations. As it will be shown, the instrument was improved by using an automated calibration 

procedure (taking the rotating coils as reference instrument) on newly developed compensation and 

amplification boards that can achieve higher long-term stability. Finally, digital bucking, namely 

the compensation of the main field after the sampling of each Hall plate signal by means of 

numerical sum, was explored as a mean to extend the measurement accuracy to 20 ppm, as shown 

in Fig. 1. An implementation of this approach, based on 18 bit AD converter, over-sampling and 

dithering techniques as well as compensation of the Hall plates non linearity in real time, is 

discussed in detail. 

The accuracy of both rotating coils and Hall plate arrays in determining the strength, direction 

and higher order errors of a given magnetic field is relatively good. In spite of this, none of the 

different versions of these instruments can be reliably used to verify without doubt the polarity of a 

given magnet. The reasons are several, from the long cabling chain between the probes and the 

acquisition, with several interconnection, to the presence of amplification stages, or ambiguity in 

orientation that have no effect on the measured values apart for the sign. 



On the other hand, magnetic field polarity is possibly the most important magnetic property to be 

verified in the LHC magnets [7]. Polarity inversions can happen at the level of a single winding, but 

much more frequently these take place at the level of the interconnections within the cold mass (bus 

routing from the magnet to the current leads) or, possibly, at the interconnection between magnets 

at installation. None of these faults can be easily mended once the cryostat is closed, and hence 

particular care is asked in the verification of the field polarity. In practice, all magnets need to be 

verified before they are lowered for installation in the tunnel housing the accelerator. This is a 

tantalizing task, to be performed on several thousands of magnets, that has been delegated to the 

operators that perform the electrical verification of the magnets in the absence of experts in field 

mapping technology.  

Such a measurement only require low accuracy (typically 0.1 % to 1 % is more than sufficient), 

and is not time critical (a measurement over few s is acceptable). A suitable technique for the above 

requirements is to use a rotating Hall plate to sample the field on a circle, and analyse the result in 

Fourier series to determine the order and polarity of the main field component. A polarity checker 

that can perform this measurement was designed and produced at CERN based on a development 

initially performed at Brookhaven National Laboratory (Upton, NY, USA). The working principle 

of this novel device will be described, the signal conditioning and acquisition chain, demonstrating 

how the characteristics of Fig. 1 have been achieved in an instrument that is robust and easy to use.  

Indeed, the difficulty in this case, originated from the fact that the consequences of a 

measurement failure are potentially harmful to the performance of the accelerator, and the 

associated risk cannot be tolerated. At the same time, the level of experience of the measurement 

operator is not necessarily high, which means that the measurement system must provide for its own 

diagnostic. This implies that the measurement is focused on robustness, at the expense of accuracy. 

The demands on the polarity checker to those on the two other systems discussed above are 

compared in Fig. 2, by plotting the requested accuracy vs. the ratio of perceived risk and operator 

experience. In the case of rotating coils the risk is limited, as accelerator control is based on average 

field properties over the ring, while operators on dedicated test stations for field mapping are 

relatively experienced. In other words the demands on the system are high in term of accuracy, but 

the operators assist in achieving this result. For the harmonic Hall plate arrays the measurement is 

objectively delicate, but the consequences of a measurement fault are minor, as this instrument is 

mostly used for special studies. Measurements are always performed in the presence of experts, thus 

resulting in a low risk/experience ratio. 



 

Figure 2: Scatter plot of accuracy requirements vs. the ratio of perceived risk and operator experience for the 
three measurements systems discussed in this thesis. 

 

The common denominator of the developments discussed in this thesis is the use of modern 

digital acquisition and signal processing techniques to extend the reach of existing techniques (e.g. 

rotating coils or Hall plates array) or to devise new instruments (the polarity checker based on 

rotating Hall plate). Like the techniques, discussed here, can be extended over the whole range of 

accuracy (from 1 % to 1 ppm), time scale (from few ms to tens of s) and reliability (from expert 

driven instruments to virtually error-free measurements) will be shown. 

In Chapter I a summary of the LHC project is presented, with particular attention devoted to the 

magnets function and the description of the field errors. Chapter II gives the status of the art of the 

measurement systems, discussing their use as well as their drawbacks. In Chapter III the design of a 

new digital integrator that allows to reach high accuracy at much improved speed if compared to 

the existing electronics is discussed. The algorithms to deal with fast measurement of ramped fields 

are discussed in Chapter IV as a complement to the fast digital integrator. Chapter V deals with the 

characterization and improvements introduced on the Hall probe arrays, the medium accuracy 

system. Finally, in Chapter VI the polarity checker is described, at the end of low accuracy but high 

reliability. 
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Chapter I - THE LARGE HADRON COLLIDER 

I.1 - The LHC Project 

Located at Geneva in Switzerland, the European Organization for Nuclear Research 

was founded in 1953 (under the name of CERN) following a recommendation of the 

UNESCO Meeting in Florence 1950. The motivation for this project, in the wake of the 

World War, was to prove that European countries could cooperate, in a field as sensitive 

such as nuclear physics, in order to advance fundamental science. Starting from the early 

Figure I-1 Overview of the Geneva area with a drawn of the two circular accelerators: 
Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS 7 Km) and the larger Large Hadron Collider (LHC 
27 Km). 
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stage of the Proton Synchrotron (PS) accelerator, subsequent projects enhanced the 

scientific complex with more machines. The SPS (Super Proton Synchrotron) machine 

provided the energy to discover the weak force particles W+,W−,Z0 resulting in the 1984 

Nobel prize attributed to Carlo Rubbia and Simon Van de Meer. On the way to higher 

energies the LEP (Large Electron Positron collider) was built, providing high precision 

values for the aforementioned particles already during start up. On the quest for higher 

energy the LHC (Large Hadron Collider) is being currently constructed.  

The LHC machine will accelerate and collide 7 TeV proton beams but also heavier 

ions up to lead. It will be installed in a 27 Km long underground tunnel (see Fig. I-1) that 

has been housing the Large Electron-Positron collider (LEP) until 2000. 

Two counter-rotating proton beams will collide at a nominal center-of-mass energy of 

14 TeV achieving a nominal luminosity of 1034 cm-2s-1 in order to study the interaction 

of the basic constituent of the matter in the TeV energy range. The collider will allow 

also experiments with lead nuclei that will reach collision energies up to 1150 TeV and 

luminosities up to 1027 cm -2 s -1 [1].  

Fig. I-2 shows the chain of the CERN accelerators. Bunches of about 1011 particles are 

prepared in the Booster and the PS, and are accelerated up to the injection energy of the 

SPS (26 GeV). The beam will then be injected from the SPS into the LHC at the 

insertion points at the energy of 450 GeV. 

Figure I-2 The CERN accelerators structure from the beam production trough different 
acceleration steps up to the largest accelerator the LHC. 
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With the LHC the aim is to continue to push our understanding of the fundamental 

structure of the universe. The results from the LHC might shed light on: Dark energy, 

Dark matter, Extra dimensions, Higgs boson, Supersymmetry [2]. 

I.2 - Particle Circular Accelerators 

In general particle accelerators are machines that accelerate charged particles to high 

kinetic energies by applying electro magnetic fields. A particle of charge q and 

momentum pr  moving through an electromagnetic field is submitted to the Coulomb and 

Lorentz’s forces expressed by:  

)( BvEq
dt
pdF

rrrrr
∧+==                (Eq. I-1)  

where F
r

 is the electro magnetic force exerted by the electric field E
r

 and the 

magnetic field B
r

 on a particle of velocity vr  [3]. The electric field E
r

 and magnetic field 

B
r

change both the particle trajectory and the velocity so the trajectory and the energy can 

be modified. 

According to (Eq. I-2), three fundamental elements are necessary to realize the particle 

accelerator: 

• particle beams have to be accelerated. Radio Frequency cavities (RF) are installed 

in the arc in order to increase the particle energy at every turn; 

• particles must be guided on the reference “circular” orbit; for this reason 1232 

dipole field magnets will be installed in the arcs to bend the beam on the reference 

trajectory; 

• particle beams must maintain during their revolution a proper intensity and size, 

i.e. they must be focused or defocused; for this reason 360 quadrupole magnets are 

used to focus or to defocus particles onto the reference orbit. 

The bending dipole field intensity is imposed by the curvature of the orbit and by the 

particles energy. At the equilibrium the Lorentz and the centrifugal forces of the particle 

beam are equal in intensity and opposite in sign. In the LHC particle beams will be 

highly relativistic, practically circulating at the speed of light c. The equilibrium 

condition results in the following expression [4]:  
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where E is the energy of particle of charge q and c is the speed of light. 

Along the energy ramp, the equilibrium condition requires a sharply ramping magnetic 

field. 

I.3 - The LHC Dipole and Quadrupole Magnets 

A bending dipole field B of 8.33 T is required by a protons beam to reach the energy of 

7 TeV on a circular trajectory with a curvature radius of 2803 m, for the LHC the orbit 

radius is constrained by the existing LEP tunnel. The LHC quadrupole magnets are 

designed for a gradient of 223 Tm-1 and a peak field of about 7 T. These high intensity 

magnetic fields can be efficiently and practically achieved with superconducting magnets 

only. The LHC will contain a total of 8.400 magnets, including the 1232 (15 m long) 

dipoles (Fig. I-4 (a)), 360 (3.25 m long) quadrupoles (Fig. I-4 (b)) and the various 

families of corrector magnets up to dodecapole orders [1]. 

The high strength of magnetic field to be achieved in the LHC magnets lead to the 

choice of the superconducting technology that allows very high density currents to flow 

producing negligible joule heating. The coils of the magnets are wound with NbTi 

Rutherford cables (7000 km in total), working in superfluid helium at 1.9 K. This will 

Figure I-3 A LHC dipole magnet being transported to the test benches. 
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correspond to an amount of 470 tons of NbTi and 1500 Tons of copper. 

As shown in Fig. I-4 (a), the LHC bending dipoles feature a compact two-in-one 

design with the two apertures featuring a common force retaining steel collar, a single 

flux return iron yoke and a single cryostat. On the other hand, the quadrupoles, as shown 

in Fig. I-4 (b), have two separate force retaining collars. 

I.3.1 - The superconducting cables 

 The main dipole and quadrupole cables feature a geometry called 

“Rutherford type”: they are manufactured by flattening hollow tubular multistrand 

cables, compacted by rolling. Each strand consists of approximately 15000 NbTi 

filaments (8900 inner, 6520 outer) twisted together and embedded in a copper matrix for 

inner coil and by 7000 filaments in outer coil.  The filament size is of 7 μm for the inner 

Figure I-5 On the left, Rutherford cable with Kapton and glass-fibre epoxy insulation. On the 
right, the cross section of an LHC dipole strand. 

Figure I-4 (a) The cross-sections of the LHC main dipole and (b) main quadrupole, with their 
cryostats and overall mechanical structure. 

(a) (b) 
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layer strand and 6 μm in the outer layer strand. The main reasons for the subdivision into 

small filaments are: 1) the cryogenic stabilization (elimination of the so-called “flux 

jump” instability); 2) the reduction of the flux pumping effects. A cable insulation 

composed of polyimide layers wrapped around the cable is provided to withstand the 

voltage between the turns and is sufficiently porous to let the superfluid helium carry 

away the heat.  

In the field sweep regime, the induced currents diffuse into the cable following a 

zigzag path along the strands as shown in Fig. I-6 (a). In the beam pipe these currents 

imbalances results in an observable spatially periodic field pattern along the magnet axis. 

Such pattern is observed in all field components and has a sinusoidal shape. The sinusoid 

wavelength of the pattern is equal to the Rutherford type cable transposition pitch 

length [9]. 

  

(a) 

(b) 

Figure I-6 (a) A schematic view of the paths followed by the strands in a Rutherford cable. (b) The 
longitudinal “periodic field pattern” of the b3 field component resulting from the currents loops 
shown in (a).  
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I.4 - Multipoles and Field quality 

In storage rings like the LHC stable beams have to run as long as possible on the 

circular orbit (for several hundreds of millions of turns), in order to increase the number 

of collisions between the counter-rotating beams. This imposes strong constrains on the 

tolerable field perturbations along the trajectory. Deviations from the dipole and 

quadrupole fields, even if short in both space and time, can induce instabilities which 

reduce the beam life-time. Higher-order multipoles correctors are required to compensate 

the unavoidable imperfections of dipole and quadrupole magnets. 

Ideally, a pure n-pole field could be produced by a current flowing along an infinitely 

thin cylindrical shell, with a cosine like distribution, 

)cos()( 0 θθ nII =          (Eq. I-4) 

where θ  is the azimuthal angle [5]. Fig. I-7 shows schematically the current 

distributions that produce pure dipole, quadrupole and sextupole fields.  

The current distribution that can be practically achieved is only an approximation of 

the ideal one that would produce a perfect multipole field magnet. 

The LHC dipoles are 15 meters long with a beam aperture of 50 mm in diameter, 

allowing the possibility to consider the coils as infinitely long and to evaluate the 

magnetic field in the x-y complex plane neglecting the z component. This 2-dimensional 

approximation is very convenient to describe B
r

 in terms of a complex variable z. In the 

central part of the dipole taking into account the properties of the analytical functions, 

one can postulate that the magnetic field generated B
r

 can be expanded in the complex 

plane in a power series as follows [6]: 

 

Figure I-7 Generation of pure dipole (a), quadrupole (b) and sextupole (c) fields by 
cos( θn ) current distributions with n=1,2 and 3 respectively. 
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Cn is in units of T*m1-n while cn given by 
1

1

B
RCc

n
ref

nn

−

=  are the multipoles 

norm

te

iA                    (Eq. I-6)

 Using the decom o ition ove a d app ing t g fact r to th

sk

alized respect to the main dipole field and referred to a reference radius Rref = 17 

mm [4]. In this way all the series coefficients cn result dimensionless and are expressed 

in so called units of the main field at the reference radius; they are then multiplied by the 

scaling factor 104 that is the order of the ratio between the main field and the field errors.  

In the complex plane the Cn coefficient can be decomposed in its normal and skew 

rm as follow: 

nn BC += n

p s ab n ly he scalin o e normal and 

ew field components deduced from Eq. 1-5 one can express the field components in 

units of the main field B1 as follow: 

4

1

1

4
1

⋅=
−Rn

ref

1

10

10

⋅=
−

B
R

Bb

B
Aa

n
ref

nn

nn

                   (Eq. I-7) 

The existence of non-zero bn and/or an coefficients reflects the fact that the magnetic 

field generated by the superconducting coil in a dipole is not a pure dipole and is affected 

by higher order of multipoles (quadrupole, sextupole, etc.). The multipole components  

Figure I-8 Approximation of a cos(θ ) distribution with current blocks in the LHC dipole. 
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  Commissioning   First Year   Nominal   

b1      (units)   

are generated by the difference between the ideal current distribution of Eq. 1-3 and the 

I.5 - Harmonics tolerances from the beam dynamics 

Stability requirements for the beam motion impose stringent constraints to the quality 

of the magnetic field of the LHC magnets. The multipoles of order higher than three 

affect the size of the dynamic aperture. The sextupole, the decapole and the 14th pole 

components are among the most critical multipole field harmonics to control in order to 

insure a long beam life-time. These constraints have been expressed into a set a 

maximum field imperfections (tolerances on the multipoles) to be achieved at operation 

and summarized in field quality errors tables [8]. In the following we will recall the 

major tolerances on multipoles stemming from beam dynamics requirements.   

I.6 - Field error sources in LHC dipoles 

In addition to the errors associated with the geometry approximation of the 

superconducting coils, field errors in superconducting magnets can have origins that 

depend on the different elements and materials used. In superconducting magnets we can 

distinguish two classes of errors that affect the field quality: errors that are static and are 

constant in time and errors that are dynamic and change with time. The various 

components of the field errors are identified and quantified from magnetic measurements 

on the LHC dipoles in order to understand how to correct them during the operation of 

the machine. 

actual current distribution in the coil. All undesired multipole components other than the 

main field are referred as field errors.  

Table I-1 Tolerances for the LHC operation for depole (MB) and 
quadrupoles (MA). 

±  2   <  ±  1     ±  1   

b2 MB         (units) ±  0.2   ±  0.03   ±  0.01   

b2 MQ      (units)   ± ± ±  4     0.75     0.25   

b3      (units)   ± ± ±  0.5     0.15     0.02   
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I.6.1 - Static errors 

For steady state operation, the three main sources of magnetic field errors are: 

• Coil ge ey are originated by the differences between the real coil 

shape and the ideal current distribution producing a perfect dipole field. This error is 

o minimize this 

reproducible contribution, mechanic placement of cables must be very accurate in the 

ontribution of the magnetization 

pplied. These persistent currents 

l ge ey are originated by the differences between the real coil 

shape and the ideal current distribution producing a perfect dipole field. This error is 

o minimize this 

reproducible contribution, mechanic placement of cables must be very accurate in the 

ontribution of the magnetization 

pplied. These persistent currents 

ometry errors. Thometry errors. Th

proportional to the transport current flowing through the coils. Tproportional to the transport current flowing through the coils. T

manufacturing and also during magnet excitation, typically to within 25 μm. 

• Iron yoke saturation. The iron yoke gets gradually saturated about 2 T. For this 

reason, the field level in the yoke is not linearly proportional to the excitation current. 

Saturation effects result in a reduction of the transfer function (the field generated per 

unit current) of approximately 60 units in dipole and 14 in quadrupole, as well as 

harmonic errors. This effect is amplified by the cross talk between the two apertures, 

consequence of the two-in one design of the dipole cross section. Saturation effects 

are controlled by the optimization of the yoke and the insert geometry. 

manufacturing and also during magnet excitation, typically to within 25 μm. 

• Iron yoke saturation. The iron yoke gets gradually saturated about 2 T. For this 

reason, the field level in the yoke is not linearly proportional to the excitation current. 

Saturation effects result in a reduction of the transfer function (the field generated per 

unit current) of approximately 60 units in dipole and 14 in quadrupole, as well as 

harmonic errors. This effect is amplified by the cross talk between the two apertures, 

consequence of the two-in one design of the dipole cross section. Saturation effects 

are controlled by the optimization of the yoke and the insert geometry. 

• Persistent currents. They are originating from the c

of the superconducting filament when the field is a

• Persistent currents. They are originating from the c

of the superconducting filament when the field is a

are long lasting and are induced in the superconducting filaments as a response to an 

external magnetic field. They appear at a first approximation as a trapped 

magnetization and they give rise to the hysteretic behavior of the field. An example 

of this phenomenon is underlined by the typical magnetic measurement of the 

sextupole component in a LHC dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. I-9 when the current 

are long lasting and are induced in the superconducting filaments as a response to an 

external magnetic field. They appear at a first approximation as a trapped 

magnetization and they give rise to the hysteretic behavior of the field. An example 

of this phenomenon is underlined by the typical magnetic measurement of the 

sextupole component in a LHC dipole magnet, as shown in Fig. I-9 when the current 

Figure I-9 Normal sextupole hysteresis cycle measured in LHC dipole model at different current 
levels in steady-state conditions. The currents were reached with stepwise ramp-up and ramp-
down; the arrows mark the ramp directions. 
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is ramped until the nominal LHC operation level and then decreased back to zero. In 

absence of persistent currents, the hysteretic behavior would be absent. Only a 

transition to the normal state (i.e. a quench of the superconductor) can completely 

erase persistent currents flowing through filaments. As a consequence, to perform 

comparable magnetic measurements, a quench and the same current load cycle has to 

I.6.2 - Dynamic errors 

A

of t effects induce 

are

• 

with a specified minimum of 20 μΩ. Coupling currents induce loss, a field advance 

during the ramp (the field is larger in the magnet bore than expected) and allowed 

and non allowed multipoles. With respect to persistent currents, the time constant of 

coupling currents is extremely small, on the order of 100ms;  

be applied to all magnets before starting with an equal current load ramp-up and 

down cycle. The reference cycle for operation is shown in Fig. I-10. 

 

dditional dynamic field contributions i.e. imperfections linked with variation in time 

he magnetization affect the field quality inside the dipole. All dynamic 

additional allowed or non-allowed harmonics. The major sources of this field distortion 

 the following. 

Coupling currents. A varying field applied to a Rutherford cable generates eddy 

currents that couple electromagnetically the strands (see Fig. I-10). These eddy 

currents are referred to as inter-strand coupling currents and their intensity is 

inversely proportional to the inter-strand resistance Rc at the strand crossing point 

and proportional to the ramp rate dB/dt. Rc is controlled during the cable production 
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• 

city pointed out 

the evidence of a large drift in all allowed field components during long constant 

current periods [9]. Later direct measurements of sextupole harmonics confirmed that 

3 riod but when the current is ramped 

 constant, for example during the injection plateau (0.54 T) in a 

 

th changing the current 

cyc

Decay and snap-back.  The decay refers to as a drift with time of the magnetization 

created by persistent currents, when the current of the magnet is held constant. When 

the current in the magnet is increased again the field bounces back (snaps back) to its 

pre-decay level. The field decay effect was observed first during the preliminary 

operation of the Tevatron collider where a measure of the chromati

the normal b  decays during a constant current pe

up again, after the current plateau, the sextupole returns to its original value (Fig. I-

11). The decay of the magnetization is characterized by a drift of the magnetic field 

with typical time scales in the order of several minutes to several hours, when the 

current is held

representative cycle that will be applied in the machine. This decay of the multipoles 

is followed by a snap back to their initial value as soon as the current increases by 15 

or 30 A (10-20 mT of field change). The snap-back phenomenon occurs during a 

typical time period of 50-80 s. The decay and the snap-back in the LHC dipoles are 

measured at 1.9 K after on going the same pre-cycle conditions. The duration of the 

injection plateau is fixed at 1000 s as a reference. 

 

Measurements were also performed on 15 m long dipoles wi

level of pre-cycle fixed duration plateau. The higher is the field reached during the pre-

le the stronger is the drift observed on the multipoles b3 and b5. The same 

Figure I-10 The LHC current level cycle. During injection the LHC main ring will accept 
particles from the SPS, then a ramp-up during particle acceleration is needed to achieve 
the 7 TeV beam energy. At last the current is decreased back to zero. 
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cs correction.  

• Lattice corrector magnets: these corrector magnets are mounted in the main arc 

quadrupole magnets and are part of the Short Straight Section (SSS) assembly. 

epend on the magnet excitation 

history, can, at least in principle, be corrected once and for all. The measured field errors 

Time dependent field errors 

nomenon of amplitude increase has been measured when increasing the injection 

teau duration and (with fixing plateau current level).  

 - Field Errors compensation in the LHC 

ield quality measurements are foreseen on a large percentage of the dipoles in order 

dentify and quantify the various components that contribute to the total field errors 

erved in each. Some imperfections were reduced acting on the magnet design and 

duction; details on the LHC strategy could be found in [10].  

owever field errors are always present and they have to be corrected in order to 

ieve the field quality requirements. As shown in Fig. I-12, each arc in the LHC is 

ipped with several correction circuits for the most important multipole components. 

 LHC arc has two different types of correction circuits to deal with the sextupole and 

apole field errors: 

• spool piece corrector magnets: they are built-in with the main dipole cold masses 

and they are used for the b3, b4 and b5 harmoni

Lattice correctors are foreseen for the b2, b3, a2 and a3 multi-pole errors 

correction. 

Static errors, which do not change in time and do not d

will be used to preset the correction circuits of the machine. 

Figure I-11 Scheme of the LHC cell. Each cell includes main bending dipoles, main focusing 
quadrupoles, and a full correction scheme, featuring sextupoles, octupoles and decapoles. 
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that change over time and which depend on the history on the magnet operation require a 

new correction for each operation cycle of the machine and a real-time modification of 

the rr

In othe rc and per aperture 

represent the actuator of the correction system whilst the controller output is the current 

law  

updatin

In princ

the errors behavior as function of the machine operative conditions with the desired 

accuracy no feedback would be required and the current law would be obtained simply 

fr

 

co ector powering during the operation. 

r words the high order correctors connected in series per a

 to download in each actuator power converter. Since the load high inductance the 

g frequency of the current is about 2 Hz.  

iple if the field model for each multipole is known and provide an estimation of 

om the transfer function of the actuator magnets. 

Cn = Cn t,I, dI
dt

Figure I-12: Principle of the LHC multipoles errors correction without feedback 

The field model is expressed in the form: 

,T,I(−t)
⎛ 
⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 
⎠ 
⎟        (Eq. I-8) 

in fact every field harmonics depends from the following variables: 

• time t,  

• magnet operating current I,  

• magnet ramp-rate dI/dt, 

• magnet temperature T,  

• magnet powering history I(-t) (the superconducting magnets have memory). 

Up to now an intensive field quality characterization of the LHC dipoles and 

quadrupoles has been carrying out supplying the magnets in standard operative 
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conditions (i.e LHC machine cycle). Special measurements to study the higher field 

harmonics behavior as function of the powering history are performed and will continue 

for all the 2006.    

Many efforts have been done and are in progress to establish from all the data  

accumulated an accurate model for all the field harmonics (in particular for b1,b3 and b5 

that are the main causes of the beam quality degradation) by means of simple fitting of 

experimental data or establishment of scaling laws .  

I.8 - The reference magnetic system project 

Modeling alone may not suffice to predict and hence satisfy the strict requirements on 

the multipoles errors, because of the following aspects:  

• a maximum of 30% of the overall dipole population will be tested at cold (i.e. at 

nominal temperature of 1.9 K and up to the nominal current of 11850A) and 

ature). The multipoles values at cold of the 

remaining 70% will be obtained by means of warm-cold correlations that are 

affected from uncerta

• the magnets are not characterized by a good stability over the time:  the coil 

on the effect of the 

s force. As a result, the geometric multipoles change over cycles. On few 

effect was observed only on the allowed multipoles 

ine the snapback model for b3-b5 multipoles is based 

erall 

 had to change, the model couldn’t foresee anymore the multipoles 

100% at warm (i.e. room temper

inty; 

geometry was observed to change during the magnet life 

Lorentz’

magnets tested a systematic 

[10]; 

• the sample used to determ

only on a limited number of magnets (maximum 20 magnets over the ov

population of 1232 dipole); 

• the field model has been establishing taking into account standard machine 

operational conditions, i.e. LHC standard cycle and only modifications of this 

latter (flat top current and flat top time). If in the future the machine operational 

power cycle

behavior. 

Therefore, the model may need to be supplemented by additional informations.  
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Although direct diagnostics on the beam is the ideal mean to collect the information 

required on the field errors, a number of considerations make a feed-back system solely 

epends on the magnitude of the 

sex

ban

• 

• nnot be determined easily from beam measurements, 

dec

 

the gap 

The M

the 

ave

wit the same magnetic 

history. table magnetic measurements systems 

that will provide in real time information about their field quality. The key point is the so 

called “scaling law”, namely, the law that permits to correlate the harmonics behavior in 

based on beam feed-back far from ideal. In particular: 

• given an energy ramp, the required bandwidth d

error that requires correction. As an example a beam-based correction of the 

tupole change in the main dipole may result in unreasonable demands on the 

dwidth for the chromaticity measurement (10 Hz and higher); 

some beam measurements are destructive; 

some of the parameters ca

e.g. dynamic aperture that may be affected by high order multipoles such as normal 

apole in the main bending dipoles. 

Because of the above arguments, it is desirable to devise a method to bridge 

Figure I-13: Reference Magnetic System concept 

between the magnet field errors as obtained from the production and installation and the 

requirements for operation. A Reference Magnetic System (RMS) was designed for this 

purpose. 

 R S concept is shown in Fig. I-13. The complement to the model is represented by 

on-line reference magnets. These are magnets properly chosen to represent the 

rage behavior of the accelerator magnets and driven by individual power converters 

h the same powering law of the rest of the machine i.e. having 

 These magnets will be equipped with sui
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the f

LH

proportional coefficient between different magnets [11]. The analysis was achieved 

king into account a significant sample of LHC dipoles but measurements of decay and 

snapback performed on Tevatron dipoles (different from the LHC dipoles both in 

superconducting cable and in coils) showed the same results [12]. This support the idea 

that the correlation found has some fundamental origin, and can thus be used for a robust 

prediction. 

The function of the reference magnets is to provide only relative changes with respect to 

the expected behavior, while the software interpolator remains the main element for 

control. The feed-forward control implemented for instance on the b3 multipole is 

depicted in Fig. I-14: for a given operating conditions the b3 value for a specific sector is 

determined using the field model established from the series magnetic measurements and 

stored in the Magnetic Reference Database. The on-line measurement of b3 from a 

 Database, is used to correct the model result.  

 re erence magnets with the average per arc. For b1, b3 and b5 components of the 

C dipoles it has been proved that the decay and snapback model is scaled of a pure 

ta

particular reference magnet is compared with the model estimate of the b3 for the same 

magnet. The difference from the measured value and the estimation gives the model 

error; this difference, properly scaled using the information stored in the Machine 

Topology

 

 

 

Figure I-14: Feed-forward control on the b3 harmonic 
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Chapter II - STATE OF THE ART 

II.1 - Outline 

In this chapter, the state of the art in the three measurement fields discussed in this thesis 

(harmonic coils, harmonic Hall probe array and multipole polarity verification) is presented 

including the description of the measurement principles, performances and their current limitations. 

In section 2 rotating coils systems are discussed first, pointing out the limitations of both 

hardware and software related to measurement time reduction. On the hardware side, the main 

limitation is represented by the resolution of the current PDI integrators, based on the voltage-

frequency conversion principle. A detailed state of the art on integrator devices used in other 

laboratories and characterized by higher resolution is hence done. On the software side, the current 

analysis procedure works well only for measurements in stationary conditions, whilst with varying 

magnetic fields, produces errors increasing as the current ramp rate increases. Two proposals of 

new analysis algorithms present in literature are summarized, highlighting their advantages and 

limitations. 

In section [3] systems based on arrangements of fixed Hall plates measurement probe 

developed at CERN to measure at high speed the b3 and b5 harmonics is fully detailed. The 

requirements of the measurement instrument based on this probe are specified as well as the 

measurement problems discovered with the first measurements carried out with this sensor.  

Finally, in section 3, the problem of the polarity test of all the LHC magnets is presented. The 

idea to use a system based on a rotating hall plate to determine the polarity of all the LHC magnet 

types, at warm conditions and with no errors is anticipated. 



II.2 - HIGH ACCURACY SYSTEMS BASED ON ROTATING COILS 

Rotating coil systems are one of the most successful methods in the measurement of field and 

strength harmonics for accelerator magnets. Devised since 1954 [2], the method has become now 

widely used for magnets with cylindrical bores, in both stationary and time-varying fields.  

With careful calibration, these systems deliver the field harmonics with a resolution that can 

reach a few ppm and a measurement uncertainty in the range of 10-100 ppm. In addition the speed 

of the coils can arrive at maximum value of 1 turn/s to avoid mechanical vibrations that can give 

problems on the measurement accuracy. 

II.2.1 - The measurement principle: The Faraday-Lenz`s law 

The principle of the measurement is based on Lenz’s law: when a conductor loop moves with 

respect to a magnetic field, a flux variation occurs and a voltage is induced proportional to the time 

variation of the flux. 

In Fig. II-1 a cylindrical surface parallel to the axis of the magnet  and uniform in the axial 

direction is considered. Γ designates the arc at the intersection between Σ and the xy plane. z1 and z2 

determine the positions of the ends in the complex plane. The magnetic flux Φ through this surface 

is defined by: 

mz

,∫∫
Σ

=Φ σr
r
dB           (Eq. II-1) 

with σrd  the surface element vector. 

Since the surface is parallel to the axis of the magnet, and since B
r

 and Σ are uniform along the 

magnet`s axis: 

)( γ
rrr dzBL m ×=Φ ∫

Γ

,          (Eq. II-2) 

with L the length of the surface along the axis and mz γ
r

d  the arc element vector. 

Now the coordinates of γ
rd  are set to ( , , 0). The coordinates of (dx dy mzr × γ

rd  ) are ( , , 0). 

Using the two dimensional expression of the 

dy− dx

B
r

 the flux is given by: 

⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
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⎡
−=Φ ∫

Γ

)Re dyBdxBL xy         (Eq. II-3) 

In complex notation it is expressed by: 
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Introducing the definition of the complex potential [1] and using the multipoles expansion series (I-

1) the flux is expressed in terms of field harmonics as: 
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Now it is assumed that the surface Σ represents the surface for all turns of a pick up coil rotating 

around the axis  (i.e. the windings are infinitely thin). The angle θ’ describes a rotation of the 

surface around the axis . z2 and z1 are the positions of the extremities of the arc Γ at θ’=0. So for 

any angle θ’the location of the ends `  and  is described by 

mz

mz

1θz `2θz

`)exp(1`1 θθ izz =  and `)exp(2`2 θθ izz =       (Eq. II-6) 

Using the equation (II-5) and (II-6) the flux Φ seen by a rotating coil is 
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,        (Eq. II-7) 

with Kn the coil’s sensitivity to the nth multipole: 
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In the equation (II-8) Nw represents the number of the coil turns, so that Kn only depends on the 

coil geometry. 

The voltage induced by a flux change is given by Faraday’s law: 

dt
dV φ

−= ,           (Eq. II-9) 

A change of flux inside the coil is achieved either by varying the magnetic field (i.e. varying the 

magnet current) or by rotating the coil inside the magnetic field. Here the second method, called 

rotating coil method, is described. The angular dependence of the flux on the angular position of the 

coil is shown in equation (II-7). 
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Figure II-1: Magnetic flux through a cylindrical surface. 

In the following the magnetic field is considered to be independent from time, so that the field 

harmonics Cn are assumed costant. Faraday’s law gives the voltage versus time. To calculate the 

multipoles Cn the flux versus angle is needed. 

Therefore the measurement is performed in the following way: 

• the coil is turned by a motor; 

• the voltage induced in the coil is fed to an integrator; 

• the integrator is read out by a controller; 

• an angular encoder triggers this readout to ensure equidistant readouts. This is needed by the 

standard analysis which is based on a Fourier transform. 

In the following this procedure is described mathematically. It is assumed that the Nw turn pick up 

coil is rotating around the z-axis with angular velocity . Then the angle θ’ at a given time t 

equals θ(t) and the angular speed equals its first derivative: 

)(tθ&

θ’=θ(t)  and  )()( t
dt

td θθ &= .        (Eq. II-10) 

In the ideal case 

t⋅= ωθ '   and ωθ
=

dt
td )( ,         (Eq. II-11) 

with ω the ideal (i.e. costant) angular velocity. 

Faraday’s law (II-9) applied to equation (II-7) gives: 
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The voltage is then integrated using an integrator : 

∫−=
t

dttVt
0

')'()(φ ,          (Eq. II-13) 

assuming that the integration starts at t = 0. 

The angular encoder triggers the readout of the integrator to ensure equally spaced angular steps. 

Since θ(t) gives the position of the coil versus time, its inverse function describes the 

time at which an angle was reached. Thus the flux Φi given by the integrator for an angular interval 

 as: 
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'
0θ  is the angle at which the integration started and : '

iθ

i
Pi
πθ 2' =   i=1...P,           (Eq. II-15) 

 
with P the number of readings per revolution. The flux Φi can be further written as 

∫∫ =−=
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θ

θ

θθ
θ

φ
&

.         (Eq. II-16) 

Φi corresponds to the value of the integral at ti. Comparing the last term of the above statement to 

Equation (II-12) it is evident that Φi is speed independent. A discrete Fourier transform is applied to 

the total readout Φ={Φi | i = 1 . . . P} of the integrator 

  ψ= DFT [Φ],           (Eq. II-17) 

with ψ the spectrum of the flux and DFT the discrete Fourier transform. It can be showed [2] that 

the multipoles Cn are given by: 

n
Kn

Cn ψ1
= .          (Eq. II-18) 
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II.2.2 - Experimental Setup 

The rotating coil shafts are inserted into the anti-cryostat in the two magnet apertures (Fig. II-

2). The twin-rotating unit simultaneously drives the two shafts. The voltage signals from the coils 

are amplified in a mobile rack. The data acquisition and a first harmonic analysis are carried out in 

electronic racks using the data treatment explained earlier. 

Long superconducting 
dipole magnet 
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II.2.2.1 - The coils 

The measurement of the magnetic field is realised using tangential rotating coils mounted on a 

16-m long ceramic shaft. The shaft is obtained by assembling thirteen modules of approximately 

1.25m lengths each [3]. This covers the 15m length of the LHC dipole and the adjacent corrector 

magnets. All modules are identical to allow interchange of position and easy management spares. 

The module cross-section is shown in Fig.1. Ceramic ( ) is the material used for the support 

[4]. The ceramic has a high rigidity and geometric stability both mandatory for proper calibration of 

the coil sensitivity. In addition this material is non-magnetic and non-conducting, thus can turn 

freely in a magnetic field without perturbing it. The support has a simple geometry, i.e. a hollow 

cylinder equipped with tangential coils. Each coil can be calibrated individually and matched to 

other coils with the same cross-section to achieve the highest possible dipole compensation ratio. 

To simplify the setup and ensure better accuracy, the LHC dipoles are therefore equipped with an 

anticryostat (a warm bore) with a 40mm inner diameter.  This imposes a maximum outer diameter 

of 36mm to the rotating coil, to leave enough clearance for installation and operation. 

32OAl

Twin rotating 
unit 

Coil shafts 

Electronic racks 
for data acquisition 
and analysis 

Mobile rack 

Figure II-2: Rotating coil test set-up in a long dipole magnet in the SM18 laboratory 
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Figure II-3: Cross-section module showing details of 
su

Each module is made up of three coils: two tangential coils and one centred. A single coil is 

insufficient to measure the small multipole field components of high order (b3, b5, b7 and b9) in the 

presence of the large dipole background field. This is the reason for using an analog bucking: a 

configuration of two coils with equal width and equal number of turns connected electrically in 

series with opposite polarity, the central coil and one tangential coil (a second tangential coil is used 

as a spare). The dipole contribution to the "compensated signal" Vcomp = Vcentral - Vtangential vanishes. 

The dipole field, "absolute signal" is from Vtangential only. 

The sensitivity of a tangential coil to a harmonic of order n depends strongly on the opening 

angle α of the coil. In particular the sensitivity of the coil is zero when the harmonic order is equal 

to a critical value n = 2π/α. The opening angle is a geometrical quantity defined by the coil rotation 

radius and the width of the coil (Fig.II-3). The coil rotation radius is maximised to increase the 

sensitivity to higher order harmonics. This radius is limited to about 17mm by the space available in 

the anticryostat. The nominal opening angle is 28.8° [5], that corresponds to zero sensitivity to the 

harmonic of order 12.5.  

As shown in Fig.2, each coil module is completed at one end with a ceramic (SiN) flange (h) 

that houses an integrated ceramic ball bearing (a) in a brass cage equipped with beryllium-copper 

rollers (b).  The rollers allow moving the shaft inside the warm bore. At the other end a small Ti-

pport and coils. 

Figure II-4: Schematic assembly of a module showing the main components: (a) 
ball bearing, (b) brass cage with roller, (c) Ti-bellow, (d) tangential coil, (e) central 

coil, (f) dowel pin, (g) ceramic support, (h) SiN flange, (i) cable connector, (j) 
anticryostat, (k) cold bore.  



bellows is glued on the module (c). The titanium bellows has a flange mating with the opposite 

ceramic support, so that the modules can be mechanically assembled. The function of the bellows is 

to accommodate the curvature of the dipole cold bore (k) (0.4mrad at each junction) as well as the 

anticryostat (j) centring errors in vertical and horizontal direction.  

 

II.2.2.2 - Twin rotating units 
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reference surface on the coil shaft.  

sts of three turns in alternating direction. The first turn is for 

acce

Digi n the basic electronic tool for magnetic measurements at CERN 

sinc

A Twin Rotating Unit (TRU) shown in Fig.II-5 drives the two coil shafts. The nominal rotation 

speed is 1Hz with variations smaller than 3% [3]. The acquisition software remotely controls the 

operation of the unit. An angular encoder gives the angular position of the shaft with 4096 counts 

per revolution plus a “zero” pulse on a separate channel. The encoder housing is rigidly connected 

to an electronic inclinometer, giving an absolute reference for the orientation of the encoder “zero”. 

Furthermore the TRU side of the shaft is provided with a reference surface, aligned with the 

Each measurement cycle consi

lerating the shaft in order to get the right constant rotation speed. The read-out is executed 

during the second turn with constant rotation speed. The last turn is for decelerating the shaft so as 

to change the rotation direction. This mode is called washing machine mode [6]. The final 

measurement results are obtained from the average of the forward and backward revolutions 

II.2.2.3 - PDI Integrators 

Figure II-5: Twin rotating unit. 

tal integrators have bee

e the 80’s. The CERN Portable Digital Integrator (PDI model AT 680-2030-050) first designed 

mostly realised by P. Galbraith [7], has been in use for now over 20 years. The CERN integrator 



principle has been perfected and commercialised by Metrolab in its gain-programmable PDI-5025 

model [8]. 

In this integrator the voltage from the induction coil Vin is sent, after conditioning and 

amplification, to a Voltage-to-Frequency Converter (VFC) whose output is a square signal with 

frequency f proportional to the VFC input voltage. This signal is then entered in a counter that 

accumulates the number n of square pulses during a measurement period Δt starting at tstart and 

ending at tend. The frequency f of the square signal is equal by definition to the time derivative of the 

number of pulses dn/dt, and the output of the counter is, apart for the amplifier gain g and a 

proportionality constant KVFC, a digital measurement of the integral of the input voltage: 

n = fdt = g
tstart

tend

∫ KVFC Vin dt
tstart

tend

∫         (Eq. II-19) 

The flux increment F is then obtained as: 

F =
n

gKVFC

          (Eq. II-20) 

The digital integrator achieves high accuracy thanks to the conversion to frequency domain. The 

limiting elements in this concept are the stability and linearity of the VFC, and the resolution of 

counting operation that depends on the maximum operation frequency of the VFC. Hybrid 

technology VFC's have linearity and stability of better than a few ppm over the whole range of 

input voltage. The typical maximum frequency of operation is 1 MHz. In order to make the circuit 

practical some additional features are added to the basic scheme described above. Commercial VFC 

circuits work only with single polarity voltage, e.g. 0 to 10 V, while the signal from an induction 

coil can have both polarities. The dual polarity capability is restored by shifting the input voltage by 

a precise and stable reference Vref whose effect is to place the input zero exactly in the middle of the 

VFC range. This offset is then eliminated after counting, subtracting the counts from a reference 

source fref oscillating at exactly half of the maximum frequency of the VFC. Another technical 

detail that allows to avoid dead times during the transfer of the result from the buffer of the counter 

to the downstream circuitry is to use two parallel counters working in alternance. This technique is 

very effective and results in the cancellation of cumulative errors: a count lost due to the trigger 

detection uncertainty is recovered in the next flux variation measurement. 
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Figure II-6: Principle of the digital integrator based on voltage-to-frequency 
conversion

 

 

II.2.2.4 - Data Acquisition system 

Figure II-7: Block diagram of the rotating coils DAQ system. 

The voltages induced from coil sections are readout at the same time by the PDI integrators 

triggered by the angular encoder. The integrated voltages are equal to the flux changes through the 

measuring coil for all angular steps, and rotating velocity variations during the measurements are 

compensated up to the first order. A real-time processor configures the integrators and reads the 

integrated voltages Integrators and processor are mounted on a VME-bus (Versa Module Europa, 

IEEE 1014-1987 standard) [9]. Overall control of the power supply, of the precision current 

reading, of the motor rotating the shaft and of the integrators is achieved using a LabVIEW 

software [10] running on a SUN Ultra-2 workstation. Fig. II-7 shows the block diagram of the DAQ 

system. 

Flux increments ΔΦi are therefore available at each angular interval and express the magnetic 

flux change over an angular step (integral of coil voltage). The integrator provides also the time 

interval between the two pulses. The raw data are the stored flux increments and the time intervals. 

The value of the flux Φk for an angle θk is the sum over the flux increments ΔΦι, i ≤ k. Each ΔΦi is 
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the average of measurements obtained during a backward and forward rotation. The averaging over 

forward and backward rotation cancels the systematic offset in the angular encoder and symmetric 

torsion effects. 

 

II.2.3 - The new measurement requirements 

Finally, at present, the typical measurement time of this system is about the 15 seconds (in the 

washing mode, 3 turns in each opposite direction are performed in order to reach a constant speed 

of the coil before doing the acquisition). 

If for the usual measurements on dipoles and quadrupoles this time can be considered 

acceptable, now the measurement speed has become a critical point. 

The rotating coils system will be used also for the potential Reference Magnets System on-line 

[11]. For this application the field harmonics coming from the reference magnets (3 dipoles and 1 

quadrupole) shall be delivered in a time dictated from the control frequency of the LHC corrector 

magnets. Since this frequency is around 2 Hz, in order to use the experimental data together with 

the field model to provide the expected current law to download in the LHC spool pieces, the 

measurement time of the reference magnets field harmonics has to be around one hundred ms. 

The dynamic effects in superconducting magnets as the snapback in the dipoles during the 

current injection is a fast phenomena (the full duration is about 60 seconds). For a correct 

observation a measurement time of the field harmonics maximum of few hundredths of 

milliseconds is required.  

Therefore, the rotating coils system will be used for measurements of fast pulsed magnets such 

as prototypes for FAIR at GSI or for the upgrade of the CERN injector chain characterized by very 

high ramp rates.  

Mechanical improvements to the current system in order to reach continuous coils rotation at 

speed of some Hz, by themselves, don’t assure the satisfaction of the new requirements. The 

following limitations have to be taken into account: 

• the PDI integrators are characterized by a resolution that is not enough to resolve rapid 

flux variations in measurement at high ramp rates as well as small flux increments 

consequents to a higher trigger frequency; 

• the standard analysis is based on the assumption that the field harmonics are constant 

during one complete coil turn. The error in the estimation of the field harmonics of 

varying magnetic fields increases with the current ramp rate. 

 



II.2.3.1 - The hardware limitations: PDI integrators  

In the following section the operational limits for the digital integrator as used today at CERN 

for the measurement of the magnetic field are examined. The discussion is made in terms of the 

output of the integrator F (in [Vs]), as a function of the integration time Δt (in [s]).  

Input voltage limit 

Using standard instrumentation electronics, it is common to limit the input voltage to the 

analog-to-digital converter to a signal in the range of few V. This is the range of the VFC used in 

the present integrator version, which has a 0…10 V input range. equivalent, in bi-polar mode, to a 

|Vmax| = 5 V maximum voltage input. The maximum flux that can be integrated is then: 

 

Fmax = Vmax Δt            (Eq. II-21) 

This is a straight line with slope 1 in a log-log plot of F vs. Δt, passing through the point (5 Vs, 

1s). 

Integrator noise  

The electronic noise generated by the input analog front-end can be assumed gaussian with a 

white spectrum, zero average and a standard deviation σnoise; 

The white noise spectrum is shaped-filtered by a factor 1/f in the ideal integrator, where f is the 

frequency of the signal. Hence, the high frequency components in the noise are reduced with 

respect to the low frequency components. At the same time the integration time Δt acts as a time 

window on the input noise of the integrator. As shown in the next chapter the noise at the integrator 

output is given by:  

noisey t σσ ⋅Δ=             (Eq. II-22) 

Then, the standard deviation at the output of the ideal integrator is the product of the standard 

deviation of the input noise and the integration time. Therefore, the integration noise increases with 

integration time.  

Instead of the noise standard deviation, it is common to refer to the peak-peak noise level that 

can be found in amplifier’s datasheets. In Table 1 the values experimented on the analog front-end 

of the PDI integrators are shown: 
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G=1 10 μV 

G=10 1 μV 

G=100 0.3 μV 

Table II-I: Input voltage noise (peak-peak) 

 

Integration Offset 

The second limit due to input analog electronics is the offset at the integrator input.It produces 

a drift of the integrator that is proportional to the integration time: 

 

Foffset = Voffset Δt           (Eq. II-23) 

 

In the log-log plot of F vs. Δt, the above relation is a straight line with slope 1 passing through 

the point (Voffset Vs, 1s), where Voffset is typically 7 μV. 

 

Resolution 

The resolution of the integrator system is defined as the minimum flux variation appreciable in 

the output. The minimum flux value measurable is obtained considering only one pulse of the VFC 

output counted, so from the Equation (II-20) for n equal to 1 it follows: 

ki
F 1min =           (Eq. II-24) 

The worst resolution is obtained for unit gain of the input amplifier unit, given by the inverse of 

the transfer function of the VFC used. The integrators currently used at CERN have a VFC 

characterized by a maximum frequency of 500 kHz at 10 V then: 

 

Fmin = 2 10-5 Vs  for G=1 

 

and is a constant, independent of the integration time.  

In the log-log plot of F vs. Δt, the above relation is a horizontal line. It must be noted that the 

digital resolution imposes a hard limit on the integral, as any flux increment below this value is 
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effectively lost. It is hence mandatory that the operation is adapted so that the input signal is several 

times larger than the resolution. 

Minimum integration time 

The minimum integration interval is limited by the VFC maximum frequency. In fact, under the 

assumption that the integration trigger is synchronized with the VFC clock, the minimum interval 

time is equal to the minimum VFC period that is,  s. 6102 −⋅

 

The above limits are shown in Fig. II-9, obtained for the case of an input gain of 1 (as used for 

absolute coil signals). In the plot are also reported the operating points for typical rotating coil 

systems presently used at CERN (blue squares), as well as the projected operating points for fast 

systems adapted to the harmonic measurements in pulsed magnets. 
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It is evident from the plots reported that the integrators are suitable for the present 

measurements (trigger frequency in the range of few 10’s to few 100’s Hz), with two orders of 

magnitude margin with respect to the digital resolution and well above the analog noise limits. An 

increase of a factor 100 on the acquisition speed (trigger frequency in the range of few 1000’s to 

few 10000’s Hz), will result in a drastic reduction of the working space.  

Figure II-8: Operating limits of the PDI integrators 

This is in fact the main reason why the realisation of a digital integrator based on an alternative 

design is needed. 
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II.2.3.2 - The standard analysis limitations 

The standard analysis operates with success only in stationary conditions and it exploits the nice 

property of harmonic coefficients Cn to be a linear function of the discrete-time Fourier transform 

(DFT) of the acquired flux samples. In the presence of non-stationary magnetic fields (due, for 

instance, to LHC current ramps), the standard procedure does not work properly. 

Inaccuracy is principally due to the spectrum spread related to the variation of the fundamental 

harmonic coefficient in a single coil turn. Hardware solutions such as analog bucking or increasing 

coil rotation speed are insufficient to completely eliminate the problem. 

 

II.2.4 - New integrators: State of the art 

The main laboratories involved in magnetic measurement and the technologies used for voltage 

integration are resumed in the Tab. II-II. 

 

Laboratories Technology for magnetic measurement 
Fermi LAB Architecture based on the chain ADC-DSP is being 

developed 

CEA SACLAY Architecture based on the Analog digital conversion; 

developing of the test method with a PXI rack 

Los Alamos National Laboratory Metrolab Instrument (PDI) 

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 3 Voltage-to-Frequency  at different full scale + 

Counters; DSP chooses the best measurement 

Shangay National Synchotron Radiation 

Center 

Metrolab Instrument (PDI) 

Standford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) Metrolab Instrument (PDI) 

Table II-II: Digital integrator solutions used in the main laboratories 

. 

II.2.4.1 -  FERMILAB 

A voltage integrator based on the chain of a Programmable Gain Amplifier (PGA), an analog-

digital converter (ADC), and a Digital Signal Processor  (DSP) has being developed for the 

measurement of the magnetic field by the rotating coil system. The ADC is the Pentek model 6102 

and the DSP is the Pentek model 4288. The Pentek 6102 is an ADC with 16-bit resolution and a 

maximum sampling rate of 250 kHz. The Pentek 4288 is a DSP at 40 MHz with a computing power 

up to 120 MFLOPS. The communication is performed through a proprietary high speed mezzanine 
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bus, Intel’s Modular Interface eXtension (MIX). The coil signal is sampled at 40-50 kHz and then 

integrated. The flux values are transferred to the VME accessible memory for reading by the control 

VME PPC computer. The performances in terms of trigger frequency, resolution in Vs and accuracy 

are not clearly mentioned [12]. 

II.2.4.2 - CEA SACLAY 

In 1999 the CEA has patented a new integrator device. The voltage signal is sampled by an 

ADC, 16 bit-resolution and maximum sampling rate of 100 kHz and then the data are managed by a 

numeric board. The first release is based on a PXI platform; CEA is looking for an industrial 

partnership for further developments [13].  

II.2.4.3 - Los Alamos National Laboratory 

For the determination of the multipole content of the magnetic field at the rotation speed of 14 

turns/min the Metrolab voltage integrator has been used. The voltage integrator has been connected 

to a Macintosh computer via a GPIB interface [14]. 

II.2.4.4 - Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 

A new integrator with high input voltage has been developed. This integrator uses Voltage to 

frequency converters (VFC) combined with up-down counters (VFC-UDC). To reduce errors due to 

VFCs input saturation, the new digital integrator is composed of three VFC-UDC units in parallel 

with different input ranges and a DSP that selects the best integrated output at a sampling frequency 

of 10 kHz, according to input level. Linearity errors of the VFC: 0.002% of full scale +10 V; dead 

band 0.02 mV [15]. 

II.2.4.5 - Shangay National Synchotron Radiation Centre 

A rotating coil magnetic measurement system has been built at SSRC to measure the 

quadrupole and sextupole magnet prototype of its accelerator. Metrolab PDI-5025 is used to 

integrate the flux linkage; the data in ASCII format are then transferred to the PC via GPIB [16]. 

II.2.4.6 - Commercial Measurement Instruments 

In the following the instruments found on the market to perform the integration of an input 

voltage are reported.  

 

Metrolab PDI 5025 

The Metrolab Instrument PDI 5025 is very diffused in accelerator research laboratories. This 

integrator is based on the Portable Digital integrator developed at the CERN, using a chain of a 
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VFC and two up-down counters. It is built by Metrolab Instrument SA, Geneva, Switzerland. The 

main electrical features can be found in [17]. 

 

Wenking EVI 95  

Wenking EVI 95 is a long term integrator. An analog circuit integrates the input signal up to a 

precisely set voltage level detected by a discriminator circuit. At this discrimination level the 

integrating capacitor is discharged to zero immediately and charged again. The number of 

discharges is counted by a dual six decade counter, separately for each polarity. The instrument is 

capable to integrate over a time period from less than 1 s to more than 10000 hours. The main 

features of this instrument are shown in the Tab. III [18]. 

 

Output range 1 Vs, 2 Vs, 5 Vs up to 1000 Vs  

Input offset current < 10-12 A at 25 °C 

Short-term offset voltage drift < 2 µVh-1 and 10 µV°C-1   

Long-term offset voltage drift <20 µV per 100 hours 

Accuracy of range resistors 0.1% (1 Vs to 10 Vs), 0.25% (20 Vs to 

200 Vs), 1% above. 

Table II-III: Wenking, model EVI 95 main feature 

 

RDM-Apps VI10F 

This instrument presents a low pass active filter, with an adjustable cut-off frequency, 

adjustable time constant by potentiometer or digitally. The main features are resumed in Tab. IV 

[19]. 

 

 

Input voltage range ±10 V 

Minimum time constant 0.01 s 

Maximum time constant 10 s 

Accuracy (10 °C to 40 °C) ±0.2 

Offset voltage drift ±20 

Table II-IV: RDM-Apps VI10F main features. 

  



A square root voltage-to-frequency converter 

 This instrument has been published at the IEEE transactions on instrumentation and 

measurement. It is a clock-controlled voltage-to-frequency converter in which the output is 

proportional to the square root of the input voltage. It is based on the working principle of the 

double ramp converter; indeed it presents the big advantages of such converter, as the independence 

from analog front end circuit parameters (resistors and capacitors), reaching an accuracy of about 

0.02 % of full scale for the voltage input range from 1 mV to 10 V if it is built with 18 V CMOS 

components and auto-zero amplifier (very low offset). This instrument cannot work at high 

frequency because of the limitations of the double ramp converter [20].   

 

II.2.4.7 - Discussion 

The main accelerator laboratories use the Metrolab PDI 5025 or they are developing new fully 

digital instruments. In particular, Fermi Lab is oriented toeards a solution based on the chain of an 

ADC and DSP to perform the integration in the numeric domain; the solution is partly based on 

commercial solution. No technique to improve the integration accuracy aimed at reducing the effect 

of the uncertainty on the trigger detection has been described in the literature. The measurement 

instruments present on the market, apart for the Metrolab PDI (based on CERN experience), do not 

assure high accuracy; the maximum accuracy (0.02% of full scale) is reached by the voltage-to-

frequency converter presented at the IEEE [20] but it is based on the scheme of the double ramp 

converter, which cannot assure high trigger frequency. 

 

II.2.5 - New analysis algorithms: State of the art 

Some efforts to improve analysis algorithms to reduce the error in the harmonics estimation 

during measurement in a varying magnetic field are present in literature. A. Jain at Brookhaven 

National Laboratory proposed an iterative algorithm to correct the averaged field coefficients 

measured at each coil turn [21]. The analysis is based on the definition of a Cavg(n) that is the n-th 

harmonic strength corresponding to the average current over one coil turn. The instantaneous 

harmonic value Cn(t) is expressed as )( tI
I avg

avg )( nC  as well as )(tR
It avg

avg
=

∂
)()( nCtCn∂  where R(t) is the 

current ramp rate. By knowing the magnet supply current, i.e., the average current as well as the 

ramp rate every coil turn, thanks to an iterative procedure the Cavg(n) value are estimated. It was 

proved that for polynomial current ramps, convergence is reached in three or four iterations. 
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A preliminary investigation of the error produced by the standard analysis for measurements 

with high ramp rates was carried out by T.Ogitzu [22]. A method based on the 2D fit of the flux 

surface as a function of the time and the coil angular position acquired on many coil turns was 

proposed. The basic idea is to recover, by means of interpolation, the flux samples related to a 

complete coil at the same time instant (during the acquisition consecutive flux samples are taken at 

different times, depending on the coil speed). In this way, in post processing, the standard analysis 

is applied at different sections of the flux surface, each one related to a different time, delivering the 

field coefficients at the given time [23]. 

The algorithms already present in literature have several drawbacks such as the need for 

information about magnet current, or they cannot be implemented in Real-Time, as they resume 

post processing large amounts of data. 

II.3 - Systems based on fixed hall plates 

A different kind of measurement devices with good time and spatial resolution is needed to 

better resolve in time the snapback evolution and to observe the spatially periodic field pattern 

during the decay. A sensor with a high acquisition frequency and that can give local measurements 

along a periodic field pattern of approximately 125 mm was developed at CERN [24, 25, 26]. The 

idea was to use rings of Hall probes for magnetic measurements. The device was derived from an 

old prototype version that includes only two b3 sensors. Details and results obtained from the first 

Hall probe sensor can be found in [27]. The new device contains six sextupole sensor rings placed 

over a length of 125 mm and two decapole sensor rings displaced at half cable twist pitch (55 mm).  

Rotating coils technique has the advantage to give in a single measurement cycle all the field 

harmonics. With Hall probes a limited number of components depending on the geometry of the 

sensor are measured. In this case the sensor was planned to measure the first two allowed harmonics 

after the dipolar one: the sextupole and the decapole components.  

The b3-b5 sensor developed at CERN allows measurements of the decay and snapback at a 

higher acquisition frequency (3-10 Hz) resolving properly the snap back phenomenon in time. 

Moreover Hall plates are small (active region 0.1x0.1 mm2) and so they give point-like 

measurements that allow the local characterization of the field component along a cable twist pitch. 

In principle, it is possible to measure any m-th order harmonic of the field using an appropriate 

arrangement of Hall plates. The voltage signal of a single probe provides local information on the 

average value of the total field over the active surface of the probe; the resolution of high order 

harmonics requires a particular disposition of a set of probes. Such a disposition for magnetic 



measurements is well known and has been used by Bruck on the HERA superconducting magnets 

to measure the time variation and the longitudinal periodicity of the sextupole field component [28].  

 

II.3.1 - The measurement principle 

To measure the m-th order harmonic of the magnetic field inside the magnet bore, one can use 

m Hall probes connected in series and placed tangentially to a ring at a radial distance R and at the 

azimuthal angles 2π m-1. Such placement allows the compensation of all the lower order 

components giving a signal proportional to the m-th order harmonic only. The measured signal for 

the field component of order m can be maximized if all Hall plates are placed in the poles of the 2m-

pole field. 

The magnetic field B inside the magnet bore is considered in the 2-dimensions approximation. For 

convenience a cylindrical coordinate system is used. Every point inside the magnet cross section 

can be identified by a radius ρ and an angle θ (measured starting from the horizontal axis). Inside 

the magnet bore the magnetic field can be expressed in its radial and tangential components; each 

component can be expanded in series as follows [29]: 
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where Bn and An are the normal and the skew multipoles of order n as defined in Eq.I-5. 

 

onsider a circle of radius R, centered in the origin of the cylindrical coordinate system. On 

this circle the magnetic field associated with a multipole of order n is a rotating vector of constant 

C

Figure II-9: Working principle of the sextupole probe. The field 
vectors are shown for a dipole (left) and for a sextupole (right). 
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module with an angular rotation frequency equal to the order of the multipole. As shown in Fig. II-

10, a disposition of m Hall plates placed on the circle at equispaced angular intervals, measure the 

radial component of the total field at these positions. 

If ϕ indicates the angle corresponding to the first probe, and θj (j=1 to m) the angle 

corresponding to a generic probe [30]: 

m
2jj
πϕθ +=           (Eq. II-26) 

The sum signa

formula: 

l S coming from m probes placed as described above is given by the following 
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Considering the complex representation of the sine, and expressing the finite sum of sine waves 

on the right hand side of Eq. 3-3, we obtain: 
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At this point two cases have to be distinguished: 

a) the ratio between the harmonics order n and the number of probes m is integer and equal to k 

b) mber of probes m is not integer 

⎜
⎛ +⎡⎤⎡ ⎞⎛ m nnm 2 ϕπ i

the ratio between the harmonics order n and the nu

In the case (a) the sum in Eq. II-28 can be expressed as follows: 
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As jk is an integer number, the complex numbers wh h are umme  in the

Eq. II-29 have a phase shift multiple of 2π, which means that they all have the same phase. 

Im
=

         (Eq. II-30) 

Im

ic s d  right hand side of 

The sum in Eq. II-29 can be then expressed as follows: 

m
( )[ ] )n(meme n2kjn ϕϕπϕ sinIm ii ==∑ +
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In the case (b), the sum in Eq.II-28 can be written in the following form: 
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The complex numbers in the sum at the right hand side of Eq. II-31 have the same module (equal 

to 1), and, independently of m, their phase shift is such that their sum is al ays e o w qual t zero.  

The same kind of demonstration can be followed for the sum of cosines at the right hand side of 

Eq. II-27, so that finally the following expression for the sum signal S according to the ratio
m
n is 

obtained : 
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The only harmonics that contribute to the sum signal are the normal and skew multipoles of 

order multiple of the number of probes, km. Thus with this configuration the dipole field is 

suppressed and information about the 

−
nR

S n

1n

m-th component and higher multipoles are obtained. 

Furthermore the signal generated by the normal m-th multipole can be maximized if the first 

sampling point is set at an angle ϕ =90° as in Fig. II-11. In this particular case: 
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The consequence is that only the normal odd and the skew even multipole of m contribute to the 

sum signal S. Being k = 
m
n , if m is odd its multipole of order k (k = 1, 2, 3…) are alternatively even 

and odd so that the sum signal can be written as, 
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or the probe realized at CERN the Hall plate sensors are of two types: a sextupolar and a 

decapolar ring with m=3 and m=5 probes, respectively (Fig. II-11). In these two particular cases the 

total sum signal is given by: 
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Note that in the sum only odd normal multipoles and even skew multipoles enter. The sextupole 

signal is so proportional to the odd normal multipoles B3, B9, B15 and higher order and to the even 

skew A6, A12, A18 and higher order. The decapole signal is proportional to the odd normal 

components B5, B15, B25 and higher order and to the even skew A10, A , 30 an he

formula can be simplified recalling that, in a normal dipole magnet, odd normal harmonics are 

a

20 A d hig r order. The 

llowed by symmetry, but they strongly decrease in amplitude with increasing order. On the other 

hand the even skew multipoles are not allowed by the symmetry. Thus, for a magnet with good 

construction quality, they are expected to be close to zero. Hence in the first approximation placing 

the probes at a radius R close to the reference radius, we can neglect the coefficients corresponding 

to the harmonics with an higher order than m=3 and m=5, Eq. II-36 and Eq. II-37 can be simplified 

as follows. 
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In first approximation, the signals coming from the arrangement of the sensors in the rings (Fig. 

II-11) are proportional to the normal sextupole and decapole harmonic, respectively. The dipole 

field component is completely compensated by the symme

geometry also the sextupole harmonic is compensated by the Hall probe arrangement. 

try. Note that in the case of the decapole 
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Figure II-10: Sketches of sensors used to measure the decapole (left) and the sextupole 

(right). 

II.3.2 - The measurement probe developed at CERN 

The Hall probe based sensor consists of six rings for the sextupole measurements and two rings for 

the decapole. The detector is based on the following components: 

- the support shaft is the piece that supports the eight sensor rings; 

- the shaft corresponds to the 300 mm aluminium piece supporting the connector; 

- the term extension shaft describes the 1 m long aluminium modules (four in total) that allow 

isalignments of the rings (Fig. 

II-1 . The choice of th e non-magnetic and with a 

high electric

during ram

temper titanium alloy was chosen due to its high electrical 

resis

 

a modulation of the length of the device. 

 The support shaft is made of Ti6Al4V alloy to avoid mechanical m

1) e material was important, the material had to b

al resistivity to avoid perturbations of the magnetic field, both in the steady state and 

ps. At the same time a good thermal conductivity was desirable, in order to stabilize the 

ature of the Hall plates on each ring. The 

tivity ( mΩ≈ μρ 7.1 ) and adequate thermal conductivity ( KWmk /7≈ ). The alloy also has a very 

small paramagnetic behavior ( 0002.1≈rμ ). The support shaft is 300 mm long, has a diameter of 

33 mm, a hole of 15 mm diameter is carved inside it in order to minimize the quantity of Ti6Al4V. 

The front end of the shaft is equipped with ball bearing and rollers in order to translate and rotate 

the device inside the warm bore of the magnet.  



 

Inclinometer 

Electrical connection card 

Sextupole 
Decapole 

64-pin 
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The device includes the eight rings and contains two flat surfaces: one for the electrical 

connection card (with a depth of 15 mm) and the other for the inclinometer (with a depth of 

19.5 mm). The inclinometer provides an absolute reference for the angular position of the shaft with 

respect to gravity. The six b3 sensors are placed at a distance of 19.2 mm in order to cover a 

w

net straight part avoiding the end effects. The detector 

w

avelength of the cable twist pitch. The two b5 rings are spaced by approximately half a pattern 

wavelength (57.5 mm). Hall plates are mounted as shown in Fig. II-10 into grooves on the rings at 

angular spacing of 120° and 72°, for the sextupole and decapole respectively. The angular tolerance 

on the positioning is ± 1°. The size of the Hall plate housing is 3.3x6x0.8 mm. The shaft (Fig. II-11 

on the right) contains a 64-pin connector and also has a ball bearing with rollers. Wires are directed 

to a flat connector with sixty-four connections located in the shaft. The eight sensors are connected 

in series. To protect the connector against magnetic interferences and to restore the dimensional 

stability a cover is placed on the connector. 

One purpose of the device is to measure the spatial variation of the sextupole and of the decapole 

along the magnet length. Moreover four extension shafts of 1 m each long were added. The four 

tubes can extend the detector length up to approximately 5 m. The extension devices allow 

measurements of the harmonics in the mag

ith this configuration is carried by ball bearings and rollers. This allows translations of up to 

150 mm and rotations up to a few degrees inside the anti-cryostat.  

Figure II-11: The hall probe based sextupole and decapole sensor. 

Half shell 

Support shaft 

Shaft 
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 Bratislava, Slovakia. The Hall 

plates ar and unpackaged. The probes typically have 

sensitivities around 220 mV/T at the excitation current of 50 mA. The active area of each Hall plate  

 

is approximately 0.01 mm2 (Fig. II-12) and is connected with very thin and fragile wires. They all 

lay on a ceramic support corresponding to an overall area of 20 mm2. The small temperature 

oefficient of about 10-4 K-1 guarantees insensitivity against gradients or variations of the 

The Hall plate signal wires (112 in total with a diameter of 0.1 mm) are transported over the surface 

of the support through rails and grooves machined in the rings. They are soldered to an electronic 

Figure II-12 Axial unpackaged Hall Plates from AREPOC, 
type HHP-NU used in the existing Hall detector. 

II.3.2.1 - Characteristics of the Hall Probe 

The Hall plates used are provided by AREPOC, a company in

e of the type HHP-NU, made up of InSb 

c

temperature. Non-linearities are smaller than 0.2% in a field range between 0 and 1 T. This grants a 

linear behaviour of the compensated signal in a limited range around the field level during injection.  

 

II.3.2.2 - Cabling and Acquisition 

Figure II-13: The electronic connection card 
containing 112 points of plugs. 
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connection card containing 112 points of plugs and located between the two decapole rings. The 

Hall plate wires join the three wires from the inclinometer and then are directed to a flat 64-pin 

connector located in the 300 mm long alluminium piece (Fig. II-13).  

The measurem rticular the snapback 

phenom apback is characterized by duration of some 

tenths of a second, so a sam red in order to have enough 

experimental points to ch

The b3 decay am a standard deviation of 0.5 units (0.8 units for 

b5 decay) hence imposing a minimum resolution of 0.1 units to permit b3 modelling. This 

resolution represents a considerable challenge especially because it is 105 orders of magnitude 

smaller than the superimposed main dipole field.  

The compensation of the main dipolar field is carried out using an analog bucking solution; 

bucking cards were built to sum the signals coming for the hall plates of the same ring. On the same 

card, compensation, at the first order, of the differences in sensitivity and offset between the hall 

amplifiers with adaptable gain and offset (see Chapter V for 

deta

roblems: 

Figure II-14: The flat 64-pin connector located in the 
300 mm long aluminium shaft.  

II.3.3 - The measurement problem 

ent target of the probe developed is the decay and in pa

ena of the b3 and b5 field components. The sn

pling frequency of 10 Hz is requi

aracterize the phenomenon.  

plitude is typically 2 units with 

plates is performed through input 

ils). 

Measurements with this new probe and the analog bucking cards were already carried out on 

few LHC dipoles. They gave important inputs for the modelling of the decay and snapback 

phenomena [31], but pointed out some measurement p

• the analog bucking doesn’t cancel completely the main dipolar field. A residual 

uncompensated contribution is always present mainly due to the hall plate non linearity 

and the misalignment errors of the hall plates; 
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alibration performed by comparison with data provided by the rotating coils system 

con

II.4 - S t

Magne

LHC magn perconducting magnets, that cannot be 

accesse n

composed o

LHC Short pole (MQ), the package with the orbit 

 at the level of a single winding, but much more frequently these 

take place at the level of the interconnections within the cold mass (bus routing from the magnet to 

agnets at installation. None of these 

ed, and hence particular care is asked in the 

veri

erefore not always reliable.  

 verify the field generated by a superconducting dipole, even when 

powered in warm conditions at 10-3 of its nominal field. For higher order magnets the field 

• the bucking cards are not characterized by long term stability so frequent calibrations 

are needed. On the other side the behaviour on the short term (2000 s, namely the 

measurement duration) was never investigated. 

Concluding, the only way to validate measurements carried out acquiring the bucked signals was a 

tedious c

cerned the same measurement. 

  

ys em based on rotating hall plates 

tic field polarity is possibly the most important magnetic property to be verified in the 

ets [32]. This is especially important in su

d i  operating conditions (as opposed to normal conducting magnets) and are often 

f several magnetic elements assembled in a single cold mass. One such example is the 

 Straight Section that contains the main quadru

corrector and the lattice sextupole (MSCB), and a MQT/MQS/MO corrector package that depends 

on the specific assembly. 

Polarity inversions can happen

the current leads) or, possibly, at the interconnection between m

faults can be easily mended once the cryostat is clos

fication of the field polarity. 

The measurement of polarity is trivial only apparently. In principle all the systems used for 

routine measurements of strength and field quality, as an example, the harmonic coil systems 

provide also the information about the field polarity; this depends however on a high number of 

parameters (i.e. direction of coil rotation, sense of insertion into the magnet, polarity of dozens of 

cables and connectors, sign conventions used in various coefficients and subroutines within the 

analysis software) and is th

The polarity test requires an instrument that is robust, easy to use, capable to indicate the 

polarity of any magnet type (in agreement with a defined convention), working at room temperature 

to intercept errors before the costly cryogenic tests.  

A polarity tester is a relatively straightforward device for a dipole field, a Gaussmeter or a 

compass needle can be enough to
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gen

e field levels of the LHC magnet assemblies 

was

monics. The measurement target is the field 

pola

erated in warm conditions powering at currents that can be sustained long enough can be very 

small, comparable to the residual magnetization of the iron yoke of the magnet itself. Furthermore 

access to the magnet bore is difficult, sometimes meters inside the cold mass, and precise 

positioning of a field measurement sensor (e.g. a Hall plate) or observation of an orientation (e.g. a 

needle) is delicate. 

For the above reasons a polarity tester adapted to th

 devised. The basic idea is to use a single Hall plate as the field measurement sensor, and rotate 

this sensor over a turn to map the angular dependence of the field. This angle-dependent signal is 

analyzed in Fourier series to extract the field har

rity but all the main characteristics of the magnet under test can be obtained: main harmonic 

order, transfer function (TF), magnet type (normal or skew) and field direction with respect to 

gravity.  
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Chapter III - HIGH ACCURACY 

SYSTEMS:THE NUMERICAL INTEGRATORS 

III.1 - Measurement problem 

The design of digital integrators is suitable for current measurement requirements: 10 to 100 ppm 

resolution with a trigger frequency in the range of few 10’s up to few 100’s Hz. This allows a two-

orders of magnitude margin with respect to the digital resolution, well above the noise and drift 

limits associated with the analog electronics. Nevertheless, the development of rotating and fixed 

coil measurement systems planned for the near future, and, in particular, the rapid measurement of 

the LHC magnets to improve the characterization of the energy ramp, or the measurement of fast 

pulsed magnets such as prototypes for FAIR at GSI, or for the upgrade of the CERN injector chain, 

will demand an increase of the trigger frequency by a factor of 100 (trigger frequency in the range 

of few 1000’s up to few 10000’s Hz). Given the intrinsic limitations of the PDI design, this will 

result in a dramatic reduction of the margin with respect to the digital resolution. 

In this chapter, an alternative design of digital integrator, based on an immediate  signal 

digitalization and successive numerical integration, is described. The performance of the new 

solution (Fast Digital Integrator, FDI), as well as the improvements with respect to the PDI 

integrators, are highlighted. The architecture of the overall measurement system is defined by 

paying particular attention to the layout of the integrator board. With this aim, the design details of 

the analog front end for the offset and gain auto-calibration, as well as the programmable gain 

setting, are pointed out. 



The concept was validated experimentally by emulating the proposed approach on a PXI 

platform. The metrological characterization is described. Flux measurements were carried out both 

by the prototype and by the PDI integrator as a reference, by highlighting the expected resolution 

limits.  

Finally, preliminary test results of the new integrator analog front-end are illustrated. 

 

III.2 - Working principle of the proposed digital integrator 

The block diagram of the proposed integrator is shown in Fig. III-1. The basic principle is to 

integrate the input signal Vin in the digital domain, immediately, without previous analog processing 

in order to reduce the impact of analog uncertainty sources. 

 

 

The input stage is a gain programmable amplifier, with automatic gain and offset calibration 

and adjustment. The gain and the voltage offset are controlled by a Field Programmable Gate Array 

(FPGA) performing the calibration, storing the calibration coefficients and applying them in 

measurements.  

The input signal is digitized by an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC), with Nresolution bits, 

sampling at a rate  fsampling. The acquired signal is then input to a Digital Signal Processor (DSP) 

performing numerical integration when triggered from an external digital signal (e.g., pulses from 

 

− 

+ 

Vin Rcoil 

ADC 

F 

DSP FPGA 

Voffset 

Rgain 

trigger 

Figure III-1: Principle of the proposed digital integrator. 
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an angular encoder). The DSP manages the analog and digital I/O of the instrument, through the 

FPGA which plays as an I/O processor. 

  

The integral result F is made available on a digital communication bus. 

Main advantages are: 

• the signal is sampled at a fixed rate, independently on the trigger frequency. As a result, 

the resolution of the digital integral is fixed, and, limited only by the sampling 

frequency fsampling and the ADC resolution Nresolution; 

• the time integral can be performed with a variety of numerical algorithms that can be 

tested and uploaded on the DSP, easily without any change in the hardware. Filtering, 

decimation, or voltage acquisition can be performed on the board, once a suitable code 

is uploaded through the interface bus; 

• analog electronics is fully programmable and can be calibrated on the field (e.g., before 

starting a measurement), in order to reduce long-term drifts in amplifier gain and offset; 

• the on-board processor can be used in addition for reverse tasks, such as monitoring the 

physical coherence of the signals before, during, or after a measurement, thus providing 

a powerful mean to control errors.  

 

III.2.1 - System Resolution 

The increment in flux resolution is given by the product of the ADC resolution, εADC  by the time 
resolution ε Δt: 

 

tADCF Δ= εεmin .          (Eq. III-1) 

 

The first term is obtained from the ADC voltage range and the number of bits as: 

 

12
max

−
=

resolutionNADC
V

ε ,         (Eq. III-2) 

 

while the second is given by the sampling frequency of the ADC directly: 

 

εΔt =
1

fsampling

 .          (Eq. III-3). 
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As an example, for an ADC with 18 bits of resolution, and a sampling rate of 625 kS/s, an Fmin 

of 3 × 10-11 Vs is obtained. As for the case of the VFC-based integrator, this flux resolution is 

constant and independent on the integration time. This value is about 5 orders of magnitude higher 

than the PDI integrator resolution and represents one of the main advantages of this new approach. 

Once the required time resolution becomes smaller than the sampling period, however, the 

ADC-DSP system looses track of changes in the signal and cannot integrate. Thus, operations are 

limited at trigger frequencies smaller than sampling rates. 

III.2.2 - Offset and gain  calibration 

Also digital integrator suffers  the offset problem arising from the analog front-end. It depends 

mainly on the change of temperature and gain set of the input amplifier. Since the signal is sampled, 

immediately the drift voltage at the input of the ADC can be periodically monitored. The idea is to 

implement a periodic offset calibration procedure, by injecting a null signal at the integrator input. 

The measured value will be used for a first offset compensation in the integration process. In 

particular, in order to take into account noise on the input stage, the offset voltage is not evaluated 

by a simple sampling but by means of integration, in order to measure the actual drift on the 

integral, over a fix time interval.  

Main requirement for the analog front-end design is high stability. The offset auto-calibration is 

performed before a measurement that can last even 20 minutes, thus a high offset short-term 

stability (less than 10 ppm) is required.  

After the calibration, residual offset produces a drift proportional to the integration time: 

Foffset = Voffset Δt  .          (Eq. III-4) 

The same stability requirement has to be considered for the gain. Therefore, an automatic fine 

adjustment procedure is foreseen in order to set exactly the theoretical gain value. 

III.2.3 - Trigger uncertainty 

An important uncertainty source in the integration process is the timing error on the encoder 

trigger pulses. The encoder pulses are first decimated by using a prescaler board to set the N value, 

namely the integration angular resolution, and then are sent to the DSP to drive the integration. 

If fclock  is the clock frequency of the prescaler board, since the trigger pulses are obtained by a 

synchronous counter, the timing uncertainty on the trigger pulses can be estimated as: 
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 f
1

clock
_ =prescalertriggerσ  .        (Eq. III-5) 

 

The trigger is detected by the DSP by means of its interrupt response system. A jitter on the 

detection and the consequent delay in the response (interrupt response latency time) represents a 

further uncertainty source ±σinterrupt_DSP. 

The uncertainty on the integration due to the global trigger uncertainty can be expressed as: 

σ ( ) ( )2
_int

2
_max DSPerruptprescalertriggertrigger VF σσ +⋅=  .     (Eq. III-6) 

As an example, by taking into account a clock frequency of 100 MHz on the prescaler board 

and an interrupt latency time of 20 ns (a time reasonable for a DSP with 500 MHz clock), the 

consequent integration uncertainty  is equal to ± 2.2 ·10-7 Vs. 

It is worth to note that the encoder triggers mark both the start and the end of each integration. 

The trigger uncertainty has to be some orders of magnitude lower than the sampling period in 

order to consider it negligible. In fact, the voltage is sampled in time domain and not in the angular 

domain (the encoder triggers are asynchronous with respect to the sampling frequency), thus the 

maximum error is given by the product of the maximum input voltage by the sampling period. As 

an example, for 800 kS/s sampling period and 10 V maximum input, this error is equal to 1.25 E-5 

Vs. Without any further correction, the high potential resolution of this instrument is completely 

lost because of its last source of uncertainty. An high resolution interpolator is foreseen to reduce 

the instrument global uncertainty. 

III.2.4 - Integration noise  

In addition to the offset problem, the integrator is affected by  noise, captured by the coil and/or 

generated by the amplifiers stage (electronic noise).  

The electronic noise can be modelled as Gaussian with a white spectrum and a standard deviation 

σnoise. 

Such a noise is rejected in frequency by a factor 1/f in an ideal integrator. Hence, higher 

frequency noise components are reduced with respect to lower ones. At the same time the 

integration time Δt acts as a time window on the input noise of the integrator.  

By taking into account: 
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∫
Δ−

=
t

tt

dxty ττ )()(          (Eq. III-7) 

   

)(tx  is the white noise in input to the integrator. It is a random signal WSS (wide sense stationary), 

therefore since white signal it is characterized by zero average and impulsive autocorrelation, 

namely Power Spectral Density constant:   

22 )( noisefX σ=   (PSD)         (Eq. III-8) 

The power of this signal is infinite, since: 

 

∫
+∞

∞−

= dffXxE )(][ 22
         (Eq. III-9) 

 

The integration process described by the equation 7 can be seen as the output of a system LTI 

(linear time invariant) characterized by impulsive response: 

)(1)(1)( tttth Δ−−=          (Eq. III-10) 

and transfer function: 

)(sin)( 222 tfctfH Δ⋅Δ=          (Eq. III-11) 

For a generic system LTI, if the signal input is WSS the output is a signal WSS as well. 

The average of the integrator output signal is zero again since for a signal WSS, for definition, 

the statistical average of the temporal average evaluated over a finite time interval is equal to the 

statistical average of the signal whatever is the time interval; if the input signal statistical average is 

zero also the signal output will be characterized by zero average. 

 The power of the integrator output  is evaluated by using the following relation: ][ 2yE

 

∫∫
+∞

∞−

+∞

∞−

== dffXfHdffYyE )()()(][ 2222
      (Eq. III-12) 

Finally: 
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∞−
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∞−
  (Eq. III-13) 

and then  

 

noisey t σσ ⋅Δ=            (Eq. III-14) 

 

Then, the standard deviation at the output of the ideal integrator is the product of the standard 

error on the average and the square root at integration time. Therefore, the integration noise 

increases according to integration time.  

Instead of the noise standard deviation, in amplifier’s datasheets, it is common to refer to the 

peak-to-peak noise level. According to the values experimented on the analog front-end of PDI 

integrator,  the peak-to-peak noise level expected for the proposed integrator is: 

G=1 10 μV 

G=10 1 μV 

G=100 0.3 μV 

Table III-1: Input voltage noise (peak-to-peak) 

 

III.2.5 - Advantages  

In Fig.III-2, the operating limits of the proposed DSP based-integrator and the PDI integrator 

are compared.  

The amplifiers used in the proposed integrators are the same of the PDI integrator, thus the 

limits due to the peak-to-peak noise on the integrator output and to the offset are the same. In 

particular: 

• the noise on the integrator output, given by Eq. III-14, in the log-log plot of F vs. Δt, is 

represented by the straight line with slope 1/2 passing through the point (σnoise Vs, 1s), 

where σnoise is typically 10 μV 

• the offset limitation, expressed by Eq. III-6, in the log-log plot of F vs. Δt, is a straight 

line with slope 1, passing through the point (Voffset Vs, 1s), where Voffset is typically 70 μV. This 

value can be considered as a residual offset after the auto-calibration procedure. 
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Such as in the PDI integrator, in the proposed integrator, there is a lower limit to the integration 

time; it is imposed, in principle, by the ADC sampling period (1.25 μs for  an ADC with 800 KS/s 

sampling frequency). 

Integration time [s] Integration time [s] 
Figure III-2: Comparison between operating limits fort he proposed DSP-based integrator 

(on the right) and the PDI integrator (on the left), for an input gain of 1. 

[Vs] [Vs] 

 

Main advantage of the proposed integrator is that the resolution does not represent a limit: in  

fact, it is represented in the plot on the right by the horizontal line, 3*10-11 Vs. The actual limit is 

the integration uncertainty due to the timing trigger uncertainty; the value expressed by Eq. III-6 is 

depicted as the horizontal line, 2.2*10-7 Vs. 

It is evident that the new approach is characterized by an expansion of the operating limits, now 

fully compatible with the expected working points at future fast rotating coil systems (red circles). 

III.3 - Experimental validation 

The advantage of the proposed approach, especially in term of increased resolution, was 

validated experimentally by implementing a one-channel numerical integrator, based on 18-bit 

ADC with 625 kS/s sampling frequency. As development platform, a PXI system National 

Instrument, equipped by a controller Pentium IV 2.4 GHz, operating system Pharlap RT, and 

LabView RT programming language, were used. On the system, two 18 bit DAQ cards 6289, each 

one characterized by 16 differential multiplexed input channels, and 625 kS/s maximum sampling 

frequency on single channel, are installed. 

In this section, two different solutions are proposed: 

• in the first, the encoder signal is treated as an interrupt signal on an input line of a DAQ 

card. Each time the interrupt service routine is waked up by the encoder signal rising 

edge, the integration result is stored and the integration process is reset. The current 
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result represents the flux increment corresponding to the angular position indicated by 

the encoder. 

• In the second, both the signal to integrate and the encoder signal are simultaneously 

sampled by one channel of a DAQ card at the maximum sampling rate. The encoder 

pulses are recognized in RT, by using a robust rising edge detection algorithm. 

A full characterization of both solutions were carried out. The results show that the second 

solution assures best performance and it was chosen to carry out comparative measurements of 

magnetic flux with the PDI integrator.  

III.3.1 - Solution based on hardware  interrupts for angular synchronization 

In Fig. III-3, the working principle of the PXI digital integrator based on interrupt is depicted. 

The coil voltage to integrate is continuously acquired and the samples are stored in a circular 

buffer, dynamically allocated in the controller RAM. The voltage coil acquisition is triggered on the 

encoder zero signal so that the integration process (and then the flux obtained) starts on the zero of 

the angular reference system.  

The integration process is synchronized on the pulses coming from the encoder via interrupt: 

the encoder signal is connected to a digital input line of the DAQ card, and for each rising edge, an 

interrupt service routine is executed. This mechanism is implemented in LabView 7.1 TM , thanks to 

the Timed loop rising edges source structure. At each rising edge, the following operations are 

carried out: 

• Last samples are read from the circular buffer; 

• The samples are integrated by a suitable algorithm (Simpson, Runge-Kutta, 

trapezoidal). The result represents the magnetic flux increments ΔΦk corresponding to 

the two consecutive angular positions (encoder pulses) )1(2
−⋅ k

N
π  and k

N
⋅

π2 , where N 

is the angular resolution. 

• The time difference between the actual and the previous interrupt detection is evaluated 

by using 1 μs resolution RT clock of the system. This is just the tmk value; namely, the 

time related to the k-th flux increment. 
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Figure III-3:Working principle of the PXI numerical integrator based on interrupt 

 

The integration process is continuous, that is, once started, it will be stopped only by a specific user 

request. This means that this integrator, for concept, manages coil multiturns rotation. Data 

exchange with the host computer is organized in this way: at each coil turn, i.e. when a number N of 

flux increments was evaluated, the two arrays ΔΦ and tm of N rank are sent via TCP-IP to the host 

computer. 

In Fig. III-3, the working principle of the proposed method is shown. Once the integration is 

launched, the DAQ card is prepared for the acquisition process that starts at the first encoder zero. 

For the controller, the coil voltage acquisition is a background process managed by DMA channels. 

The highest priority task is the integration process driven by the interrupt signal. At each encoder  

rising edge, it delivers a couple flux increment-time. This is stored in a RT FIFO (First In First Out) 

queue. The normal priority loop, NPL, is a task write  at lower priority than the integration process; 

its duty is to check if in the RT FIFO, coil complete turn data are available and, in this case, send 

the two vector ΔΦ and tm to the host computer (Fig. III-4). 

In Fig. III-5 the communication channels between the remote target and host computer are 

shown. 

The channel from the host to the target represents commands and data sent by the user interface. 

They can be so classified: 
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• Configuration data for the front end and the integration process. In particular settings for the 

coil voltage acquisition card (sampling frequency, input range, circular buffer length); the 

integration method and the samples number per turn;  

Figure III-4: Task hierarchy on the PXI target. 

• The Start and Stop Integration command; 

• The Auto-Calibration command. Before starting the integration, an autocalibration 

procedure, aimed at evaluating the input offset, is foreseen. In absence of magnetic field, the 

coil voltage (that in theory should be zero) is sampled for a finite time and the DC value is 

computed; afterwards, taking into account this value as well as the tmk value, a correction is 

applied after the ΔΦk evaluation  

Figure III-5: Comunication layout between remote target and host computer 

 

The user interface running on the host computer is shown in Fig. III-.6. 
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Its main functionalities are: 

Figure III-6: PXI integrator User Interface 

• visualization of the flux increments as well as the integration times at each coil turn; 

• visualization of the magnetic flux versus the time for each coil turn; 

• flux increments logging for multi-turns integrations; 

• coil voltage acquisition setting; 

• integration parameters setting; 

• storing of the integration results. 

 

III.3.2 - PXI Integrator Solution 1: Metrological Characterization 

The integrator was validate on a test bench based on a TTL generator and sinusoidal waveform 

generator to simulate, respectively, the encoder and the coil voltage to integrate, was arranged.  

Possible uncertainty sources of the integration process were investigated. In the following, all 

the parameters measured as well as the measurement procedure are described. 



 

III.3.2.1 - Acquisition starting delay 

The delay between the encoder rising edge and time starting of the coil voltage acquisition 

represents a key point for the rotating coil measurement system. It produces, in fact, a rotation of 

the measurement reference system with respect to the reference (i.e. the gravity) and a consequent 

error on the main field phase. Thus, it has to be negligible (under the zero encoder alignment 

accuracy) or at least well known. 

It was measured by sampling a TTL signal at 250 Hz frequency at the maximum sampling rate 

(625 kS/s). The same signal triggered the analog acquisition. Different acquisitions (30) were 

carried out in order to evaluate the duration of signal first period. All the measurements were 

characterized by the same value (Fig. III-7) by negligible both the acquisition trigger jitter as well 

as the acquisition starting delay (much less than 1.8 µs equivalent to a sampling period). 

 

 

III.3.2.2 - Timed loop starting delay 

Figure III-7: The TTL signal first period measured in different acquisitions was always 2500 
samples long  

The encoder signal that ticks the angular positions is in phase with the encoder reference pulse. 

The correct working of the proposed integration algorithm is based on the lack at delay between the 

detection and the following response to the first encoder pulse. Thus, the acquisition process and the 

first flux increment integration have to start simultaneously so that the first delivered ΔΦ will be 

zero (since the first time that the timed loop will be waked up, the circular buffer is empty).  

Several measurements are carried out in order to evaluate the synchronization between the 

acquisition and the integration. As in the previous test, a 250 Hz TTL signal was used as encoder 

signal simulator and sampled at 625 kS/s. The same signal was used both as acquisition trigger and 

sent to the interrupt line. Different acquisitions were performed and each acquisition was stopped 
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when the first encoder pulses rising edge was recognized. The pulses number acquired were 

measured. 

Measurements show the lack of synchronization between the starting of the acquisition process 

and the starting of the rising edges detection. In fact, the acquisition process starts on the first TTL 

rising edge, the timed loop sometimes detects the second rising edge and other times the third one. 

In order to synchronize the integration process and the encoder reference (trigger for the 

acquisition process): 

• at the starting of the integration process the timed loop delay has to be measured (ΔΦ1 can 

be related to the second pulse); 

• generally only after one complete coil turn the ΔΦk are equi-spaced and aligned with the 

encoder reference. 

 

III.3.2.3 - Interrupt response latency time 

The interrupt response time is another important parameter to evaluate. In fact, this produces a 

systematic error on the flux increment evaluation. 

The measurement procedure implemented is similar to the previous one, but in this case, the 

number of samples between the last rising edge and the samples array end is measured (Fig. III-8). 

In all acquisitions (#30) the interrupt response latency time resulted approximately constant and 

equal to 150 samples (240 µs with fs=625kS/s). 

Figure III-8: The interrupt response latency time in each acquisition was almost constant and 
equal to 150 samples (240 us with fs=625KS/s) 
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In order to avoid a shift between the integrations in time and in angular domains a correction is 

applied to the integration process: during the sub-buffer read, when an encoder pulse is recognized, 

the last 150 samples have to be separated and taken into account in the next integration (added to 

the next samples array). 

III.3.2.4 - Timed loop jitter 

By means of the previous measurements, initial delays and interrupt errors have been 

characterized and corrected. In order to evaluate random errors in the flux measurement, the jitter in 

the rising edge detection was assessed. 

Again, a TTL signal was used as encoder pulses simulator and sent to the timed loop source. 

The timed loop is implemented in LabView Real Time; each iteration of this loop is executed at 

period specified as time source. In this loop, the only operation performed was the evaluation of the 

time elapsed between two consecutive rising edge detections, using the LabView Real-Time clock 1 

µs resolution. In each test, a big amount of periods (10000) was measured and the tmk dispersion 

was evaluated. Tests were performed with different input frequencies (250 Hz, 1kHz, 5kHz). 

Accurate period measurements that were performed by using the DAQ board 80 Mhz counter, were 

used as reference.  

This test aimed at testing the TTL signal period stability. In fact, the measurements standard 

deviation is in agreement with the expected counting uncertainty (1 clock period at 80 MHz).  

The same measurements carried out by using the interrupt system are characterized by a 

standard deviation one order of magnitude higher (0.44 µs). The maximum jitter in few cases 

reaches 4 µs. 

 
TTL reference 

signal frequency 
(Hz) 

10000 consecutive period 
measurements with 80 Mhz counter 

10000 consecutive period 
measurements with the Timed loop 

 μ (μs) σ (μs) μ (μs) σ (μs) 

250 4.00E+03 1.5E-02 4.0 E+03 4.4 E-01 

1000 1.00E+03 1.27E-02 1.0 E+03 5.1 E-01 

5000 2.00E+02 1.89E-02 199.996 6.7 E-01 
                                                 Table III-2: Timed loop jitter characterization summary 

 

In Tab. III-2, the results related to different frequency of the signal reference are summarized. 

The jitter error in the rising edges, detected via the hardware source timed loop, increases according 

to the TTL signal frequency. Anyway, even with a frequency of 5 kHz (equivalent to a coil turn rate 

of 20 Hz), the maximum jitter is less than 4 µs, with 0.6 µs standard deviation evaluated on 10000 



periods (the same order of magnitude of the encoder accuracy). On the integration process (both 

ΔФk and tmk evaluation), the jitter error on the encoder pulses detection can be considered as 

negligible.   

 

III.3.2.5 - Integration process execution time 

The proposed integrator can work only if the computation of ΔФk and tmk is performed before 

the next encoder pulse. The integration time imposes main limits to the: 

• sampling rate; in fact, this determines the number of samples to integrate in the same 

time interval and, since integration algorithms have linear computational complexity, 

the integration time rises linearly with the points number: 

• Maximum encoder frequency (hence coil speed and angular resolution); a higher 

encoder frequency means a shorter integration time interval, thus, less time to complete 

the integration; 

• Maximum integration channels number. The DAQ card used can work in multiplexed 

mode with only 50 ns inter-channel delay; for instance, using 5 analog input channels 

for each cards, an acquisition, practically simultaneous, of 10 channels at 100 kS/s 

sampling rate is achievable. 

The integration execution time on a 2500 samples array, corresponding to 625 kS/s and 250 Hz 

encoder frequency (N=256 and coil rotation around 1 Hz) was evaluated using a Real Time (RT) 

timestamp (a 64 bit controller register). The trapezoidal integration algorithm was used. Many 

executions were considered in order to carry out a complete characterization of the execution time. 

Fig. III-9 shows the time execution statistics of the integration operation. .    

Figure III-9: Trapezoidal  integration algorithm: execution time evaluation on 2500 points 
array- Distribution referred to 1000 executions 
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The measurement results are summarized in Tab III-3. 

 

 

Integration execution time tests results 

Mean (µs) 166 

Maximum jitter (µs) 201 

Standard deviation (µs) 14 
                                                Table III-3: Integration execution time tests summary 

 

The integration interval time is equal to 4000 µs and the following operations have to be 

executed: 

1.  samples array reading from the circular buffer (execution time some tenths of µs); 

2.  integration; 

3.  tmk evaluation, time elapsed between two consecutive rising edges detection (execution 

time: few µs). 

Figure III-10: Integrator autocalibration test: i)- The integrator input test signal, a  sinusoidal 
signal A=2 Vpp, f=1 Hz (above) -The signal integrated over 8 s without offset correction (left) -The 

same integration performed with the autocalibration and the RT offset correction (right) 
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The computation process of the couple ΔФk and tmk needs only 1/20 of the full time slot 

available. This assures enough margin to have a higher encoder frequency or to perform an 

integration multi-channels. 

 

III.3.2.6 - Measurement examples and final considerations  

A complete measurement campaign was carried out on the overall integrator by simulating 

different measurement conditions. The efficiency of the offset auto-calibration procedure and the 

measurement uncertainty tmk were assessed. 

Fig. III-10 shows the test of the input offset auto-calibration: a sinusoidal waveform with an 

amplitude of 2 Vpp at frequency of 1 Hz is the input signal to simulate the output of the rotating 

coil(a). A TTL signal simulates an encoder 250 pulses per turn. A multiturn integration over 8 s 

time was performed without and with offset calibration. In the first case (a), the high drift is due to a 

69 mV residual offset in the sinusoidal generator. Before starting the integration the input signal is 

sampled for 10 s at an integer multiple of the signal frequency, the DC component is evaluated and 

then corrected in real time at each integration (c). 

In the same test conditions, the chart of tmk measurements related to 4 coil turns is shown in 

Fig. III-11.  

Figure III-11: Tmk measurements of  4 coil turns integration 

By taking into account that the TTL signal used to simulate the encoder pulses is characterized 

by a frequency stability of 10 ppm, it is evident that the jitter error in the interrupt response reaches 

in some cases even 40 µs. In the test, the standard deviation is 5.6 µs. Further measurements were 

carried out at different sampling frequencies and TTL signal frequency in order to understand the 

origin of this uncertainty source, not in agreement with the previous characterization of the timed 

loop structure. 
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Tab III- 4 summarizes the results of these tests (2000 consecutive tmk measurements carried out 

at different sampling rate and encoder signal frequency). The high jitter error in the pulses encoder 

detection, apparently, does not depend on the encoder signal frequency; on the other side, lower 

standard deviation was registered by decreasing the sampling rate. Timed loop uncertainty in the 

integrator implementation is principally related to the system (i.e. Operating system RT + DAQ 

card drivers).  

The jitter error as reduced by means of a different implementation.  

 

Test conditions tmk measurements uncertainty 
Fs (kS/s) F encoder 

(Hz) 
μ [µs] σ [µs] 

625 250 4000 5 

625 500 2009 3 

625 1000 1000 4 

100 250 4000 2 

200 250 4000 2 
                                              Table III-4: tmk measurements uncertainty tests summary 

 
 

III.3.2 Solution based on encoder signal acquisition and rising edges detection 

The further algorithm is based on the simultaneous sampling of both the signal to integrate and 

the encoder signal (Fig. III-12) The samples acquired are always transferred via DMA channels in a 

circular buffer dynamically allocated in the controller RAM. 

Periodically, a fixed samples number is read from the buffer and the following operations are 

executed: 

• on the encoder samples array a robust algorithm of rising edges detection is applied. It 

delivers an array containing the indexes corresponding to the starting and ending of each 

integration interval; 

• for each index array element, a sub-array is extracted from the voltage input samples array. 

This is integrated and the result represents the corresponding flux increment; 

• the difference between two consecutive elements of the indexes array multiplied for the 

sampling period gives the tmk measurement; 

• the residual elements in the arrays read from the circular buffer are merged to the next 

samples set. 



The expected uncertainty in the tmk evaluation is now equal to a sampling period (1.6 µs at the 

maximum sampling frequency). All the jitter problems are solved with this implementation. The 

only critical point is represented by the synchronization between the two channels acquisition. In 

order to assure a simultaneous sampling two channels on the two different DAQ cards was used. 

The two cards were synchronized by signals of the PXI trigger bus. 

 

 
Figure III-12: Working principle of the PXI numerical integrator based on encoder signal sampling. 

III.3.2.7 - Interchannel delay evaluation 

In order to check the synchronization between acquisition start and encoder signal, as well as 

the temporal shift in the two sampling, the same TTL signal was acquired on the two input 

channels. Its first rising edge is used as acquisition starting trigger. 
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Figure III-13: Acquisition of the same TTL signal on the two input channels. On the right the perfect 
synchronization and the negligible interchannel delay is showed 
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In Fig. III-13, the test results are shown. No shift between the two signal acquisitions can be 

appreciated. It is reasonable to conclude that using signals of the trigger bus of the PXI backplane 

the acquisition of the two channels is practically simultaneous. 

III.3.2.8 - Measurement examples and final considerations 

 

On this new integrator implementation the same measurements seen before has been carried 

out. 

The measurement uncertainty in the tmk measurements was in any condition equal to one 

sampling period (1.6 µs at the maximum sampling frequency). 

Concluding, this implementation of numerical integrator has shown good results in terms of 

rising edges detection uncertainty and great robustness. The main technical data of this proof PXI 

integrator are summarized in Tab. III-5. 

 

PXI integrator main data 

Figure III-14: Distribution of tmk measurements performed with the new 
algorithm implemented 

Input Voltage ± 100 mV to ± 10 V (± 0.1, ± 0.2, ± 0.5, ± 1, ± 

2, ± 5, ± 10) 

Integration time >20 µs 

4.8*10-11 Minimum Resolution (Gain=1) (Vs)  

tmk measurement accuracy (s) 1.6 µs 

1.6*10-5 Integration accuracy (Vs) 

Offset Autocalibration Yes 

Integration method Trapezoid, Bode, Sympson  
Table III-5: The proof PXI integrator-Main technical data 
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It is important to note that in spite of the high resolution (estimated as the product of the ADC 

resolution and the minimum sampling period) the integration accuracy is some order of magnitude 

higher. The value in the table is referred to the worst case of an input voltage equal to the full range 

multiplied by the sampling period that represents the uncertainty in the edge detection. This is the 

main uncertainty source in the integration process and has to be contained as much as possible in 

the proposed integrator based on the DSP. 

III.3.3 - Comparison with PDI integrators 

Flux measurements on an LHC dipole supplied at warm were carried out by the PXI integrator 

developed and the PDI integrator, simultaneously. The experimental setup is shown in  

The Fig. III-15. A coil of a length of 700 mm, coupled with an encoder, and equipped by slip 

rings, for continuous rotations, was used. The input signals to the PXI integrator concerning the 

absolute and the compensated coil come from the same PDI integrators amplifiers. For these 

measurements, owing to the extremely low level of the signal, they were set at 50 and 500 gain, for 

the signal absolute and compensated, respectively. 

Tests were carried out at different coil speeds and supply current. The measurement settings are 

summarized in Tab.III-6. 

 

motor encoder 
coil

 

PDI integrator 
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PXI Integrator 

Фcmpk, tk, ФAbsk  

Фcmpk, tk, ФAbsk  

Figure III-15: Comparison between PDI integrator and PXI integrator- Experimental 
setup 



 

Measurement 

Conditions 
Test 1 Test 2 Test 3 Test 4 

Rotation Speed 

(rad·s-1) 
 

1.4393 
3.1238 6.4605 6.4734 

Absolute 
Integrator Gain 

50 50 50 50 

Compensated 
Integrator Gain 

500 500 500 500 

Number of points 256 256 256 512 

Current (A) 10.001 10.002 5 5 

22 
 

22 
 

22 
 

22 
Temperature 

(Degree) 
Table III-6: Measurement setting comparison test. 

 

In Fig.III-16 the input voltage, as well as its integral (the magnetic flux) measured (Test 1)  by 

the PXI integrator over one coil turn, are shown.  

The input voltage, the flux increments, and the flux samples over the time are shown both for 

the absolute (Fig. III-16) and for the compensated measurements (Fig III-17). As expected, the 

input voltage increases according to the coil speed (in the test 3 and 4 the current is halved), while 

flux and its increments are about constant (if the coil speed increases, the voltage to integrate is 

higher, but the tmk become shorter). If, instead, the angular resolution doubles, each flux increment 

halves correspondingly (Test 3 and 4).  
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Figure III-16: Input voltage and flux integrated absolute (on the left) and compensated (on the 
right) for the test 1. 



On the flux samples acquired both by the PDI and the PXI integrator an offset correction was 

applied in order to have comparable results. Since the measurement is in static conditions, a integer 

number of period of the sinusoidal waveform magnetic field is acquired after a complete turn coil; 

thus, the overall integration offset can be evaluated as difference between the Nth and the first flux 

sample, (N is the number of flux measurements performed in one turn) from which, the input offset 

voltage is obtained; afterwards the offset correction is applied at each flux increment. An example 

of results of this procedure is shown in Fig. III-19. 
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Figure III-17: Input voltage, Flux Increments and flux absolute at different coil speeds. 
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Figure III-18: Input voltage, Flux Increments and flux compensated at different coil speeds 

 

In Fig. III-20 the compensated flux increments measured by PDI integrator and PXI at 1 Hz 
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coil speed, and 512 points per turn, are compared. The resolution limits of the PDI integrator can be 
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Figure III-19:Compensated flux in test 1 measured by PDI and PXI integrator with and without offset 
correction 



 

ments around the zero crossing. Several values are under 

the 

s 

wer

The residual flux increments is in agreement with the PDI integrator resolution, as a matter of 

fact

argued by the higher quantization noise.  

Tab.III-7 contains a set of flux incre

PDI integrator resolution while, the PXI integrator appreciates even flux increments around 10-7 

Vs. In the same Tab., the different resolution in the tmk evaluation are visible, 1 µs for the PDI 

integrator and 1.6 µs for the PXI system (with the algorithm based on the encoder signal sampling, 

the resolution is given by the sampling period). 
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The flux increments residual as well as the differences between corresponding flux sample

e evaluated for each test both for absolute and compensated measurements (Fig. III-21-22).  

 

 its maximum value is just the PDI resolution (2*10-5 Vs). However, strangely, the residual 

envelope follows the input signal (in the evaluation of the flux increments the sign inversion has not 
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Figure III-20: Test 4 compensated flux. On the right the PDI integrator resolution limit is evident. 

Table III-7: Comparison between compensated flux increments around the flux zero 
crossing measured respectively with PDI PXI and integrator in test 4. 



been applied); this behaviour is related both to the absolute and the compensated flux and increases 

according to the coil speed (because the input signal increases). As a consequence, the difference 

between the flux samples has a dipolar field trend for the absolute measurements. This produces a 

difference between the field multi-poles evaluated on the basis of the two flux vectors. Fig. III-23 

shows this differences in the measurements carried out in Test1. In particular, the deviation of  

2*10-8 T between the A1 harmonics is a direct consequence of the sinusoidal flux residual.  
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Figure III-22:Comparison between the PDI and PXI integration in all the compensated measurements 
performed. On the same graph the differences between the flux samples and the respective flux increments 

as well as the input voltage and the flux are shown. 

 

The dipolar residual flux , evaluated as difference between the flux increments measured by the 

PDI and the flux increments measured by the PXI integrator (ΔΦkPDI- ΔΦkPXI), is not constant as 

expected (difference of resolution). In fact it exhibits an alternating trend. This result can mean that 

the PDI integrator provides for each sample an extra-estimation of the flux increment with respect 
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to the PXI integrator. In order to understand if this phenomenon can be due to a wrong encoder 

pulses rising edges detection, in the PXI integrator, the difference between the time tmk, measured 

by both integrator systems has been computed (Fig. III-24) for all the flux absolute measurements. 

The maximum difference registered is in agreement with the time measurement uncertainty of the 

two system (1 µs for PDI and 1.6 µs for the PXI integrator). All the waveforms are correctly 

symmetric except the first graph, where a negative polarization is marked. This is sign of an extra 

estimation of the time intervals measured with the PXI system of 1 sampling period (1.6 µs).  
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This intuition is confirmed by the graphs in Fig. III-25, where the sum of the progressive time 

tmk are depicted for all the absolute flux measurements done. The drifts show that the PXI system 

provides a tmk measurement greater than the correspondent PDI integrator. By assuming that the 

surplus is equal to 1 sampling period (1.6 µs) for each tmk, on N measurements (with N is the 

number of the flux measurement in a coil turn) a maximum drift around 400 µs is expected over one 

complete coil turn. All the graphs in Fig. III-25 are, meanly, just characterized by this maximum 

value. 
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Figure III-24:  Differences between the tk measured respectively with the PDI and PXI integrator in all the 
absolute flux measurements performed 

With the PXI system, this extra-extimation of the time interval tmk consequently leads to an 

extra-estimation of the ΔΦk, that is, in any case, lower than the product between the maximum input 

voltage and the sampling period. In fact, by taking into account 4 V as maximum input voltage 
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(correspondent to the maximum coil speed and absolute coil), the surplus on each flux increment 

can reach the value of 8*10-6 Vs, but, this value is still under the resolution of the PDI integrator. 

Finally the PXI integrator is characterized by an error in the times and flux increments 

evaluation but this does not explain the trend of the flux residual; in fact the behaviour registered is 

exactly the opposite: the flux increments measured with the PDI integrator are, generally, greater 

than the one measured with the PXI. The only justification can be found in the difference between 

the theoretical KVFC used in the conversion of the pulses counted in the PDI integrator and the real 

value that leads to an extra-estimation of the flux increments greater than the one introduced by the 

PXI system. 

 

Concluding the PXI integrator was very useful to show: 

• the limits in resolution of  the PDI integrators when the angular resolution increases; 

• the effect of the trigger uncertainty on the integration. 
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Figure III-25: Sum of the differences between the tk measured respectively with the PDI and PXI integrator 
in all the absolute flux measurements performed 



III.4 - Architecture Overview  

 

The architecture of the new rotating coils measurement system is shown in Fig. III-26.  

The integration of each coil sector is carried out by a Fast Digital Integrator (FDI). Provided 

that long coils for LHC dipole test are based on 13 sectors and that the two apertures of the magnet 

are tested simultaneously, the number of signals to be integrated is 56 (for each sector, the absolute 

and compensated signal). Hence, the same crate will host up to a maximum of 56 integrator boards. 

An additional prescaler board is devoted to the decimation of the pulses coming from the 

encoder to obtain the requested angular resolution. 

The boards communicate with the embedded controller via the instrument bus. The controller 

carries out the following tasks: 

• By communication for exchange of information about the measurement (coil speed, 

magnetic field expected, spatial resolution and measurement duration): 

Visualization Unit and 
instrument control
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1.  set the gain on each FDI board;  

2. initialize the FDI by sending the calibration command; 

3. program the prescaler board to obtain the requested angular resolution; 

• measurements start and stop by sending the specific command to the integrators; 

Embedded 
Controller
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Integrator 
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Encoder Interface
Trigger and clock 

generator

PGA Integrator 
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PGA Integrator 
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Figure III-26: Architecture overview of the proposed instrument for 
the rotating coils measurements 



• application on measured data of the standard analysis or suitable algorithms , better, the 

new algorithms so that the measured field harmonics are delivered at fix time instants to 

the visualization unit via TCP connection (point to point); 

• management of errors or exceptions upcoming from the integrators are handled.   

Finally, through the visualization unit, the operator can set, start, and control a measurement. Field 

harmonics, as well as the supply current can be displayed in real time. This unit controls also other 

equipment involved in a rotating coils measurement. 

 

III.4.1 - The new integrators boards: general layout 

On the basis of the performance of PDI and according to the above analysis, the following 

design specifications are defined: 

Input Voltage ± 5 V 

Input Impedance 1000 MΩ unbalanced, 2 MΩ balanced 

Input protection ± 50 V 

Gain selection 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 1, 2, 4,10, 20, 40, 100 

Gain non-linearity ± 10 ppm of full range 

Gain stability 100 ppm long term (1 day) 

10 ppm short term (1 hour) 

Input voltage noise (peak-to peak) G=1 10 μV 

G=10 1 μV 

G=100 0.3 μV 

Input voltage offset G=1 70 μV 

G=10 7 μV 

G=100 1.5 μV 

3 10-11 Vs Integrator resolution  

Trigger external or internal 

up to tenth of kHz frequency. 

 
Table III-8: Design specification for the FDI integrator 

 

According to the requirements, of Tab.III-8, the architecture of the FDI was set up (Fig. III-27). 

In the following, the main components of the FDI architecture are analysed. 
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Figure III-27: Architecture of the new numerical integrator board 

III.4.1.1 - Programmable gain amplifier 

 

The programmable gain amplifier (PGA) of the analog front-end of the FDI is shown in the 

Fig. III-28; its design is based on the following key basic ideas: 

• differential measurement chain: the input section, as well as, the ADC input, are fully 

differential in order to increase the CMRR;  

• digital Kelvin resistive divider: the gain variation is obtained trough a programmable 

Kelvin resistor, assuring high accuracy; 

• FPGA control: at low-level a FPGA supervises PGA operations, self-calibration of the 

data acquisition chain, and interface with the board bus; 

• dichotomic algorithm of self-calibration: the calibration of the analog front-end is 

carried out in real-time automatically, by means of a dichotomic algorithm running on 

the FPGA; 
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• real-time correction of systematic errors: by processing the samples out of the ADC 

converter, the FPGA establishes the correction of the input gain and of the voltage 

offset.  

The core of the PGA is a Double Input Double Output (DIDO) structure in order to process 

the signal in differential mode and to change the gain by acting on only one resistor (Rgi). 

PGA input, selected by the FPGA, are (i) the coil signal for the measurement operation, (ii) 

the voltage reference for the operation of the gain calibration, (iii) a short circuit for the 

operation of the offset compensation. The selection of the gain is done by means of a 

Kelvin divider structure (Fig. III-28). The amplification is carried in two sections: the pre-

attenuation section is passive and two gain are selectable 1/10, and 1/20; the amplifier 

section allows to choose 8 different gains (2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 40, 50, 100) to be selected by 

means of the Kelvin divider resistor. The combined use of the pre-attenuation and of the 

active sections allow gains less than 1 to be achieved. 

Figure III-28: Layout of the gain programmable amplifier. 

 

The FPGA is in charge of calibrating offset and gain of the front–end section according to the 

following steps: 

• offset calibration of PGA with input short circuit; 

• gain calibration of PGA with Voltage Reference Generator (VRG) input; 

• offset calibration with the coil signal. 
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(Fig. III-29). 

is calibrated by using as input the voltage output of the VRG selected according to the 

gain

mory for in real time 

 

III.4.1.2 - ADC: AD7674 

The AD7674 is an Analog Devices 18-bit, 800 kS/s, SAR, fully differential analog-to-digital 

converter operateing on a single 5 V power supply. It includes a high-speed 18-bit sampling ADC, 

The offset is compensated by summing the output voltage of a 16-bit Digital-to-Analog Converter 

(DAC) on the Input + of the coil signal; the calibration ends when the output of the ADC is null 

The gain 

Figure III-29: The DAC based Offset calibration 

, thus the output of the PGA is at the full-scale (Fig. III-30). The gain is adjusted by a digital 

potentiometer acting on the feedback resistor Rf of the PGA (Figure III-31).  

The data of offset and gain calibration are then stored in an NVRAM me

correction. 
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Figure III-30: Voltage reference generator. 
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ock, an internal reference buffer, error correction circuits, and both serial 

and

ve DAC consists of two identical arrays of 18 binary weighted 

capacitors connected to the inputs. 

 and acquire the analog signal on 

an internal conversion cl

 parallel system interface ports. 

 

The AD7674 is based on a charge redistribution DAC. Fig. III-32 shows the simplified 

schematic of the ADC. The capaciti

During the acquisition phase, terminals of the array tied to the comparator’s input are 

connected to AGND via SW+ and SW–. All independent switches are connected to the analog 

inputs. Thus, the capacitor arrays a

Figure III-31: Gain adjustment 

re used as sampling capacitors

Figure III-32: Simplified schematic of the ADC 7674 
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the 

is mode and this mode only, 

the 

ve conversions is longer than 1 ms (e.g., after power-up), the 

first

acquisition systems, where both high accuracy and fast sample rate are required.  

Impulse mode, the  lowest power dissipation mode, allows power saving between conversions. 

The maximum throughput in this mode is 570 kSPS. When operating at 1 kSPS, for example, it 

typically consumes only 136 µW. This feature makes the ADC 7674 ideal fro battery powered 

applications. 

The AD7674 allows the use of an external voltage reference either with or without the internal 

reference buffer. Using the internal reference buffer is recommended when sharing a common 

reference voltage between multiple ADCs is desired. However, the advantages of using the 

external reference voltage directly are: 

• the SNR and dynamic range improvement (about 1.7 dB) resulting from the use of a 

reference voltage very close to the supply (5 V) instead of a typical 4.096 V reference when the 

internal buffer is used; 

• the power saving when the internal reference buffer is powered down (PDBUF High). 

IN+ and IN– inputs. When the acquisition phase is complete and the CNVST input goes low, a 

conversion is initiated. When the conversion begins, SW+ and SW– are opened first. The two 

capacitor arrays are then disconnected from the inputs and connected to the REFGND input. 

Therefore, the differential voltage between the IN+ and IN– inputs captured at the end of the 

acquisition phase is applied to the comparator inputs, causing the comparator to become 

unbalanced. By switching each element of the capacitor array between REFGND and REF, the 

comparator input varies by binary weighted voltage steps (VREF/2, VREF/4, ... VREF/262144). 

The control logic toggles these switches, starting with the MSB first, to bring the comparator back 

into a balanced condition. After completing this process, the control logic generates the ADC output 

code and brings the BUSY output low. 

The AD7674 features three modes of operation: Warp, Normal, and Impulse. Each mode is 

more suited for specific applications. 

Warp mode allows conversion rates up to 800 kS/s. However, in th

full specified accuracy is guaranteed only when the time between conversions does not exceed 1 

ms. If the time between two consecuti

 conversion result should be ignored. This mode makes the AD7674 ideal for applications 

where a fast sample rate is required. 

Normal mode is the fastet mode (666kSPS) without any limitation on the time between 

conversions. This mode makes the AD7674 ideal for asynchronus applications such as data 
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C; for the offset 

cali

d a comaparator between the output code of the ADC and the expected code (zero 

end

imp

255  on Rf is 8-bit; thus, the algorithm ends in 8 steps. 

III. .4

III.4.1.3 - FPGA control logic 

 

The algorithms for the offset voltage compensation and for the gain calibration are dichotomic; 

the algorithm is implemented by means of three 16-bit registers A, B, and 

bration at the first step, A contains the data 0, B contains the data 65535 (216-1), and C is 

charged with the value (A+B/2); the machine measures the input voltage (the short circuit in the 

case of the fisrst offset calibration or the signal from the immobile coil in the case of the second 

calibration) an

code) establishes which is the register (A or B) to upload with the old value of C. The algorithm 

s in 16 steps (a 18-bit DAC is used for the offset compensation). An analogue procedure is 

lemented for the gain calibration; however, in this case, the initial value of A and B are 0 and 

 (28-1) as the digital potentiometer acting

4.1  - DSP unit 

The DSP unit is the ADSP 21369 Shark Analog Device. The ADSP-21367/8/9 SHARC 

Figure III-33:. The ADSP 21369’s processor architecture. 
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proc

• JTAG test access port for emulation. 

essors are high performance 32-bit processors used for high quality audio, medical imaging, 

Figure III-33. Together these figures illustrate the following architectural features: 

• two processing elements (PEx and PEy), each containing 32-bit IEEE floating-point 

computation units-multiplier, arithmetic logic unit (ALU), shifter, and data register file; 

• program sequencer with related instruction cache, interval timer, and data address 

generators (DAG1 and DAG2); 

communications, military, test equipment, 3D graphics, speech recognition, motor control, imaging, 

and other applications. By adding on-chip SRAM, integrated I/O peripherals, and an additional 

processing element for single-instruction multiple-data (SIMD) support, this processor builds on the 

ADSP-21000 Family DSP core to form a complete system-on-a-chip. 

A digital signal processor’s data format determines its ability to handle signals of differing 

precision, dynamic range, and signal-to-noise ratios. Because floating-point DSP math reduces the 

need for scaling and the probability of overflow, using a floating-point processor can simplify 

algorithm and software development. The extent to which this is true depends on the floating-point 

processor’s architecture. Consistency with IEEE workstation simulations and the elimination of 

scaling are clearly two ease-of-use advantages. High level language programmability, large address 

spaces, and wide dynamic range allow system development time to be spent on algorithms and 

signal processing concerns, rather than assembly language coding, code paging, and error handling. 

The ADSP-21367/8/9 processors is a highly integrated, 32-bit floating-point processor which 

provides all of these design advantages. 

The SHARC processor architecture balances a high performance processor core with high 

performance program memory (PM) data memory (DM) and Input/Output (I/O) buses. In the core, 

every instruction can execute in a single cycle. The buses and instruction cache provide rapid, 

unimpeded data flow to the core to maintain the execution rate. 

A detailed block diagram of the processor core and the I/O Processor (IOP) are shown in the 

• an SDRAM controller that provides an interface to up to four separate banks of 

industry-standard SDRAM devices or DIMMs, at speeds up to fSCLK; 

• up to 2M bits of SRAM and 6M bits of on-chip mask-programmable ROM; 

• IOP with integrated direct memory access (DMA) controller, serial peripheral interface 

(SPI) compatible port, and serial ports (SPORTs) for point-to-point multiprocessor 

communications; 

• a variety of audio centric peripheral modules including a Sony/Philips Digital Interface 

(S/PDIF), sample rate converter (SRC) and pulse width modulation (PWM); 
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ides access to either instructions or data. During a single 

cycl

oller on the other 

side. In particular, the main 

-Measurement setting

 The DSP waits f

interfaces. T

• 

• offs

• 

• 

• oth

coi pecific integrator board). 

 

Their ex

register, validated by the rising the start command is received, 

the DSP goes before in

Integrations in time and the in angular domains are synchronized via the DSP interrupt system. 

terrupt channels are used: to the first one (higher priority) the encoder zero 

sign

t: 

mand of the ADC sampling is sent to the FPGA and the data are 

he DMA channel. Data received are organized in the DSP 

Fig. III-33 also shows the three on-chip buses of the ADSP-21367/8/9 processors: the PM bus, 

DM bus, and I/O bus. The PM bus prov

e, these buses let the processor access two data operands from memory, access an instruction 

(from the cache), and perform a DMA transfer. 

III.4.1.5 - Firmware  

The DSP is the heart of the board. It, in fact, realizes both the integration process and manages 

the communication with the FPGA logic control from a side and with the bus contr

steps of the firmware are: 

- 

or setting commands to the PGA amplifier and measurement setting from the bus 

hese can be: 

setting of a given gain value, 

et auto-calibration, 

gain adjustment, 

start/stop measurement, 

er measurement settings (coil speed, angular resolution, sensitivity coefficients of the 

l connected to the s

ecution is performed by means of writing the corresponding word in the FPGA control 

edge of the signal command. When 

 the measurement preparation phase, and then the integration process starts 

as soon as the zero index from the encoder is received. During the measurement, all the commands 

coming from the bus are rejected for the stop. 

-Measurement initialization- 

In particular, two in

al is connected to mark the measurement start, to the second one the trigger signals are sent 

(Fig. III-34). 

When the command start is received, the following operations are carried out in order to 

prepare the measuremen

• the DMA channel used for data transferring from the ADC is initialized;  

• the start com

transferred in block via t
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r buffer. In this way, the data acquisition from the ADC can start 

il is put in movement. The actual integration is triggered by the encoder 

 embedded controller that the measurement 

initialization is terminated. 

 

ing interrupt service routine carries out the following 

global timer is launched in order to measure the tmk (the time intervals between two 

 the channel 1 is enabled. In this way, the DSP is ready to response to 

The fir

implemente

• e last voltage samples available in the circular buffer; 

an efficient integration algorithm; 

ored in the previous call of the same routine;  

• storage in memory of the couple ΔΦk, tmk in an array containing the flux increments 

related to the current coil turn. 

nning on the DSP is devoted to data control and communication. 

In p

formation about the coil speed and the angular resolution set. If the evaluated tmk 

differs more than a threshold set, possible problems in the coil motorization block occur; 

memory in a circula

before the co

zero signal; 

• the hardware interrupt channels 0 is enabled; 

• a command on the bus is sent to inform the

III.4.2 - Measurement execution 

Integration starts when the DSP receives on the interrupt channel at highest priority the rising 

edge of the encoder reference. The correspond

operations: 

 

• the voltage samples circular buffer is empty by simply resetting the memory address 

pointer;  

• a 

consecutive encoder pulses); 

• the interrupt on

the first encoder pulse, just after the reference tick; 

• the interrupt on the channel 0 is disabled because the integration process is initialized 

only on the first coil turn; 

mware for the evaluation of the flux increments ΔΦk and of the correspondent tmk is 

d in the channel 1 interrupt service routine. Main tasks are: 

reading of th

• integration of the voltage samples array using 

• evaluation of the current  tmk value by means of subtraction between the current global 

timer value  and the value st

Finally, the main program ru

articular: 

• the evaluated interval times are compared to the expected value obtained by the 

in



in this case, a command error is sent to the embedded controller and the measurement 

can be stopped; 
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ts equal to the angular resolution set) the whole data block 

• s flux measured in order to detect 

The analysi ll as the execution of the new analysis approaches, described 

in t

e main routine. In fact, by 

taking i   the field harmonics 

starting ired to 

complet h

increments pect of these 

requirem
 

III.4.3 - The prescaler board 

ain task to divide the pulses coming from the encoder (usually 1024) for 

a programmable factor, according to the required angular resolution. 

• the number of couples ΔΦk, tmk measured is checked. If a complete coil turn is carried 

out (number of flux incremen

is sent transferred on the board bus; 

further controls can be foreseen on the increment

problems on the coil interconnections or bad working of the analog front-end. 

s of the flux samples, as we

he next chapter, aimed at reducing the error on the multipoles evaluation in measurement of 

varying magnetic fields, can be carried out directly on the DSP in th

nto account a coil speed of even 3 Hz, the time available to calculate

 from the flux samples array currently measured is around 0.3 s (this is the time requ

e t e next coil turn). Even if in this time slot, the interrupt service routine for next flux 

measurement has to be carried out N times, the DSP can assure the res

ents. 

The prescaler has the m

Figure III-34: The DSP  interrupt system used to synchronize the 
integration in time domain with the trigger coming from the 

encoder 
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 zero reference signal. The card layout is shown in Fig. III-35. The signals coming 

from the encoder (the reference and the quadrature signals A and B) are before converted from  

filtering stages are used to improve the noise rejection: the first, based on a Schimdt-trigger input 

buffer, the second, on digital filter aimed at reducing short noise spikes. 

A synchronous programmable divider implemented on the FPGA is used to obtain the output 

signal to the requested frequency. The clock is derived by the DSP main clock (400 MHz) using a 

programmable prescaler. A 100 MHz value was considered acceptable to contain the trigger timing 

This board provides to all the integrator boards installed in the instrument both the trigger 

pulses and the

differential to single-ended mode by using standard RS-422 differential receivers. Then, two 

uncertainty. 

An additional feature is the masking of the first encoder zero; in fact, this signal is used to start 

the integration process, thus, is delivered only to the second coil turn when the coil speed is become 

constant. 

Figure III-35:  Layout of the prescaler board 
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III.4

llowing the main criteria taken into account in the platform definition are discussed: 

- Re

 of 1024 points per turn, the data flow sent on the bus towards the embedded controller is 

rotating coils measurement of a LHC dipole the signal coming from 13 coil sectors for each 

aper

ples are analysed directly on the DSP of each board. 

In this case, in fact, each board will d

pling mode, namely each board is used as an independent DAQ 

card at the m

ent with each 

single integ

extrapolation 

algorithm

 has to be foreseen in order to satisfy the 

ents on the measurement time and the instants at which the measurements results have to 

ting coils system to monitor the 

reference m

100

.4 - Consideration on the instrument bus and platform 

Particular attention was devoted to the instrument communication bus selection as well as the 

embedded controller and the operating system. 

In the fo

quired Bandwidth-   

In continuous flux measurement, if 10 Hz is the maximum coil speed, with an angular 

resolution

estimable in a hundredth of kbytes/s. Even if in the same crates are installed 26 integrator cards (for 

tures have to be integrated) a bus band width of only 2 Mbytes/s is enough. 

The situation is even better if the flux sam

eliver only the fifteen complex field coefficients. 

If the system has to work in sam

aximum frequency sampling of 800 kS/s, the instrument bus can become a limit to the 

maximum number of simultaneous acquisition channels.  

 

-Computational power required and temporal requirements- 

Main tasks of the embedded controller are the data communication managem

rator from one side, and the analysis and elaboration of each flux samples array on the 

other side. It delivers in real time at each coil turn, or even at higher speed (if 

s on the flux samples acquired are applied) the field harmonics. 

The standard processors nowadays available on the market are properly tailored to this 

application. In despite of this, a real-time operating system

requirem

be delivered. This is an important prerequisite, for the use of the rota

agnets on-line (see appendix A). 

 

-Costs- 

The economic impact of the platform choice has not been neglected since a series production of 

0 integrator boards is foreseen. 
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ibility with CERN strategy- 

This is instead mandatory if the measurement system becomes 

art of the accelerator control system (i.e. RMS project in appendix A).  

For instance, even if dated, the solution based on bus VME, power PC embedded controller 

.g. RIO 3 processor product by CES) and operating system LynxOs is become one of the main 

tandard in the front-end platform. 

alogic front-end 

 

 

e window 

exam is contained in 0.01  

-Compat

The use of CERN standard solution represents a big advantage both for the support availability 

and for the future maintainability. 

p

(e

s

 

 

III.5 - Preliminary test results of the new integrator boards an

In Fig. III-36 the prototype of the analog front-end of the new integrator boards is shown 

 

Fig. III-38, the result of the stability test on the clock board is shown. The tim

ined was 8 hours with a sampling period of 2 minutes. The clock stability 

Figure III-36: Analogic front-end prototype. 
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ppm

In Fig. III-37, the result of the stability test on the gain of the programmable gain amplifier 

real

.  

 

.  

ized is showed. Over 8 hours working the gain was stable in 3 ppm 

Figure III-37: PGA Gain stability test. 

Figure III-38: Clock stability test. 



Chapter IV - ROTATING COILS SYSTEM: THE NEW 

MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS 

IV.1 - Introduction 

The standard procedure for estimating magnetic harmonic coefficients exploits the 

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the magnetic flux, acquired over one complete coil turn 

and assumed to be stationary. Such an assumption certainly holds for magnets measured 

along the loadline, i.e. through a powering cycle characterized by several plateaux, during 

which the magnetic flux is measured. For measurements carried out during a LHC cycle, 

where the supply current ramps up at 10 As-1, the standard procedure provides only an 

approximation to harmonic coefficients over each coil turn. No possibility of tracking the 

instantaneous value of the coefficients is given. 

In this chapter, this problem is first analyzed by applying the standard procedure to 

simulated magnetic fluxes for different current laws. In each condition, the difference 

between estimated and nominal mean values of harmonic coefficients, assumed as 

reference, is given. The results clearly highlight the need for new measurement 

approaches. 

Then, starting from the assumption of a continuous coil rotation, two new digital 

signal-processing approaches are proposed. The first one applies quadrature detection and 
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short time Fourier transform (STFT) to the acquired magnetic flux samples in a combined 

way. The second approach interpolates magnetic flux samples over three complete coil 

turns, thus giving the possibility of reconstructing the magnetic flux over a complete coil 

turn at a given time instant. The performance of both approaches is assessed and 

compared.  

 

IV.2 - The standard analysis 

The standard analysis, applied to the flux samples over one complete coil turn to 

obtain the field multipoles, is summarized in Fig. IV-1.  

After suitable processing and normalization for the gain of the acquisition chain, each 

rotating coil measurement delivers the value of the magnetic flux φ(θp) as a function of 

the rotation angle θp in a discrete series of points p for a total of P points. The sampling 

points θp are equally spaced over the interval [0,2π
1P

P
−⎛

⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎞
⎟ ]. By taking into account the 

magnetic field multipoles expansion, flux samples φp can be written as [1]: 
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θ     (Eq. IV-1) 

where Re[·] stands for real part operator, Kn is the nth complex coil sensitivity coefficient 

(described in chapter II), and Rref is the reference radius, equal to 17 mm for the LHC 

machine.     

Field multipoles are, in general, a function of the current level, powering history, 

ramp rate and time. At constant excitation, however, harmonic variations over the typical 

duration of a coil turn (1-10 s) are negligible [2]. 

Assuming constant Cn , the IV-1 is invertible [3]: by means of discrete Fourier 

Transform calculation on the measured flux samples vector, the field multipoles at the 

measurement current are recovered. In particular the DFT is defined as: 
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where Ψm is the mth complex DFT coefficient. For an even number of points P, the value 

of coefficients Cn is: 

1

1
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n
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n n n n
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R PB jA n
P κ
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+= + ≈ =C Ψ      (Eq. IV-3) 

   

 For varying magnetic fields, however, the coefficients obtained from Eq. IV-3 are 

significantly different from the mean value during a single coil turn. As an example, in 

measurements of LHC multipole magnets on current ramps (i.e. the LHC cycle), taking 

into account a continuous coil rotation, two effects have to be considered: 

1. the magnetic flux due to the main component can be seen as an AM modulation of a 

sinusoidal carrier at frequency equal to the coil frequency rotation, where C1(I(t)) 

represents the modulating signal. The standard analysis provides an estimation of 

the average main harmonic coefficient over one turn with an error increasing 

according to the ramp rate [4]; 

2. for higher order multipoles, each one characterized by a variation law Cn(I(t)), the 

same effect have to considered. In addition, interference due to the modulation 

produced by the dipolar field variation has to be taken into account. Considering for 

example main dipoles magnets, higher order multipoles are normally three or four 

order of magnitude smaller than the main component. In the analog bucked signal 
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Figure IV-1: Standard analysis  representation.
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the dipole is reduced by a factor which is typically between 200 and 4000, so in the 

most unfavourable case higher harmonics are just a factor 5 smaller than the main 

field. When the field is ramping, the side bands of the spectrum of the flux spread 

proportionally to the ramp rate and thus the interference between harmonics tends 

to increase. Assuming that harmonics ramp proportionally to the main field (i.e. 

considering only the geometrical field component, and neglecting second order 

effects linked to superconductor magnetization and iron saturation), the magnetic 

flux can be simulated taking into account: 
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(Eq. IV-4) 

Where: 

πε 2
nominal

⋅
Δ

⋅=
I

T
dt
dI          

dt
dI  the current ramp rate 

TΔ  the time to complete a coil turn 

nominalI  the magnet nominal current (11850 A for the LHC dipoles) 

 

The actual rotating coils speed (0.1 Hz) and the LHC cycle ramp rate of 10 As-1 

implies a 0.1 % of B1 variation over 1 turn. The interference due to the main field 

variation on B3 and B5 is evident, even if in these condition is still possible to 

recover the higher order coefficients (Fig. IV-2 (a)). The higher is the ramp rate, the 

higher is the interference up to cover the same higher order multipoles. In Fig. IV-2 

(b) a simulation related to a 100 As-1 ramp rate is shown. In this case the 

interference due to the main field variation covers the higher order multipoles. 
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In principle, even if the coil speed is increased, the interference problem is not 

solved, because the dipolar flux modulation does not depend on the coil speed but 

only on the current ramp rate [5].  

IV.3 - The rotating coil simulator 

 

A rotating coils simulator was implemented to characterize the standard analysis, as 

Figure IV-2: Interference on higher order harmonics due to the main field modulation with coil
rotating at 0.1 Hz: imposed (blu) and estimated (red) field harmonics (a) ramp rate 10 A s-1 (b) 
ramp rate 100 A s-1  
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Figure IV-3: Rotating coils simulator layout. 



well as to test the proposed method (Fig. IV-3).  

This software provides continuous samples for both the absolute and the 

compensated flux of a coil, rotating inside an LHC magnet. To provide realistic results, 

the case of a 700mm long coil rotating inside a dipole actually having been tested, the 

n.1015, has been chosen. The time-histories of  field harmonic coefficients are obtained 

by interpolating experimental data measured over a complete LHC cycle and the 

simulation can start and stop at any given time. All the other measurement system 

components (i.e. motor, shaft, encoder and integrators) are assumed ideal. This doesn’t 

represent a limitation because the goals to reach are: 

• a simulation of continuous flux samples as closer as possible to the real flux; 

• a quality test of the analysis methods by evaluating the difference between the 

estimated and the expected coefficients for different measurement conditions of 

current ramps and ramp rates. 

 

IV.3.1 - The flux construction 

The harmonics up to the 15th order used to construct the magnetic flux are measured 

during an interval of 30 s, owing to the washing-machine mode of the actual rotating 

coils system (Table IV.1). 

  
Time  (s) Current  (A) B1  (T) b2  (units) a2  (units) b3  (units) a3  (units) 

1748 3897.644 -2.75434847 1.068254 3.048336 5.558452 0.1925704 
1783 4240.284 -2.996486861 1.070478 3.054995 5.648487 0.1926493 
1809 4497.11 -3.177901727 1.068484 3.059702 5.704516 0.1915331 
1839 4801.898 -3.393265529 1.062627 3.06377 5.758517 0.1906177 
1868 5093.931 -3.599547552 1.054003 3.067575 5.803007 0.1896843 
1929 5701.661 -4.02885663 1.000404 3.072821 5.870846 0.1904032 
1959 5997.335 -4.237693537 0.9549352 3.074682 5.893842 0.1894253 
1992 6332.672 -4.474416246 0.8863236 3.07667 5.914308 0.1890658 
2018 6597.064 -4.661059613 0.8219283 3.080657 5.928935 0.1881667 
 

Table IV-1: Some field harmonics measured on the 1015 LHC over the linear current ramp of the 
LHC cycle 

 

In simulation a typical coil rotation speed of 0.1 Hz was taken into account. 
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In order to obtain the values of each coefficient at every angular position (every 10/N s 

with N the angular resolution used, usually 256 points per turn) an interpolation using as 

key the current was performed. In fact since the coil rotation is supposed ideal, the i-th 

angular position is given by: 

tii ⋅= ωθ  where rotfπω 2= , is the coil angular speed and so known the current law 

for each instant time ti is known the current value as well. 
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On the injection plateau, where the current is constant for 1000s the time is used as 

interpolation key. For b1,b3, and b5 harmonics the decay and snapback model for this 

particular magnet was used [6]. 

Figure IV-4: Interpolation of the harmonic coeffcient B1 on the 
linear current ramp at 10 A s-1 of the LHC cycle. 

 

At any coil turn, the flux samples are evaluated through the expression IV.1, by 

taking into account the samples in the interval ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −

N
ππ 22...0  to avoid spectral leakage.  
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IV.3.2 - Current types 

The current waveform used in the simulator is the LHC current cycle, i.e. (rising) 

Parabolic Exponential Linear (falling) Parabolic (PELP ) [7].  

The PELP shape of the current ramp brings all superconducting dipole magnets from 

a 0.537 T field up to the nominal value of 8.33 T, in 1500 s. It was computed in order to 

minimize the effects of the interstrand coupling currents (ISCCs) induced by the ramping 

[8].  

In the following, details about each LHC cycle part are given. 

IV.3.2.1 - Parabolic current ramp  

The acceleration parabolic current ramp (see Fig. IV.14) is defined as follows: 

where: 

iia ITtAtI +−= 2)(
2

)(        (Eq. IV-5) 

• A=9e-3 As-2 acceleration during ramp up; 

• Ti=1000s initial time; 

• Ii=760 A starting current; 

•  parabolic current time interval. sts 13251000 ≤≤

 

 

IV.3.3 - Exponential current ramp 

It is defined by the following equation: 

bt
e aeI =             (Eq. IV-6) 

Figure IV-5: The normal LHC machine cycle (PELP). 
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where: 

• a=53.608907 A; 

• b=0.002368 s-1; 

• . sts 17241325 ≤≤

 

IV.3.4 - Linear current ramp 

The ramp parameters, according to PELP LHC cycle, are defined in Tab.IV-2 : 

 

 Table IV-2: Main parameters of linear current ramp 

Parameter Value Unit 

Starting time 1724 s 

Ending time 2588 s 

Ramp rate 10 A s-1

 

A plot of such a current ramp is given in Fig. IV-5. 

For the linear ramp different ramp rates from 10 A s-1 up to 100 A s-1 are taken into 

account in order to simulate measurement conditions expected for future magnets 

prototypes. 

 

IV.3.5 - The software implementation 

The rotating coil simulator was implemented in the Mathworks Matlab® 

environment (version 7.1). Matlab was preferred mainly to reduce the development time 

since it allows fast matricial calculations and is equipped with several useful analysis 

toolboxes. 

In the simulator, the parameters to be set (Fig. IV-6) are: 

 

• coil rotation frequency; 

• type of current ramp; 
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Figure IV-6: Rotating coils simulator main panel 

• ramp rate. 

 

On the flux samples (Fig. IV-7) generated on several turns according to the current 

ramp and the coil speed set, the performance of different analysis algorithms is assessed. 

In Figs IV-8, IV-9 and, IV-10, the plots of some expected instantaneous coefficients are 

Figure IV-7:  Magnetic flux evolution for different angles and several turns
of the coil rotating at 0.1Hz frequency. The current ramp is linear with
10A s-1 ramp rate. 
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Figure IV-6: Harmonic coefficient B1 (a) and LHC current cycle (b) versus 
time.  
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Figure IV-7: Even coefficients B2-B8 for a linear current ramp at 10A/s ramp rate 
starting form 1724 s.  
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IV.4 - Performance assessment of the standard analysis 

 

For each coil turn, the FFT on the N flux samples is computed to obtain the field 

harmonics coefficients. These are obtained by a sliding window FFT with N overlap 

factor (Fig. IV-11).  

Figure IV-8: Coefficients b1,b3,b5,b7 for all the LHC cycle ramp up ( amplitude is 
expressed in unit in order to show the snapback phenomena at 1000 s). 
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Figure IV-9: The coil rotation period is 10s 
during a linear ramp with 10 A s-1 ramp rate. 
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By iterating the procedure for the desired coil turns, the evolution of harmonic 

coefficients in a specific time (or current) interval can be estimated. 

 The procedure of characterization of the standard is shown in Fig. IV-12. 

 

Figure IV-10: Standard analysis characterization data flow 

 

The standard analysis delivers the field harmonic coefficients at each coil turn. The 

algorithm quality is assessed comparing each estimated coefficient with its best estimator 

represented, in this case, by the average of the instantaneous values (at the N angular 

positions) over the turn.  The absolute error evaluated for each turn and in different 

simulated conditions characterizes the algorithm.    

In Fig. IV-13 the absolute error for the B1 coefficient for a 0.1 Hz coil frequency 

rotation over a linear ramp from 1000 up to 11000 A is shown. The ramp rate is varied 

from 10 As-1 up to 100 As-1. The field transfer function is 0.7 mTA-1, characteristic of the 

LHC dipoles.  On the abscissa the average current over each turn is plotted instead of the 

time in order to compare the algorithm errors at different ramp rates. As expected, the 
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absolute error is constant at the different current values and at different ramp rates.  On 

the LHC cycle linear ramp (the one at 10 As-1), the absolute error for the main harmonic 

field is less than 2·10-4 T that is a significant value if compared with the B1 measurement 

uncertainty 5·10-5 T (in stationary measurement conditions). 

Figure IV-11: Absolute error for coefficient B1 for a coil rotating at the 
frequency of  0.1 Hz during a linear current ramp. The ramp rate varies from
10As-1 up to 100As-1. 
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The absolute errors reach 1.6·10-3 T for 100 As-1 ramp rate.  

A comprehensive characterization of the standard analysis over the other ramp types 

was also carried out. The coil rotation frequency was set at 0.1 Hz, the minimum speed of 

the actual rotating coils measurement systems at high field. In the following, results 

related to (i) parabolic, and (ii) exponential current ramps simulations are shown. 

IV.4.1 - Parabolic current ramp   

 

 The LHC cycle parabolic current ramp just after the injection plateau was taken into 

account. 
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In Fig.IV-14, the absolute error graphs for the first 4 normal coefficients show that 

the absolute error behaviour is linear.   

Figure IV-12: Absolute errors on field harmonics B1-B4 for a parabolic current 
ramp. The coil rotates at 0.1 Hz frequency. The rotation starts from 1000 s 
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IV.4.2 -    Exponential current ramp 

Fig. IV-15 show the absolute error graphs for the first 4 normal coefficients on the 

LHC exponential ramp. The absolute error behaviour is exponential (derivative of the 

current waveform). 
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IV.4.3 - Discussion of results 

The standard analysis provides the estimate of the mean values of multipoles for 

each single coil turn. The estimation error depends on the current ramp type and on the 

ramp rate. In principle, if the field coefficient follows the current law, the simulation 

results show that the absolute error is proportional to the first derivative of the 

coefficient.  For the dipole, the algorithm error on linear ramp is already significant at the 

nominal LHC cycle ramp rate. For the higher order harmonics, the relative errors are 

even greater that for the main field component, because their variation law is not linear.  

 

Figure IV-13: Absolute errors for field harmonics B1-B4 during an exponential current 
ramp. The coil rotates at 0.1 Hz frequency and the rotation starts from 1325 s. 
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IV.5 - The method based on the flux demodulation 

A method based on the combined use of quadrature demodulation and Short Time 

Fourier Transform (STFT)  is proposed to improve coefficient estimates and obtain their 

instantaneous trend versus angular position. 

In the following, the (i) demodulation of the main field harmonic, and (ii) the STFT 

to estimate the high order multipoles are detailed. 

IV.5.1 - Demodulation of the main field harmonic 

The starting point is the expression: 

      (Eq. IV-7) ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
=Φ ∑

=

15

1
)()exp(Re)(

n
n nCinK θθ

In LHC superconducting dipoles the sum may be conveniently approximated by the 

following expression: 

(Eq. IV-8) )exp()1()( 1 θθ iCK ⋅⋅≈Φ

This shows that the magnetic flux can be seen as a signal at a frequency equal to the 

coil rotation, amplitude modulated by the complex coefficient C1. 

The scheme used for magnetic flux demodulation is shown in Fig. IV-16. 

     

Figure IV-14: I-Q demodulation scheme. 
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FIR filters are used to cut the high frequency components of the output signals from 

multiplier. The carrier frequency is fixed in simulation at 0.1 Hz while the sampling rate 

is N times greater, where N=256 points. The filter used is the equi-ripple  ”remez” filter 

(Fig. IV-17). A 3000-taps, finite impulse response filter with a narrow bandwidth lower 

than 1/N in normalized frequency, high stop-band attenuation (higher than 80 dB), and 

linear phase response. 

Figure IV-15: FIR filter frequency and step response. 
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The high filter length makes the filter very slow, characterized by very high settling 

times (a number of points at least equal to half filter length is needed to converge). The 

initial measurement delay time corresponds to 7 coil turns. 

The output of the I-Q demodulator gives amplitude and phase of magnetic flux. From 

these two data, it is possible to obtain an estimate of main field harmonic by these 

relations: 
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  (Eq. IV-9) 

in which ‘tilde’ indicates the approximate C1 harmonic coefficient. 
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The main field harmonic is obtained from the following equation: 

 

 ( ))(
111

1)(Re))(~Re() tCjetCtCt ∠==(B      (Eq. IV-10) 

 

The accuracy of this estimate was proven by computing the difference between the 

Figure IV-16: Magnetic flux and its envelope obtained by
demodulation. The current is a linear ramp starting from
1724 s and the coil rotation frequency is 0.1 Hz.
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Figure IV-17: Difference between estimated and 
instantaneous harmonic coefficient B1. 
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instantaneous coefficient B1 and the estimated one (Fig. IV-19). 

The main field harmonic, obtained by demodulation, is aligned with the results of 

standard analysis, according to which an absolute error of about 10-4 was achieved  

 

IV.5.2 - The higher-order multipoles estimation by STFT  

A method to correct the interference due to the main harmonic modulation and the 

STFT can be combined to improve the higher order coefficients estimate as well as to 

obtain their instantaneous tracking. According to the method flow diagram shown in Fig. 

IV-20, the samples ψc(θ) provided by analog bucking system (compensated flux samples) 

are firstly processed through the standard quadrature demodulation scheme.  

Figure IV-18: Flow diagram of the method 
based on quadrature demodulation and
STFT. 

 

Straightforward calculations allow modulus and phase of fundamental coefficient  to 

be estimated (the main field is evaluated from the compensated flux). Thus, samples of 

compensated magnetic flux 

1C%

( )ψ θ%  can be generated through the Eq. IV-1, by assuming 

C1= ,  and Cn=0, n=2, .., 1C%
2
P . The obtained time series is subtracted from the flux 

samples ψc(θ) in order to perform further digital bucking. The STFT is then applied on 
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the results obtained in the previous steps; in particular, an implementation based on 

sliding window FFT was adopted to assure a suitably low processing time. Moreover, an 

overlap ratio equal to 1P
P
−⎛

⎜
⎝ ⎠

⎞
⎟  was adopted to also recover the tracking of the 

coefficients, attained from STFT results through Eq. IV.3. 

In Fig. IV-21, the B3 and B5 coefficients relative to the LHC cycle linear ramp at 10 

As-1 are evaluated with the method proposed. In the same graphs, the results obtained by 

using only the STFT are also shown. For comparison fluctuations of B3 and B5 

harmonics have been attenuated by means of the compensation of B1 demodulated term. 

Compensated coefficients present, indeed, a residue oscillation, but the error between 

instantaneous (expected) coefficients islower than in standard analysis. The start-up 

transitory of about 6 turns, which corresponds to 60 s for a coil rotating with 0.1Hz 

frequency, does not represent a problem as there is an interval of seven hours between 

two consecutive LHC cycles.  

 

Figure IV-19: B3 and B5 compensated by demodulation and instantaneous coefficient evaluated 
with STFT for a coil rotating at 10s period starting from 1724 s.  
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IV.6 - The method based on the extrapolation and interpolation of 

magnetic flux samples  

Another proposal, performing better even in presence of high ramp rates, is based on a 

simple interpolation of the magnetic flux samples stored over more coil turns. The key 

idea underlying the method is illustrated in Fig. IV-22. Since the magnetic flux samples 

are acquired at different angular positions, they can be represented as P-points curves in a 

three-dimensional time-angle-flux space. When a single coil turn is completed, the 

angular position θ   wraps back to 0, while the time t keeps being updated. A suitable 

number of completed turns is retained, the surface ψ(t,θ) can be interpolated with high 

precision by means of straightforward regression algorithms based on a polynomial 

fitting model.  

Figure IV-20: Representation of the extrapolation-based 
method 

 

Simulation results show that the best trade-off between accuracy and computational 

load is obtained by choosing the order of the polynomial equal to 3. As an example, Fig. 

IV-23 shows a set of P-extrapolated flux samples, all related to the same time instant, t*, 

and different values of angular position. The obtained samples can be considered as 

generated by a constant current equal to the actual current at time t*. The standard 
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Fourier analysis can then be applied on the set of extrapolated flux samples characterized 

by the same time instant. 

Deeper insight of the method can be attained by analyzing Fig. IV-23, that shows a 

projection of the acquired flux samples (blue lines) on the time-angle plane. For each 

angular position, the flux samples acquired in the last four coil turns (red dots)  are used 

to interpolate (or extrapolate) the flux samples related different angular positions at any 

given fixed time (black dots). 

2π 

This procedure is repeated each time stop by using a FIFO buffer of length 4xN. 

After an initial transient based on 4 coil turns, the magnetic flux samples vector relative 

to the time t* is extrapolated, and the application of the standard analysis on this vector 

provides the field harmonics relative to the time  t*.  

In this way, the measurement frequency can be increased at will, within computing 

power limit, but independently of the coil rotating speed, simply by choosing the desired 

t* at each step.  

In Fig. IV-24 to IV-26 the absolute errors between the estimated coefficients B1, B2, 

and B3 evaluated by the extrapolation method on the LHC cycle linear ramp (starting at 

1724 s) and the corresponding instantaneous values are shown. It is worth to note that the 

reference values are now the instantaneous values of the field coefficients and not the 

average values over one coil turn, because, the key point of this method is just the 

estimation of the harmonics instantaneous values. 

Figure IV-21: Flux extrapolated at 1764 s . 
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For all the three field coefficients the absolute error over all the ramp is smaller by 

one order of magnitude, with respect to the standard analysis.  

       

 

Figure IV-22: Absolute error for the main field harmonic B1 
using cubic extrapolation on the LHC ramp. 
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Figure IV-23: Absolute error for the harmonic B2 during 
the LHC linear current ramp.  
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IV.7 - Comparison of the different methods 

In this section the above proposed methods of analysis examined are compared with 

reference to the Standard analysis by assessing the RMS error: 
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where: 

• M indicates the number of harmonics measurements samples during a current 

ramp; for the standard analysis coincides with the number of coil turns during a 

current ramp; 

Figure IV-24: Absolute error for the harmonic B3 during 
the LHC linear current ramp. 
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• Xn are the harmonic coefficients and nX are the best estimators. For the standard 

analysis the best estimators are the mean values of instantaneous coefficients 

(obtained fitting the raw data) for each coil turn; for the other two methods, the 

estimated harmonic coefficients are directly compared on the instantaneous ones. 

The comparison was carried out for different current ramps: linear, parabolic, 

exponential.  

 

IV.7.1 - Linear current ramp 

A linear current ramp, with ramp rate varying between 10 As-1 and 50 As-1 was 

considered. In the comparison coil rotation frequency is set to 0.1 Hz.  

Absolute errors for the field harmonics B1, B3, B5, and B7, relative to the different 

method, are shown in Fig. IV-27 and Fig. IV-28.  
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Figure IV-25: Comparison of absolute RMS error for field harmonics B1 (left) and B3 (right) 
using different analysis procedures. The coil rotates at 0.1 Hz frequency 

The extrapolation method provides the best results for each ramp rate. For the main 

field (B1), the demodulation gives errors slightly above those obtained by the standard 

analysis, but the difference is evident only at 10 As-1 ramp rate. For high order harmonic 

coefficients the difference among the three methods is about one order of magnitude. 
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Extrapolation gives an error of about 10-5 T, while STFT and standard analysis, 10-4 and 

10-3 T, respectively.  

 

Figure IV-26: Comparison of absolute RMS error for field harmonics B5 (left) and B7 (right) using 
different analysis procedures. The coil rotates at 0.1 Hz frequency

IV.7.2 - Parabolic current ramp 

Even in the most unfavorable case (parabolic ramp), the method based on 

extrapolation proves to be the most accurate for all coefficients (Fig. IV-29), while STFT 

performs better than standard analysis except for the main harmonic.  

Figure IV-27: Comparison of absolute RMS errors on harmonic coefficients B1-B7 and A2-A8 for a 
parabolic current ramp. Coil rotation frequency is 0.1 Hz. 
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IV.7.3 - Exponential current ramp 

Fig. IV-30 shows absolute errors on an exponential current ramp (according to PELP 

parameters) for all the field harmonics up to 8th order.  

The extrapolation method is characterized by absolute RMS errors for all the 

harmonics two orders of magnitude lower than other two methods.  

The STFT method is more accurate that standard analysis in estimating harmonic 

coefficients A2-A8. Only for harmonic coefficient A2 the results are comparable. 

 

Figure IV-28: Comparison of relative RMS errors on harmonic coefficients B1-B7 and A2-A8 for a 
parabolic current ramp. Coil rotation frequency is 0.1 Hz. 

 

IV.7.4 - Discussion 

The standard analysis method with continuous coil rotation in a field following the 

time evolution of a nominal LHC cycle was fully characterized. Its limitations and the 

errors were highlighted for different ramp rates.   

Without doubts, the algorithm based on the extrapolation of the flux samples, in 

despite of its simplicity, provides the best results consistently for all harmonics and all 

kinds of ramp. The method based on demodulation provides the instantaneous main field 

harmonic B1 with an accuracy slightly above standard analysis. The STFT method, with 

correction by demodulation and successive subtraction of coefficient B1, provides 

instantaneous higher order coefficients with accuracy much better than the standard 
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analysis. This can be considered a great approach to compensate the inefficiency of the 

analog bucking. 

For the implementation on DSP of the new integrator cards the algorithm based on 

the extrapolation is certainly the best candidate.   

 

IV.8 - Experimental Validation 

A resistive reference dipole of 1 T, at 300 A of nominal current, was first 

characterized using the DIMM rotating coil system [9]. The field multipoles were 

measured at 10 A steps, in stationary conditions. The DIMM was developed for magnetic 

measurement of LHC dipole and it is characterized by one rotating coil of 700 mm long 

working in the classical washing machine mode. The analog bucking technique is used to 

compensate the main field in the flux measurement for higher order multipoles 

evaluation. Two PDI integrator cards are used to obtain both the absolute flux and the one 

compensated. The standard analysis is applied on the flux samples acquired on a single 

turn in order to provide the field harmonics at the set current. The instrument software 

performs further corrections on the experimental data in order to compensate 

measurement errors arising both from the mechanics and the electronics side, i.e.: 

• offset compensation: since the current is kept constant during the measurement, 

the difference between the 257th flux sample and the first one represents the 

integrator offset during the measurement time. Known the time to complete one 

coil turn the integrator input voltage offset is evaluated so that the offset 

compensation is applied at each flux increment; 

• average between the flux samples backward and forward to balance mechanical 

imperfections in the coil rotation; 

• feed-down, technique aimed at correcting mechanical misalignments of the coil 

axis by means of application of symmetry relations on the field harmonics [10]. 

The plot of the main field vs. the current is shown in Fig. IV-31.    

Continuously rotating coil measurements of main and compensated flux were 

repeated on the same magnet with the PXI integrator, described in the previous chapter, 

with a linear current ramp at different ramp rates and coil speeds.  
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Figure IV-29: Resistive reference dipole mapping of the B1   

For a resistive magnet, time and history-dependent effects are negligible for higher 

order multipoles. This means that, field harmonics measurements performed in stationary 

or dynamic should give the same results. The standard analysis was applied first at each 

coil turn to the continuos flux samples delivered from the PXI integrator.  

In Fig. IV-32 the absolute differences between B1 values measured on different ramp 

rates and at different coil speeds and the B1 value corresponding to the same current 

value but measured in static conditions are shown. For the B1 the higher absolute errors 

as higher is the ramp rate depend also on the effect of the Eddy’s currents. In fig. IV-33 

the B3 plots measured in different dynamic conditions as well as on a loadline are shown.  

By analyzing this plot  two important results have to be pointed out: 

• the higher ramp rate gives the higher absolute error; 

• in measurement of varying magnetic field using the standard approach, 

higher coil speeds only improve temporal resolution (instrument throughput) 

but the harmonics delivered are affected always by the same error. 

   

Even for low ramp rate, the absolute error is very high since on the raw data obtained 

with the PXI integrator only the standard analysis was applied without no errors 

compensation instead, performed by the DIMM software. 
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Anyway as further proof  applying the extrapolation algorithm on the raw data should be 

possible to show that the absolute error corresponding to different ramp rates becomes 

the same (or very close). 
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Figure IV-31:Absolute errors between B3 values measured at different current ramp rates and 
coil speeds and the B3 values at the same current measured in static conditions 
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Figure IV-30: Absolute errors between B1 values measured at different current ramp 
rates and coil speeds and the B1 values at the same current value and measured in static 
conditions. 
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Chapter V - THE SNAPBACK ANALYZER: AN INSTRUMENT 

TO MEASURE B3 AND B5 HARMONICS 

V.1 - Introduction 

The 3rd and 5th order harmonics of the dipole field can be measured by using the Hall 

plate arrangement (Fig.V-1).  

With this ideal geometry, the total signal S from the Hall plates at the first order is:  
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Figure V-1: Cross section of sextupole, left, and decapole ring, right (the 

dipole, sextupole and decapole field lines are also illustrated). 
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where R is the radius of the Hall plates, Rref is the reference measurement radius          

(Rref = 17mm for the LHC) and Bn is the absolute normal multipole component. As 

shown in Fig. V-2 (left), the dipole field component is completely compensated by the 

symmetry, if the signals of the Hall plates are summed together, and the total signal is 

proportional to the normal sextupole harmonic.  

The same principle is applied to the decapole harmonic. 

 

In this chapter, the complete measurement system that delivers directly the b3 and b5 

harmonics over the time, starting from the Hall plates voltage signals of the measurement 

probe (Fig. V-3), is described. The main feature of this instrument is to measure directly 

the decay and snapback waveforms used for modeling. 

In order to achieve the required resolution on the field harmonics and, since the b3 

and b5 components are 4 orders of magnitude lower than the main dipolar field, an 

analog bucking was adopted. The signals of each ring (3 for the b3 rings and 5 for the b5 

rings) are mixed in order to compensate the main field. The signal sum is then amplified 

and sampled. Details on the compensation cards developed as well as the data acquisition 

system used are given. 

Figure V-2: left) In a dipole field: Sum ∝ B1 - B1/2 - B1/2 = 0 ∴Dipole field is bucked 
out.  right) In a sextupole field: Sum ∝ -B3 - B3 - B3 = -3B3 ∴ Sextupole field is 
isolated. 

Figure V-3: CERN probe to measure b3-b5. 
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A full metrological characterization was carried out in order to discover and 

characterize all the possible uncertainty sources and, first of all, the unstability of the 

compensation cards responsible for the need of frequent instrument calibrations. 

Test results suggested a calibration procedure, performed using the rotating coils as 

reference instrument, aimed at correcting errors in b3 and b5 harmonics up to the second 

order. This procedure was fully automated in the instrument software and represented the 

solution to the limited long-term stability of the used bucking cards. At the same time, 

according to the instrument characterization results, new compensation cards were 

developed in order to assure a higher long-term stability. 

Digital bucking solution, namely the compensation of the main field after the 

sampling of each Hall plates signal by means of numerical sum, was also explored. The 

first b3 measurements proved the principle even if a 16-bit ADC was used. An 

implementation of this approach, based on a 18-bit AD converter, oversampling, and 

dithering techniques ,as well as compensation of the Hall plates non linearity in real-time, 

is detailed.  

 

V.2 - The solution based on the analogic bucking 

V.2.1 - Hardware overview 

The instrument for the analysis of the snapback phenomenon can be decomposed in 

three main parts (Fig.V-4): 

• the Hall plates probe; 

• analog compensation cards; 

• SCXI digital acquisition system. 

 

The sensor is a project originally devised at CERN [1], already detailed in chapter 2. 

The compensation cards correct the main dipolar field component and amplify the 

sum signal to adapt it to the input range of the data acquisition system. In the electronic  

rack in Fig. V-4, the conditioning module for the tilt sensor installed in the probe is also 

visible. This in fact, results indispensable to align the probe with respect the gravity 

before the measurement.  
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The system named SCXI, is a commercial multi-channel data acquisition system 

from National Instruments. The selection criteria were: 

• high number of channels to acquire; not only the sum signals by each ring are 

acquired but all the Hall plates outputs (28), in order to monitor in real time 

possible Hall plates faults and saturations; 

• sufficient ADC resolution, in order to satisfy the requirement on the 

measurement resolution of b3 and b5 component. Since the signals 

proportional to b3 and b5 harmonics are characterized by slow variations (the 

snapback duration is about 60 s) a multiplexed architecture, based on a single 

ADC, was chosen (inter-channel delays are negligible);  

• high capability of noise rejection obtained using programmable anti-aliasing 

filter on each single channel. 

 

Inclinometer 

Electrical 
connection card 

Sextupole 
sensors Decapole 

sensors 

64-pin connector 

Half shell covered Shaft Support 
shaft 

Figure V-4: b3-b5 analyzer-architecture layout. 
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V.2.1.1 - The compensation cards and the calibration in dipolar field 

 

The decay/snapback emerges at low field, during the injection. Thus, the detector is 

designed to measure a dipolar field in the range from 0 to 1 T (at injection the value of 

the main field is 0.57 T). The Hall plate positioned on the top of the sensor is measuring 

the whole dipole field; in case of the sextupole ring, the other two Hall plates on the ring 

are measuring approximately half of the main component in opposite direction (they are 

at 120˚ from the dipole field). By considering that the sextupolar and decapolar 

component of the field  are 4 orders of magnitude smaller than the dipolar field a high 

resolution is needed (at least 18 bits), in order to appreciate b3 and, in particular, b5, by 

the signal coming out directly from the Hall plates. In particular, as the sensitivity of used 

Hall plates is 220 mV/T, the signals proportional to b3 and b5 field are in the order of 

100 μV, with an overlapped dipolar signal of 100 mV.  

The geometrical configuration used in the Hall plates assures, in principle, the 

compensation of the dipolar field through simple sum of the signals belonging to the 

same ring. This is only an ideal case, but imperfections or systematic errors (Hall plates 

misalignments) of the sensor bring a residual dipolar component after the sum. One of the 

main causes of the compensation error is the difference in the Hall plates sensitivity. 

Figure V-5: Compensation card for three sextupole rings. 
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The bucking cards are designed to analogically sum the signal coming from each 

Hall plate of a given ring by producing an amplified output signal proportional to the 

component of interest. The electronic circuit was designed in order to reduce the noise 

and to amplify the sensor signals before the acquisition in order to obtain a better 

resolution. Before the signals summation, a compensation of the sensitivity differences is 

carried out by adjusting the gain of the first stage amplifier. The compensation cards are 

two for the six sextupole sensors ring, and one, for the two decapoles rings. The 

electronic schematic for the sextupole compensation card is shown in Fig. V-6. 

In the following, the different stages of a sextupole ring compensation circuit are 

detailed in order to highlight the signal treatment. 

  

• Pre-Amplification Stage. 

Before the signals from the three Hall plates of the sextupolar ring are connected to 

first amplification stage based on INA 128U instrumentation amplifier (IC1, IC2 and 

IC3 in Fig. V-6).  

The input is in full differential mode, thus reducing the common mode voltage of 

each Hall plate signal (all the 28 Hall plates are connected in series).  

The gain adjustment to compensate the sensitivity difference is performed by 

trimming the two potentiometers P1 and P2.  

In particular, P2 (100 Ω value) allows a fine regulation of the gain. In this first stage, 

the output offset can be adjusted to compensate possible offset differences between 

the Hall plates. 

 

• The Mixer Stage. 

All signals output by the Hall plates mounted on one ring go through the pre-

amplification stage first, and, then, to the mixer (or adder) stage. This is implemented 

with the amplifier OP 27GS (IC 13). The main characteristics of this stage are a 

unitary gain and regulation of the output offset (trimmer P28). Changing the output 

offset it is possible to adjust the bucking of the dipolar component at the injection.  
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• Final stage 

Another INA 128U (IC 10 in Fig. V-6) is used to amplify the adder output signal 

before acquisition and to restore the correct polarity of the signal (the amplifier 

Figure V-6: A schematic draw of a sextupole compensation card. 
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inverts the signal sign). Five different gains (10, 20, 50, 100 and 200) can be selected 

by changing the jumper TP8.  

 

The calibration procedure of the compensation cards is carried out inside a reference 

resistive dipole magnet (Alstom HB436/MCB22) permanently checked by a Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance teslameter (PT2025 MetroLab) characterized by an accuracy of 10-7 

T. The voltages on the boards test points are measured using a 2
17  digits integrating 

multimeter, with an estimated accuracy of ±  1 µV. 

The calibration proceeds as the following: 

• Hall plates offset correction is carried out putting the probe in a no field chamber 

(in this way the effect of the earth magnetic field is removed and only the Hall 

plate intrinsic offset is taken into account) and by adjusting to zero the offset of 

each input stage;  

• Hall plates sensitivity differences correction- The probe is inserted into the 

resistive reference magnet at the field of 0.537 T, corresponding to LHC injection 

conditions. The Hall plates are oriented one by one perpendicularly to the dipolar 

field (by using the inclinometer for top Hall plates, since the reference dipole is 

normal; for lateral Hall plates, the alignment is made by rotating the probe and by 

checking the signal maximum through the voltmeter) and the gain of the first 

input stage is adjusted to have the same voltage in output; 

• dipolar component compensation- In the reference dipole at 0.537 T, the probe is 

aligned to the gravity (according to its correct working position) and the mixer 

offset is adjusted to null the output stage of the ring.  

With this calibration, a correction at the first order of the differences of the Hall plates 

transfer function, as well as a rough compensation of the main dipolar field is 

achieved.  

V.2.1.2 - The SCXI Data Acquisition system 

The data acquisition system chosen for the Snapback analyzer is a National 

Instrument SCXI system connected to a DAQ card PCI 16 bit (model 6052 E) installed in 

a Personal Computer Windows Xp (Appendix B). 
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Thanks to the use of the analog bucking a 16-bit converter is enough to satisfy the 

resolution requirement on the b3 and b5 harmonics acquisition (0.1 unit). In fact, taking 

into account that decay and snapback measurements are carried out at injection plateau, at 

a dipolar field of 0.537 T, 0.1 unit on the higher harmonics correspond to 0.5·10-5 T; 

considering that the Hall plate sensitivity is around 220 mV/T and the compensation card 

output gain is around 110, 0.1 unit of field corresponds to about 100 μV at the DAQ 

system input. Since the input range is selectable at 2 V, a 16-bit ADC implies a resolution 

on the compensated field harmonics of 0.03 unit.  

Timing resolution constraints (10 Hz) are surely satisfied, since the system maximum 

sampling frequency is 2000 S/s; this guarantees even the use of a 100 oversampling 

factor in order to reduce the input noise. 

 

V.2.2 - The measurement uncertainty sources  

In an ideal configuration, the dipole field is erased by the sensor geometry; 

experimentally, owing to different error sources, an un-bucked component is always 

present.  

In fact, taking note that the sextupolar and decapolar components of the field are four 

orders of magnitude below the main field, the compensation of the dipole field should be 

performed with an accuracy at least of ±  100 ppm on all the working range of the probe 

(0.537 T<B1<1 T). This means that the electronic stability, namely the variation of gains 

and offsets in any stages of the compensation cards should be contained in some tenths of 

ppm.  The stability during the measurement time (usually 1 hour) is mandatory, but 

generally a medium term stability is requested in order to avoid frequent calibration 

procedures. 

In addiction, following factors have to be taken into account: 

• temperature-dependent Hall plates drift;  

• Hall plates angular misalignments; these are corrected, in principle, at a 

single working point (0.57 T) and not on all the measurement range; 
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• nonlinearity of the Hall plates transfer functions; the correction of sensitivity 

and offset differences carried out by the compensation cards assumes a linear 

behaviour of each Hall plate;   

• absolute accuracy of the data acquisition system. 

In the following, an analysis of these uncertainty sources is described, starting from 

the linearity and the stability of the compensation cards. 

V.2.2.1 - Compensation Cards Characterization 

The tests on the compensation cards can be divided in two categories: the ones aimed 

at characterizing the boards amplifiers and the ones aimed at testing the stability of 

amplifiers parameters. 

The following tests belong to the first category: 

1) Evaluation of the transfer functions for all the 28 input amplifiers. In particular, the 

following quantities were tested: 

 

• the differential gain applying a test voltage in the range [-300mV, 

+300mV] with 25mV steps. Non linearity error has been evaluated on the 

obtained transfer function; 

• the common mode gain, by applying on each input a common voltage into 

the range [-7.125, +7.125] with step of 250 mV. This parameter is very important 

because the twenty-eight Hall plates of the measurement probe are connected in 

series and the output of each one is given by a differential voltage (the useful 

signal) plus a common mode that depends on the position of the Hall plate in the 

series. The common mode voltage has to be rejected in the same way by all the 

input amplifiers to avoid a different offset on each output;   

• the offset, evaluated as the intercept of the previous transfer function. 

 

2) Evaluation of the transfer function for each overall compensation circuit (six for 

b3 rings and two for b5 rings).In particular, the following quantities were tested: 
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• the gain, by applying to all the compensation circuit inputs (three for b3 

rings, and five for b5 rings) the same voltage with values into the range [-

30 mV, +30 mV] by 1 mV of increasing step. By referring to Fig. V-6, 

calling Gi (with i=1 to 3 for b3 circuits and i=1 to 5 for b5 circuits) the 

input amplifiers gains, Gadder the adder gain (equal for each input channel) 

and Gout the output amplifier gain, the output voltage expected to measure 

is given by:  

nputViGiGGVout
i

adderout ∑ •••= )(            (Eq. V-2) 

• the offset of the compensation chain, as a whole measured by setting to 0 

all the circuit inputs. 

The stability was measured after the electronic warm-up, during five hours working, 

with 5 minute of sampling time, the following quantities were monitored: 

• the overall gain of each compensation circuit; 

• the offset of each output channel (compensation circuits outputs); 

• Hall plates supply current; 

• voltage supply of all the electronic boards; 

• temperature inside the electronic rack. 

In Fig. V-7, the test bench for the compensation cards is shown.  

CS50 

COMP. 
Sextupole 

COMP. 
Decapole HP’s   OUTPUT 

OUT T.S. P.S. 
±15V 

Switch 
OUT 

Voltage Calibrator
Datron 4000A

KEITHLEY 2000
+

Scanner card

SOLARTRON 
SCHLUMBERGER 
7061 SYSTEMS 
VOLTMETER

SOLARTRON 
SCHLUMBERGER 

7151 MULTIMETER

Figure V-7: Compensation cards test bench 
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The voltage calibrator is characterized by ± 0.34 ppm of absolute accuracy on 1 V 

range (with the temperature correction). Output voltage was measured by a digital 

integrating voltmeter with a 2
17  digits resolution (± 1.5 ppm of absolute accuracy at  

0.2 V range and ± 5.4 ppm on range 2 V). The Keithley 2000 equipped by a scanner card 

dispatches the 8 outputs of the compensation cards to the input of the voltmeter. Finally, 

another multimeter (SOLARTRON SCHLUMBERGER 7151) is used to measure the 

temperature inside the electronic rack with a resolution of 0.01 degree. All the 

instruments are driven via GPIB 488 by automatic measurement software developed in 

LabView TM. 

 

The transfer functions for all the eight compensation circuits are shown in Fig.V-8.  

Figure V-8: Compensation circuits transfer functions. 

Figure V-9: Transfer function of the 1st input amplifier with a common mode 
input. The gain is 3.762E-4.
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Owing to the mixer stage, since to each input channel is applied the same voltage, 

the maximum input is limited to 30 mV in order to avoid the saturation of the final 

amplifier. The linearity is good on all the input range; this is principally the linearity of 

the output stage. In Fig. V-9, an example of transfer function of only an input amplifier 

(in particular the one connected to the fist Hall plate), is given.   

Figure V-11: Offset variation on the output of the compensation circuit 
ring b3_1. 

Figure V-10: Transfer function of the 1st input amplifier connected in differential mode 
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Again a good linearity over all the range  ± 300 mV (220 mV in input correspond to 

1 T dipolar field) is shown. In Fig. V-10, the transfer function of the same amplifier to a 

common mode input is shown. For all the input amplifiers, the common mode gain is 

around 4104 −⋅ . Since the Hall input resistance is about 5 Ω and the supply current is 50 

mA the maximum common mode voltage (corresponding to the 28th Hall plate of the 

series) is around 7 V to which an output “error” voltage around 3 mV corresponds. 

Anyway this error for each input amplifier stage is corrected by means of the Hall plates 

offset correction procedure.  

 

As far as the stability tests are concerned, Fig. V-11 and V-12 show, as an example, 

typical gain and offset variation of the first ring b3 compensation circuit. The results for 

all the compensation circuits are summarized in Table 1. During 5h of working (after the 

warm-up), the spread of the offset at the output of the compensation circuits is not less 

than 100 µV, while the global gain stability is better than 1%. Offset seems to increase 

with temperature (Fig. V-11), although its behaviour is often not well defined. The 

problem is that output offset depends on many causes, such as: 

• offset and gain variation of the previous stages (mixer and input amplifiers); 

Figure V-12: Gain variation of the compensation circuit ring b3_1. 
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• resistances variation on the boards as function of the temperature (in  

particular the regulation trimmer characterized by temperature coefficients 

around 1%); 

• boards power supply instability; 

• drift of each instrumentation amplifier. 
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Figure V-13: Temperature chart in the electronic rack during the stability test. 

 B3_1 Gain B3_1 Off (uV) B3_2 Gain B3_2 Off  (uV) B3_3 Gain B3_3 Off (uV)

µ 331.3 -0.25101 326.0 -0.27801 324.8 0.22088 

σ 6.9E-3 6.0E-5 6.5E-3 6.5E-5 5.8E-3 5.4E-5 

 B3_4 Gain B3_4 Off (uV) B3_5 Gain B3_5 Off (uV) B3_6 Gain B3_6 Off (uV)

µ 333.9 0.04727 341.9 0.04935 345.8 -0.07680 

σ 3.8E-3 4.3E-5 4.3E-3 8.2E-5 4.6E-3 9.4E-5 

 B5_1 Gain B5_1 Off (uV) B5_2 Gain B5_2 Off (uV) B1 Gain  

µ 418.8593 -0.001151 533.3542 -0.000510 4.649620  

σ 4.8E-3 5.6E-5 7.7E-3 7.3E-5 6.7E-5  

 
Table 1: Summary of the stability tests on all the compensation circuits 
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During the measurement, also the Hall plates thermal drift has to be considered  (the 

temperature stability factor for the Hall plates is 100 ppm/°C).   Another important factor 

is the stability of the current generator used to supply the Hall plates series. Fig. V-14 

shows the current chart over 5 hours working on a load resistance correspondent to the 

sum of the Hall plates input resistance at the injection field (the input resistance is 

function of the measured field). The current is stable at 10 ppm, value, this latter, is 

enough to consider negligible the effect on the Hall plates output. 

By considering only the performance of the compensation cards, it can be concluded 

that, on the short term, the maximum gain variation produces errors on b3 and b5 signals 

of some hundredths of units (and then negligible), and the output offset instability up to 
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Figure V-14: Hall plate current supply the stability test in 5 h working. 
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100 μV is translated in measurement errors of 0.1 units (the same order of magnitude of 

the instrument resolution). In Fig. V-15 the chart of the supply voltage during the 5 hours 

of the test is shown. 

V.2.2.2 - Evaluation of the Hall plates transfer functions 

The linearity of each Hall plate over all the measurement range was estimated by 

means of an automatic measurement bench. The field reference is provided by the 

resistive reference dipole used for the compensation cards calibration (1 T at 300 A 

nominal current) monitored by the Nuclear Magnetic Resonance teslameter (PT2025 

MetroLab). The Hall plates output voltage is measured by using the same data acquisition 

system of the b3-b5 measurement with 16 bit resolution. 

The measurement procedure was organised according to the following steps: 

• each Hall plate under test is aligned to the gravity by using the probe 

inclinometer and/or checking when his maximum output voltage (the reference 

dipole) is normal; 

• the magnetic field is changed in the range 0.3-1 T by steps of 0.05 T on 13 

measurement points. 

Fig. V-16 and V-17 show two measured transfer functions. A difference between the 

sensitivities around the 2 % is evident but, very strange, a sort of saturation, when the 

magnetic field approaches 1 T value, can be highlighted. As a consequence, a non 

linearity error of 1%, far from the 0.2% value specified in the technical data, arises. 

Figure V-16: First ring b3 Hall plate top transfer function 
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Further investigations showed that the source is the current generator (Fig V-18). In fact, 

the Hall plates input resistance is function of the field, and, around 1 T, the resistance 

load reaches a value (around 150 Ω) out of the generator working range. 

Even after solving this problem, the measured Hall plates non linearity was not better 

than 0.2%. 

 

The misalignment angle of each Hall plate is evaluated by comparing the transfer 

function of the Hall plate aligned to the gravity with the one obtained with the same 
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Figure V-18: current source VS field. 

Figure V-17: Second ring b3 Hall plate top transfer function 
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Hall plate in the real mounting angle: as an example, the lateral Hall plates on the b3 

rings are placed at a 120° angle with respect to the top Hall plate; if perfectly 

mounted, they have to measure half the main field when the correspondent top Hall 

plate is aligned to the gravity.   

Possible differences are due to misalignment in the Hall plates mounting.   

The performed measurement showed that this error is negligible with respect to the 

Hall plates non linearity. 

 

V.2.2.3 - Discussions 

By the analogic bucking cards, the main dipolar field can not be compensated at 100 

ppm, mainly owing to the Hall plates non-linearity (not better than 0.2 %) and to the 

instability of the compensation cards over the measurement time. 

The b3 and b5 measurement will be affected by the following errors: 

• an offset error due to a residual constant voltage in the compensation circuits 

or at the Hall plates drift; 

• an error component proportional to the main field B1 due to the a residual 

uncompensated main field; 

• an error component depending on the main field square caused by the Hall 

plates non linearity and the other errors of higher order. 

The calibration procedure for correcting these errors is shown in the following 

section. 

The measurement uncertainty can be assumed equal to 0.1 units as a result of the 

compensation boards offset instability over the measurement time.  

The stability tests on the compensation boards showed no good stability at long term 

that implies frequent compensation cards calibrations. At the same time the analysis 

carried out have given inputs for improved analog cards (described afterwards): 

• the offset regulation circuits of the amplifiers have to be independent from 

the supply voltage; 

• the tuning  trimmer has to be characterized by high temperature stability (0.1 

ppm/°C); 
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• chopped amplifier assures a lower offset drift (up to 0.01 μV °C-1).   

V.2.3 - The off-line calibration 

According to the results of the measurement system characterization, the signals 

acquired by the outputs of the compensation cards are processed by the following 

calibration formula: 

4

1

2
11 10

)(
B

BKBKVVK
b linearnonbuckingoffsetnn

n
−−−−

=    (Eq. V-3) 

where: 

• bn is the normalized field harmonic of order n (sextupole for n=3 or decapole 

for n=5); 

• Vn is the average voltage signal from the ring sensors; in particular, for b3 

measurements the average of the 6 rings output is performed whilst for the b5 

the signal average is evaluated on only two rings. As seen in chapter II, the 

six b3 rings are equi-spaced over the wavelength of the cable twist pitch and 

the two b5 rings are spaced by half a pattern wavelength approximately. They 

give information on the local variation of the field harmonic along a periodic 

field pattern. This variation is sinusoidal [2], the average computed over time 

on 6 (for b3) or 2 (for b5) points of this sinusoid represents respectively the 

b3 and b5 harmonics value as function of the time;  

• B1 is the dipole field; 

• Voffset is the residual electronic offset from the amplifiers; 

• Kn is the calibration factor for the voltage of the nth plate sensor read-out (it 

depends on the Hall plates sensitivity factor and the gain set on the boards); 

• Kbucking is the dipole voltage bucking ratio; 

• Knon-linear is a second order correction for the Hall probes non linear sensitivity 

as a function of field. 
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The parameters Voffset, Kbucking, Knon-linear and Kn are obtained by an unconstrained 

optimization procedure aimed at minimizing the root mean square of the difference 

between Hall-plates reading and rotating coils results. The measurement carried out by 

the rotating coils on the same magnet under test over a load-line is hence used as 

reference. In particular, as an example, the ramp down curve of the pre-cycle measured 

by the Hall probe is compared with the load line ramp down measured by the rotating coil 

(Fig. V-19). The ramp up of the standard LHC cycle above 800A (to avoid the snapback 

data) of the Hall plates is compared with the ramp up of the load-line using rotating coils.  

The rotating coils are used as reference because, in stationary measurements (on the 

loadline), guarantee a measurement accuracy of  0.01 unit on the b3 and b5 harmonics 

[3]. By considering in the calibration procedure a comparison between measurement data 

Pre-Cycle 

LHC cycle 

Figure V-19: Indication of the rotating coils 
measurement data considered to calibrate the Hall 
probe measurement 
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Figure V-20: b3 hysteresis curve measured with the Hall probe with out calibration. 
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before (Pre-cycle ramp down) and after the decay and snapback (the instrument 

measurement target) an offset or gain variation of the compensation cards during the 

measurement time (2000 s) is compensated.  

 

In Fig. V-20 and V-21, a measurement of a b3 hysteresis curve over an LHC cycle 

with 8 kA flat top carried out with the Hall probe is shown. In particular, Fig.V-20 shows 

the experimental data, whilst Fig V-21 shows the result of the calibration procedure. 

V.2.4 - The software 

The software aims at controlling the Snapback Analyzer system, and was completely 

developed in LabVIEW 6.1TM.  

The software can be decomposed in two main parts: the former devoted to the data 

acquisition (Appendix C), and the latter dedicated to the data calibration and data 

analysis.  

Fig. V-22 shows the calibration and analysis software layout. The first step is the 

calibration; the software performs the average of the rings corresponding to the chosen 

field harmonic and extracts the current cycle data. The data of the measurement carried 

out by the rotating coils on the same magnet are loaded as well. A user interface permits 

to choose the ramp up and ramp down data to use in the calibration procedure. As seen, 
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calibration  
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the choice is made considering values of current in the linearity range of the Hall plates 

and paying attention not to consider the snapback data. As a result of the calibration 

procedure, two curves are displayed (Fig. V-23): the rotating coils hysteresis curve and 

the one from the Hall plates converted with the Eq. V-3, using the four coefficients 

selectable in the bottom part of the panel. It is very difficult to converge especially 

because it has many solutions as well as local minima. Hence, the coefficient Kn is first 

approximated theoretically before trying to adjust all the other coefficients by using the 

following formulas: 
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Figure V-22: Calibration and data analysis software layout 
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where S is the sensitivity of the Hall plates (220×10-3 mV T-1), G is the amplifier gain 

(110), Rref is the reference radius (17 mm) and R is the radius of the Hall plate rings (14.3 

mm). The convergence of the minimization is favoured by the user by adjusting the 

calibration coefficients. Afterwards a script, that evaluates the minima for the square 

mean error depending from the 4 coefficients, is run in order to find the right values. The 

user panel shown in Fig.V-24 permits to select in all the calibrated hysteresis curve only 

the zone of interest (just before the injection plateau, when the decay is not yet started, 

until around 1150 A, or more exactly, until Hall plates still have a linear behaviour).  

The measurement target is only the snapback phenomenon, therefore snapback data 

have to be isolated from base-line contribution, namely the value that the harmonic is 

supposed to have in a current cycle without any rest at the injection plateau. This is done 

subtracting the original harmonic hysteresis curve from the measured sextupolar (n=3) 

and decapolar (n=5) harmonics: 

 

linebase
n

measured
n

backSnap
n bbb −− −=       (Eq. V-6)  

Figure V-23: hysteresis calibration panel 
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To this purpose, via a proper panel the base line data to fit are selected. Typically the 

zone ranges from 830 A to 1150 A, that is where the snapback phenomenon is ended and 

before going out from the probe measurement range. The fit algorithm can be chosen 

among different types: linear, 2nd order polynomial, 3rd order polynomial and a 

magnetization formula based on the analysis of the current in magnet strands [4], for 

which, to find the three parameters that characterize the fit formula, an automatic 

procedure to minimize the square mean error, as for the calibration procedure, was 

implemented. 

Previously analysis of the snapback shape, to characterize in a mathematical form 

this phenomenon [5] showed that the snapback is modelled using a simple exponential 

form:  

I
ItI

decaysnapback
injection

ebtb Δ

−
−

Δ=
)(

33 )(           (Eq. V-7)  

 

Where )(3 tb snapback is the sextupole change during the snapback, I(t) is the 

instantaneous value of the excitation current in the dipole magnet and Iinjection is the 

Figure V-24: Analysis zone selection panel 
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current injection value. The snapback initial amplitude due to the previous decay 
decayb3Δ and the dipole current change ΔI are the two fitting constants.  

Therefore previously decay and snapback measurements proved that the exponential 

fitting parameters Δb3 and ΔI related to measurements on different magnets are strongly 

dependent (are characterized by the same ratio) [6]. 

The final step of the analysis software is just the evaluation of the exponential fit on 

a snapback zone selected by the user. So that the instrument delivers the fit parameters 

Δbn and ΔI.  

V.2.5 - Measurements and results 

Cold measurements to test the Snapback Analyzer were performed on magnet 3164 

and 2043 in SM18 facility [7]. Before starting the measurement with the Hall probe, a 

Load line cycle with rotating coils is performed in order to obtain the data necessary to 

reconstruct the field hysteresis cycle and, hence, to calibrate the probe after the 

measurement.  

Test sequence includes different current cycles (different in the shape and in the 

maximum value) [8]. In fact the snapback parameters depend on the duration of the cycle 

and the maximum current [9].  

 

Figure V-25: Probe installation in the dipole magnet and measurement rack. 

Rotating coil
Probe b3-b5 
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Fig V-25 (left) shows details about the insertion of the measurement probe inside the 

magnetic bore and the alignment with the gravity. The b3-b5 probe is installed on the 

dipole left aperture on the right the rotating coil for the same measurement required for 

the calibration. The measurement equipment is showed on the right in the same figure. 

 

 

 

In Fig V-27 (top), the hysteresis curve calibration for the measurement on the LHC 

cycle performed on the magnet 3164 is shown. 

In Fig.V-27 (bottom) a zoom on the only decay and snapback for the b3 

measurement after calibration is shown. The time resolution is matched to the 

specification 0.1 s (10 points/s).  

Figure V-26: comparison between rotating coils load line data (blue dots) and Hall probe data after 
calibration (purple line). 
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Finally, Fig. V-28 shows, according to the hipotesys of strong correlation between 

Figure V-27: Decay and Snapback of b3 (units) respect to time for Standard LHC cycle in magnet 3164. 
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the snapback parameters indipendently from the magnets under test, the good correlation 

in all the measurements carried out with the Snapback Analyzer on different current cycle 

and on the two magnets.  

 

V.2.6 - The new analogic bucking cards  

 

The stability tests on the compensation cards showed a critical output offset 

variation, even on the short term, representing one of the main uncertainty sources of the 

analog bucking approach. 

 Accurate investigations suggested improvements to the old design in order to 

achieve a better stability even at long term. 

The keywords of the new release can be summarized: 

• use of chopped amplifiers (e.g. LT1150) in any stage characterized by very 

low offset drift (10 nV/°C) and small low-frequency noise. While these 

amplifiers achieved very low offset, low offset drift, and very high gain, they 

had limited bandwidth and required filtering to remove the large ripple 

voltages generated by chopping. Chopper stabilized amplifiers solved the 

bandwidth limitations by combining the chopper amplifier with a 

conventional wideband amplifier that remained in the signal path [10]; 

Trendline magnet 2043 and 3164
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Figure V-28: scatter plot for ΔI vs Δb3 for data obtained in measurement with magnets 
3164 and 2043. 
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• all the resistors used as well as the regulation trimmer are characterized by 

high stability factor (1 ppm °C-1); 

• all the circuits are closed in a metallic box kept at constant temperature (20 

°C) by means of warming up resistors supplied with a PWM current 

generator. The metallic box behaves even as shield against the EMC 

perturbations; 

• the offset regulation of each input stage offset is performed using a dedicated 

voltage reference;  

• all the offset and gain settings as well as the measurement points are placed 

on the front-end electronic rack for an easy calibration (Fig.V-29). This 

thanks particular attention devoted to the engineering process. 

Fig. V-29 shows the electronic schematic of the new compensation card. The last 

amplifier stage has been eliminated, now on the mixer is possible to set the gain using a 

precision trimmer.  

Tests carried out on this new board showed an excellent stability on the short term 

both for the gain and for the output offset. These parameters are now much more immune 

to the temperature variations thanks to the thermostatic boxes. 

Figure V-29: Circuit layout of the new b3 compensation card and front panel.  
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V.3 - The solution based on digital bucking 

 

One of the main limitations of analogic bucking is the compensation for only first-order 

Hall plates nonlinearity  producing a residual dipolar component even perfectly stable 

bucking cards.  

In the following, a digital bucking approach is presented. The basic idea is to 

perform in real time the digital sum of the voltage samples from each Hall plate 

belonging to the same ring. In this case, by using the transfer function of each Hall plate, 

non linearity errors were compensated in real time. In order to reach the required 

resolution and to reduce the noise overlapped on the signal decimation with a high 

decimation factor was applied.  

V.3.1 - The working principle 

The working principle of digital bucking is depicted in Fig. V-30. The signals 

coming from the same ring are amplified and sampled. In order to recover the b5 

harmonic with a resolution at least of 0.1 unit by the digital sum, the conversion process 
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should be able to resolve the input voltage at 10-5: in fact, 100 mV is the Hall plate 

voltage (on the top) due to the injection dipolar field, 0.1 unit field correspond to 1 μV on 

the Hall plate voltage.   

The AD converter should have at least 18 bits of resolution. In order to increase the 

conversion resolution, as well as to reduce the signal noise, a big over-sampling factor 

and a suitable digital filtering have to be used. In this application the signals to acquire 

are characterized by a very-slow temporal variation (the snapback phenomena behaves as 

a variation of some tenths of μV on 60 s time), namely a bandwidth of some Hz. After 

filtering, the samples array is decimated in order to obtain the required sampling 

frequency of 10 points/s. Using the transfer function of each Hall plate, the voltage 

samples are translated into the real field component normal to the Hall plate. By a 18-bit 

AD converter and about 20 points in all the Hall plate measurement range (0.3÷1 T), the 

non linearity errors can be corrected within 100 ppm. The digital sum of the field samples 

vectors for each ring will deliver the corresponding   b3, b5 harmonics over the time.     

The oversampling and the consequent digital filtering is a technique largely used in 

the sigma delta modulator to increase the conversion resolution [11]. 

According to the Nyquist criterion, the sampling frequency must be at least twice the 

bandwidth of the input signal. Fig. V-31 shows the power density spectrum of a pure 

sinusoidal tone sampled at Fs sampling frequency. With an ideal AD converter the noise 

floor in the spectrum is due only to the quantization noise and uniformly spread on the 

band [0, Fs/2]. 

Figure V-31: Power spectrum of a pure sinusoidal tone. 
sampled at Fs sampling frequency 
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 The effective number of bit (ENOB) of the ADC converter is estimated through the 

Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) evaluation [12]: 

SNR=6.02 N + 1.76dB       (Eq. V-8) 

where N is the ENOB and SNR is expressed in db. 

If the same signal is acquired with a sampling frequency increased by an 

oversampling factor k, the SNR remains the same, but the noise energy is spread over a 

wider frequency range (Fig. V-32). 

Hence, by filtering the oversampled signal through an ideal filter with Fs/2 cut-off 

frequency, the SNR is increased. It is easy to show that for each factor 4 in the 

oversampling, the SNR is increased of 6 dB. The improvement in terms of effective 

number of bits is given by: 

)ln(5.0 kn =Δ         (Eq. V-9) 

Finally, a decimation of a factor K reestablishes the original time resolution. The 

overall process is summarized in Fig. V-34.  

In this application, since 10 Hz is the signal bandwidth to acquire using a 18-bit 

ADC, with an oversampling factor 1500 (15 kS/s sampling frequency), a theoretical 

improvement of 3.5 bits is reachable.  

Obviously this has to be considered as an upper limit because: 

• the realizable digital filter can only approximate the rectangular frequency 

response;  

Figure V-32: Effect of the oversampling on the quantization noise 
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• the ADC is supposed to be characterized only by quantization noise, instead, 

non linearity errors arise actually (INL, DNL, missing codes); 

• potential noise overlapped on the signal reduces the conversion resolution. 

One of the simplest numerical filters to implement is the moving average filter. Fig. V-33 

shows the frequency response of the moving average filter as function of the filter length.  

The moving average is a very poor low-pass filter, due to its slow roll-off and poor 

stopband attenuation, but, on the other side, is an exceptionally good smoothing filter 

(action in time domain). 

 The frequency response has the following expression: 

Figure V-33:Frequency response of the moving average 

filter  

Figure V-34: Summary of the oversampling technique.
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)sin(
)sin(][

fM
fMfH
π

π
=        (Eq. V-10) 

The first zero of the frequency response is located at 1/M where M is the filter length. 

At 15 kS/s frequency sampling, to have the first zero at 10 Hz a filter length of 1500 

samples has to be considered. 

From an implementation point of view, performing the moving average filtering and then 

decimate for the factor k is perfectly equivalent to apply decimation with an average 

every k samples. 

Better results can be obtained by designing a proper FIR filter (Fig. V-35). Fig. V-36, V-

37 and V-38 show that on a simulated constant signal with overlapped a 30 μV standard 

deviation white noise a moving average filter at 1500 samples guarantees a good trade-

off between noise reduction and computation complexity (the FIR filter designed has a 

length of 4500 samples). A moving average filter of 4500 length behaves better than the 

FIR filter designed ad hoc.  

The signals to acquire are at very low frequency thus the ADC converter works almost in 

static conditions: so the non linearity can be considered as negligible. Nevertheless, 

particular attention has to be paid to cabling in order to reduce all the noise sources as 

much as possible. 
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Figure V-35: Frequency response of a FIR filter at 45 coefficients designed 
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Figure V-36:Signal filtered with a 1500 samples moving average filter 
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Figure V-37: Signal filtered with a 4500 samples FIR filter
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Figure V-38: Signal filtered with a 4500 samples moving average

filter 
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V.3.2 - The proof demonstration 

A proof demonstration of the proposed digital bucking was carried out with the 16 

bit DAQ system of the snapback analyzer. The Hall plates signals were sampled at 2 

kS/s.  

On this data, a moving average filter with a decimation of a factor 200 was applied. 

The voltage samples of each Hall plate are corrected by using the corresponding 

calibration curve, and, subsequently, the digital sum is performed on the channels of the 

same rings (Fig. V-39). 

 In Fig. V-40 the b3 snapback curve obtained by applying the off-line calibration 

both to the digital and analog bucked signal is showed. On the signal corrected by the 

digital bucking the snapback is clear although the noise overlapped in not negligible. This 

is mainly quantization noise due to the limited system resolution.  

Figure V-40: Digital bucking after off-line calibration (blue line), comparison with the analogic 
signal (red line). 

Figure V-39: Digital bucking layout implemented on the DAQ system 16 bit 
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V.3.3 - The hardware proposed for the digital bucking 

A platform PXI RT equipped with two DAQ cards NI6289 based on an SAR 18-bit 

ADC multiplexed on 16 differential input channels, analogous as the one used for the 

integrator proof demonstrator described in the chapter III, was chosen to implement the 

digital bucking approach.  

In multiplexed mode, by taking into account the number of signals to acquire, the 

maximum frequency sampling selectable is 15 kS/s, assuring an over-sampling factor of 

1500. The interchannel delay is negligible, because the signals to acquire are at very low 

frequency. 

The input gain is set to have ±  200 mV input range (on the injection plateau the top 

Hall plate have 110 mV output) at which corresponds 1.2 μV of LSB.  

On the DAQ cards used an automatic calibration procedure is implemented in order 

to assure over 2 years an absolute accuracy of ± 30 μV on the conversion in the range +/- 

200 mV, evaluated taking into consideration:  

• the residual PGA gain error; 

• the PGA gain stability; 

• the residual offset error; 

• the ADC INL (integral non linearity) error; 

• the random noise on the signal to acquire; 

• a variation of 2 degrees with respect to the temperature at which the card 

auto-calibration was performed. 

V.3.4 - Digital bucking tests on the new DAQ cards 

Particular tests for the input sensitivity, as well as the analog front end stability, were 

carried out on the DAQ cards chosen to implement the digital bucking. The experimental 

setup is shown in Fig. V-41. A voltage calibrator generates a stable 100 mV reference in 

order to simulate the top Hall plate output on the injection plateau. Particular attention 

was devoted to the connection on the DAQ card: shielded twisted pair cable, differential 

input channel, and shielded terminal box were used. 
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Acquisition of the reference signal at 15 kS/s sampling frequency over 60 s shows a 

noise of 30 μV standard deviation (Fig. V-42, left). This can represent the main limitation 

to the conversion sensitivity since with the probe long cable a noise even higher is 

expected. Many digital filters on the signal acquired were tested in order to reduce the 

noise to the only quantization noise. Excellent result was obtained using the 1 pole anti-

aliasing filter (40 kHz cutoff frequency) on the board and 1500 oversampling factor with 

consequent decimation and averaging.  

As expected, the noise on the signal is reduced by the factor k , where k is the 

number of samples on which the average is performed (just the oversampling factor in 

this case). 

 

Figure V-42:  The reference signal acquired without filtering (left). The same signal acquired with 
1500 over-sampling factor (right). 

σ=3.6551e-005  V σ= 4.2668e-007  V 

Figure V-41: Experimental setup for the testing of the 18 bit  
DAQ cards 
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As further validation of the oversampling technique, signals very close to the actual 

measurement target were generated; in particular, the 100 mV reference voltage was 

increased of 1μV and 3μV steps every 5 s respectively. Fig. V-43 shows the results of the  

 

oversampling earlier detailed on the two signals acquired. Thanks to the noise reduction, 

the trend imposed appears clear. The acquisition sensitivity was, hence, improved in 

order to appreciate 0.1 unit of  b5 variation on the injection plateau on each Hall plate. 

Finally, Fig. V-44 shows the results of the stability tests carried out on the DAQ 

board.  

On the left, the 100 mV reference voltage acquired over 15000 s, is shown. A small drift 

of few μV is highlighted; this is due to the voltage generator and not to the instability of 

Figure V-43: On the left the reference voltage is increased of 1μV every 5s (0.1 b3 unit) whilst 
on the right of  3 μV (0.3 unit of b3).

Figure V-44: Acquisitions 15000 s long with 1500 over-sampling factor of the 100 mV 
reference voltage on the left and with the input in short circuit on the right  
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the DAQ analog front-end. In fact, by connecting the DAQ input in short circuit, (Fig. V-

45 on the right), an offset of about 4 μV is evident, and no drift is appreciable.  

 

V.3.5 - The software developed: architecture overview 

A new software for the platform PXI RT was developed in LabViewTM RT 7.1 in 

order to implement the digital bucking approach. 

In Fig.V-45, the software architecture is depicted. The main difference with the 

Snapback Analyzer software, is in the acquisition tasks. Data treatment and correction are 

performed in RT on the PXI target. On this machine the Snapback Analyzer Graphical 

User Interface runs by achieving the duties of data storage, acquisition parameters setting, 

data and alarms monitoring, as well as the off-line calibration and analysis. 

 

In particular, on the target machine, two main processes at different priority run. 

In the Highest priority process (TCL), the following tasks are carried out: 

• Data Acquisition (both the signals coming from each Hall plate and from the 

output of the compensation cards). The sampling frequency is fixed at 15 kS/s so 

to assure a 1500 over-sampling factor; 

• filtering and decimation to increase the acquisition resolution; 

• Hall plate non linearity correction; 

• Digital Sum of the Hall plates signal from the same ring; 

Figure V-45: Digital bucking software architecture. 
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• Data Integrity Check.  

The normal priority process manages the TCP-IP communication with the Host PC, send 

the data and receive the instrument configuration. 

The data transfer between the two processes is carried out through a RT queue.   

V.3.6 - Conclusions 

A robust instrument to measure and characterize the decay and the snapback 

phenomena for the b3 and b5 field harmonics was developed implementing both the 

analog and the digital bucking approach. 

In particular, by following a detailed metrological characterization of the 

measurement probe originally developed at CERN, an automatic calibration procedure 

was developed in the instrument software in order to compensate the non linearity errors 

of the Hall plates as well as the analog bucking limitations. This assured measurement 

repeatability, even if the originally analog compensation cards were affected by stability 

problems. Measurements carried out on the LHC dipoles proved the robustness of this 

solution.   

At the same time, the innovative digital bucking approach was deeply examined as 

alternative solution to the compensation in RT of the Hall plates non linearity, as well as 

the stability of the analog compensation front-end. Preliminary experimental results 

demonstrated the validity and the feasibility of this approach.  

Finally, this approach was implemented on a RT platform by using new 18-bit SAR 

DAQ cards. Nevertheless, the acquisition resolution was increased thanks to 

oversampling and suitable digital filtering.  

The final result was an instrument where both the techniques were implemented to 

have measurements cross-check, as well as a instrument self-calibration. In this way, 

even if automatic, the calibrations using the rotating coils data at each measurement can 

be avoided.  
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Chapter VI - THE POLARITY CHECKER 

VI.1 - The measurement problem 

The LHC will include about 1750 cryomagnets, up to almost 16 m long, housing a 

total of about 10000 superconducting magnets, connected in 1612 electrical circuits [1]-

[2]. Any construction mistake, leading to an incorrect multipole type or polarity, such as 

those due to busbar inversion, i.e. connection of a magnet to the wrong circuit, or 

mechanical installation errors, may seriously compromise the LHC operation and the 

machine hardware. This kind of errors must be detected by checking carefully all 

magnets and the instrument used to verify the magnet polarity must have an extremely 

low failure rate. This is not a trivial test because, in superconducting accelerator magnets, 

the field can be measured from the outside only via cold bore tubes having a diameter of 

the order of 50 mm.  

It is remarked here that the harmonic coil systems routinely, used on all magnets, 

could provide the information about the field polarity. In practice, however, the number 

of parameters involved is so high (i.e. direction of coil rotation, sense of insertion into the 

magnet, polarity of dozens of cables and connectors, sign conventions used in various 

coefficients and subroutines within the analysis software) that the polarity information is 

not sufficiently reliable.  
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Verifications are carried out at room temperature during and/or at the end of the 

assembly stage, in order to identify and correct problems as early as possible. In some 

cases, such as for the corrector spool pieces in the main cryodipole, the polarity check 

must be deferred to the end of the cold tests, when all connections are finalized. To 

achieve this task, the probe must be able to measure reliably very low fields, ranging 

from a fraction of a mT for high-order correctors to a few mT for the main ring magnets. 

A summary of the magnets families and measurement conditions is shown in Tab. VI-I. 

 

The general polarity tester described here was developed on the basis of a concept 

originally devised at BNL [3], and explicitly adapted to the field levels of the LHC 

magnet assemblies (Tab.VI-1). The basic principle is based on the use of a single Hall 

plate as field measurement sensor, and on the rotation of this sensor over a turn in order 

to map the angular dependence of the field. This angle-dependent signal is analyzed in 

Fourier series in order to extract the field harmonics. Highest priority in the design was 

given to the basic functionality (polarity), but paying considerable attention also to the 

following issues: 

Magnet 
Type 

T.F. 
[mT/A] 

Imax 
[A] 

Bmax 
[mT] Diode

Main Dipole (MB) 0.66 5.0 3.32 Y 
B1 arc Orbit Corrector (MCBV/H) 52.70 0.1 2.64  
B1 IP Orbit Corrector (MCBXH/V) 6.09 2.4 14.62  
Main Quadrupole (MQ) 0.29 3.0 0.88 Y 
Tuning Quadrupole (MQT) 0.10 3.0 0.31  
B3 Multipole Corrector (MCS) 0.05 3.0 0.15 Y 
B3 Lattice Corrector (MS) 0.02 3.0 0.07  
B4 Multipole Corrector (MCO) 0.40 3.0 1.20 Y 
B4 Lattice Corrector (MO) 0.56 1.0 0.56  
B5 Multipole Corrector (MCD) 0.18 3.0 0.55 Y 
B6 MultipoleCorrector (MCTX) 0.13 0.5 0.06  

 

Table VI-1: Measurement conditions and main parameter 
of the LHC magnets tested for polarity. 

• determination of all the main characteristics of the magnet under test, and, in 

particular, automatic detection of the main harmonic order, transfer function (TF), 

magnet type (normal or skew), and field direction with respect to gravity; 

• very low measurement uncertainty on the main field measurement. This is 

necessary to detect reliably multipolar fields of high-order corrector magnets; 
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• measurement time below 1 minute, for practical reasons; 

• reliability and robustness, focusing on the encasing of the equipment for long-

term use; 

 

In this chapter, the working principle of the system and the details of the data analysis 

procedure are described. The design of the probe, including mechanics, electronics, and 

data acquisition system, as well as the results of the characterization tests, are reported.  

 

VI.2 - Measurement principle based on a single rotating hall plate 

The order, type, and polarity of a given magnetic field can be identified once the 

coefficients of the series expansion in the complex plane z=x+iy are known: 
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where rref=17 mm. The sign, according to the CERN convention [4], is determined 

by assuming that the cross product of the unit vectors ux×uy is oriented from the magnet 

connection side to the end for each magnet , as illustrated in Fig. VI-1 (a). 

 
 

As discussed later, the field probe is mounted tangentially at a radius R on a rotating 

support, and it measures the radial component of the field (Fig. VI-1 (b)):  

( )ϑϑ i
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)(         (Eq. VI-2) 
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Figure VI-1: Frame of reference for the magnetic measurements: (a) 
sign convention and (b) radial component of the field.
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The knowledge of this component over the closed boundary of a domain with null 

current is sufficient to find a unique solution for the field inside the domain (i.e. the field 

expansion in multipoles given in Eq. VI-1). This is equivalent to a classical Neumann 

boundary value problem for Laplace’s equation in the scalar magnetic potential [4].  

The measurement principle is to sample the field at N uniformly spaced angular 

positions in anti clockwise direction, with N=32, 64, or 128. The result is the ordered 

array: 

1-N  to0j   ,2  ),( === j
N

BB jjRR jj

πϑϑ       (Eq. VI-3) 

      

In our implementation, the rotation actually starts from ϑ0=π/2. The resulting array 

can be trivially rearranged to correspond to the case ϑ0=0.  

The radial field samples can be expressed using the multipoles expansion as follows:  
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The series is truncated to the first N field harmonics with negligible error. At the same 

time the coefficients of the DFT of the BBRj vector, defined by: 
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may be shown [App. D] to be proportional to the field coefficients of the same order by 

first inverting (Eq. IV-5): 
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and then equating, term by term, the real part of Eq. VI-6 to Eq. VI-4, obtaining 

finally: 
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where * denotes the complex conjugate. The knowledge of the Cn at just one current 

level, however, may not be sufficient to derive the correct results, because the residual 

field in the iron yoke (in some cases a few of mT), might mask completely the main 

harmonic generated by the current in the superconducting coils and which forms the 

object of the measurement. Normally, at least two measurements at different currents are 

taken and fit by a linear regression in order to compute the transfer functions ∂Cn/∂I, 

representing the field produced by the coils (geometric component). From this, following 

results were obtained: 

• magnet order and type, as the order of the dominant term in the arrays ∂BBn/∂I, 

∂An/∂I; 

• magnet polarity, as the sign of the dominant term; 

• the main magnet transfer function, as modulus of the dominant term in the 

arrays ∂BBn/∂I, ∂An/∂I; 

• the main field magnetic phase, evaluated from the main normal and skew 

transfer functions. 

 

VI.3 - Instrument description  

The general instrument layout is depicted in Fig. VI-2. The measurement principle is 

realized with a motorized measurement head. The measurement probe in the head is a 

Hall generator. The field is obtained at each angular position from the voltage of the Hall 

generator through a calibration. A stepping motor starting from the zero position sets the 

angular position. Before the measurement, the hall plate is aligned with respect to the 

gravity by using an inclinometer to provide an absolute reference for the field direction. 

A tractor module, based on a DC motor, assures the automatic longitudinal positioning of 

the measurement probe at the right longitudinal point in the cryoassembly.  
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In the following the measurement probe mechanical layout, the architecture of the 

control electronic, as well as the instrument software, are described. 

Figure VI-2: Layout of the field polarity tester. 

VI.3.1 - The mechanical layout 

 

The main issue in the conception of the measurement head was the modularity.  

The probe is composed by the following modules (Fig. VI-3): measurement, radial 

positioning, the tractor, the encoder, and the output connector;  

Figure VI-3:  Internal layout  (a) and external view (b) of the Polarity Checker  probe. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The measurement module (Fig. VI-4) is based on a G10 support holding the hall plate, a 

signal preamplifier, and the inclinometer for the alignment to gravity. The hall plate used 

for this application requires a current source of 50 mA, and at this current value is 

characterized of a sensitivity of 233.8 mvT-1. By considering that the gain of the 

preamplifier is approximately 500, the measurement sensitivity becomes about 100 

mV(mT)-1. This value insures that with magnetic fields as low as 0.1mT (case of 

sextupoles correctors with a protection resistance in parallel of 0.1 Ω) the voltage output 

is 10 mV, which can be treated easily by the acquisition. As it is demonstrated later, with 

a suitable instrumentation amplifier and an efficient noise software filtering also this 

worst case is characterized by a sigma of two orders of magnitude lower than the 

magnetic field amplitude measured. 

Figure VI-4: A detail of the probe assembling: the module containing the 
hall plate, the amplifier and the tilt sensor. 

 

The used inclinometer is a tilt sensor of electrolytic type, having a resolution of a 

measurement range of ± 45 degree, and a resolution of 0.1 mrad. This permits a 

theoretical resolution in the alignment to the gravity lower than 1 mrad. In practice the 

alignment resolution depends also on the stepper motor, which is controlled in open loop, 

and by the response time of the tilt sensor as discussed later. To solve this problem, for 

each measurement both the initial and final radial positions are acquired, and an eventual 

positioning error is corrected via software. 

The module for the radial positioning is composed by a stepper motor and by a gearbox 

to demultiply the motion of the motor. The motor has 24 steps per revolution, and the 

gearbox has a gear ratio of 22, thus a complete turn of the hall plate is obtained in 528 
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motor steps. Therefore, by programming the motor driver firmware, each step can be 

divided into 256 microsteps. In this way, in each measurement resolution (32, 64 and 128 

measurement points per turn), the turn angle will be divided always in equal parts, and 

the spatial sampling period will be constant. 

The encoder module provides the information about the longitudinal position of the 

probe, inside the magnet aperture. The conversion factor between the pulses counted (by 

the counter on the acquisition card) and the probe distance from a reference point (in 

millimetres), is obtained after a calibration procedure. The encoder wheel is mounted on 

a spring loaded arm specially developed to assure a contact with the surface of the cold 

bore. The tractor module is based on a DC motor controlled by the software in closed 

loop by using the encoder positioning information. With both the encoder and the tractor 

module, the probe longitudinal positioning is completely automated: after putting the 

probe in the reference position (the downstream magnetic side, for example) the software 

automatically moves the probe in the exact longitudinal measurement position for each 

magnet to test. Many efforts have been done (and are still in progress) to improve the 

repeatability of the encoder, crucial for this application: as a matter of fact, the maximum 

longitudinal error allowed for the correctors measurement is 2 centimetres. This value is 

very small if compared to the measurement range of the encoder (the maximum length of 

the assemblies), that is about 15 meters. 

Finally, the connector module takes out all the cables, by a slip ring for the electrical 

connection to the rotating parts. 

The probe is supported by a spring loaded roller system. The wheels that allow the 

longitudinal motion are on springs mounted in symmetric way. They are sized for use in 

an aperture in the range of 40 to 50 millimetres. The symmetry minimizes the feed down 

effect in the magnetic field acquisition [5]. 

VI.3.2 - The electronic hardware architecture  

In the Fig. VI-5, all the instrument electronic modules are illustrated. The majority 

are commercial components. Only the current source for the hall plate of 50 mA and the 

circuit for the conditioning of the encoder signals have been developed ad hoc. This latter 

provides two TTL signals: the first, with frequency proportional to the angular speed of 
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the encoder, and the second, a binary signal giving the information about the turn 

direction. 

The stepper motor driver requires a particular attention. It is characterized from the 

possibility to divide the normal motor step until 256 microsteps. This allows the 

positioning resolution of the motor to be increased by a factor 256.  

The heart of all the system is the ADC acquisition card, the NI 6036 E. It is 

characterized by an ADC of 16 bit (that assures a conversion resolution optimal for the 

specific application), 16 analog channels (in single ended or 8 in differential mode) with 

Figure VI-5: General scheme of the hardware modules used 

Figure VI-6: The front panel of the polarimeter electronic rack. (from left to right: the voltmeter 
for the tilt sensor, 50 mA hall plate supply, and, finally the power supplies for rack, DC motor, tilt 
sensor, stepping motor. 
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a sampling frequency maximum of 200 kS/s. This cards permits to acquire the signals of 

the hall plate and the inclinometer, and also to count the pulses from the encoder. 

The communication with the stepper motor driver is carried out via serial port RS232. 

VI.3.3 - The instrument software 

The Polarity Checker software is a collection of LabView TM modules for the 

management of the instrument hardware and the measurement of the magnetic field 

characteristics: harmonic order, transfer function, mounting angle of the magnet (normal 

or skew), the polarity and an estimation of the magnetic field main phase.  

After the probe longitudinal positioning in the longitudinal center of the magnet the 

following steps are performed: 

• radial alignment of the hall plate respect to the gravity; 

• measurement current value setting; 

• field acquisition; 

• field harmonics evaluation. 

-Hall plate Radial alignment procedure- 

Before a measurement, the Hall plate is levelled by a closed-loop motor control 

system, based on feedback from a tilt sensor.  

Because of the limited measurement range, the inclinometer may be in an overrange 

position at the beginning of the measurement. Two expedients are used to decrease the 

setting time. First by the sign of the inclinometer output voltage is detected in order to 

decide the motor motion direction characterized by a lower distance to zero position. 

Furthermore, the motor speed is changed as function of the angular radial position, 

increasing the motion resolution (the number of micro steps per step is modified) when 

approaching the zero level.  

The motor is driven at maximum speed when the hall plate is far from the 

measurement range of the tilt sensor (± 30 degrees). When inside the interval, the radial 

position reading is compared with two other threshold values, corresponding to two 

different speed values. The lowest speed is set when the Hall plate is within 2 degree of 

the zero position, in order to obtain a fine positioning with respect to the gravity. The 

procedure ends when the angle is lower than a threshold, fixed at 0.05 degree. The 
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control algorithm also takes into account the finite response time of the tilt sensor. In 

principle, between two consecutive steps of the motor, a waiting time of about 600 ms is 

necessary. This time could give rise to very long alignment time in the worst case (hall 

plate at 180 degree position), where 264 motor steps are needed to come in zero position. 

To achieve alignment times within 45 seconds in the worst case are, a trade-off 

between inclinometer response time and motor speed has been adopted. This is done in 

practice changing the waiting time as the rotation speed. Around the zero position, the 

information read by the inclinometer has to be exact and a longer time is used. 

The alignment procedure described was found to achieve positioning error as low as 

0.5 degree. This is satisfactory because both the starting and the final angles are 

measured, for each magnetic field acquisition so that a correction (rotation of the 

reference system by the error angle) can be carried out before the evaluation of the Cn. 

-Measurement current value setting- 

In low magnetic field measurement (i.e. for transfer functions of about 0.1 mT in 

corrector magnets), the contribution of the residual magnetization is eliminated by 

measuring at two different current values at least (possibly at different polarities). The 

measurement time is reduced by a programmable power supply. The measurement 

current values for the magnet under test are read from a database file. 

Field Acquisition 

This procedure gives directly the vector of the N magnetic field normal values 

equally spaced in angle for a complete turn. 

 By starting from a hall plate zero position, the following steps are repeated for a 

complete turn: 

• turn the motor with the necessary number of microsteps in order to obtain a 

2π/N rotation, and then switch it off, in order to avoid the influence of the 

motor magnetic field; 

• acquire 1000 samples at 10 kHz of the hall plate output voltage, then low-

pass filter at 20 Hz cutoff in order to obtain an average value of BRj at the end 

of the transient. Fig. VI-7 shows the signal read and the response of the filter; 
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The complete motor switching off and the hall plate response time require a time 

interval at 750 ms between two consecutive measurements. The overall acquisition time 

for a resolution of 64 points/turn is finally about 50 sec. 

Figure VI-7: Hall plate output signal and output of the digital filter 

-Field harmonics evaluation- 

The following operations are performed in order to determine the transfer functions 

of each field harmonics on the acquired samples vector: 

• compute the harmonic coefficients βn using the FFT according the Eq. VI-5; 

• compute the field coefficients Cn
k using eq. VI-7; 

• repeat the samples vector acquisition the prescribed number of current steps; 

compute a linear regression through each set {Cn
k,Ik}, in order to obtain the 

transfer functions ∂Cn/∂I. 

After the FFT evaluation on the two vectors An and BBn a rotation of the reference 

system of a π/2 angle to transfer the measurement reference system is performed since 

the hall plate starts aligned with the gravity (Fig.VI-1 (b)). In addition the Hall plate 

angle errors are compensated, namely: 

• Hall plate mounting error, established by calibrating in a reference dipole; 

• initial positioning angle error, as measured from the inclinometer. 
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The former is a constant of a measurement probe (ranging around few tenth of 

degree). The latter, instead, changes for each measurement because of alignment 

uncertainty; therefore, for each field acquisition, both the starting (θi) and the final angle 

(θf) of the hall plate are measured. The difference θf-θi represents the angle error to be 

corrected.  

On the two vectors ∂An/∂I, ∂BBn/∂I, the following automatic analysis is performed: 

1.  the index of the maximum element in both arrays is the harmonic order of the 

magnet measured; 

2.  the corresponding values are the transfer functions of the main skew and normal 

components. By comparison of An and BBn is clear to determine the magnet mounting 

angle; 

3.  the main TF sign gives the polarity of the field; 

4. from the main TF skew and normal, with the convention previously illustrated, an 

estimation of the field main phase is evaluated. 

 

VI.4 - System characterization 

In this section the characterization of the polarity tester is presented divided in the 

calibration of the Hall plate and followed by the determination of the overall 

measurement error. To characterize the system a number of measurements have been 

carried out, on dedicated calibration benches with all the possible magnet types (dipole, 

quadrupole, sextupole, octupole, decapole); the issue has been the measurement 

uncertainty evaluation for the magnetic transfer function measurement as well as for the 

main field phase. At the same time, the systematic errors were investigated, and an 

appropriate correction implemented.  

VI.4.1 - Hall plate static characteristic evaluation 

The gain of the chain of the Hall plate and amplifier was calibrated in a reference 

dipole used as variable magnetic field source. A teslameter based on NMR (Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance) was used for each supply current value to measure the exact field 

inside the dipole (the measurement uncertainty is around 10-7 T), while the instrument 

output voltage was measured directly by the software.  
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Figure VI-8: Calibration curve of the hall plate used in the instrument prototype 

 

To deal with alignment issues, the harmonic analysis procedure described earlier was 

used to determine the main field component. In this specific case, only the main skew 

component of the waveform read was taken (as the reference dipole is skew).  

In this way, all the non linearity effects of the sensor are not considered. Fig.VI-8 

shows the calibration curve obtained. At the same time the interpolation line at minimum 

rms was evaluated in order to obtain the calibration factor for the software and for testing 

the linearity of the system of the Hall plate and amplifier. 

The linearity error results of the order of 0.3% (Fig.VI-9). 
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Figure VI-9: Hall plate non linearity versus the field 
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VI.4.2 - Systematic errors investigation 

 

The systematic errors of the system were determined by performing repeated 

measurement on a set of calibration magnets whose characteristics (field, transfer 

function, polarity) and orientation (field direction) were well known. Two major 

systematic errors were found: 

•  radial positioning error during a measurement; 

•  Hall plate mounting angle error. 

The source of the former error was investigated by repeated measurements. For each 

calibration magnet type, the hall plate radial positions recorded before and after a 

revolution were analyzed.  

Figure VI-10: Relation between the reference systems upstream and downstream side in a main 
dipole 

 

In Fig. VI-11 these values for measurements from upstream and downstream side, 

respectively, on a reference quadrupole are reported. The initial angle for each 

measurement θI is always less than 0.05 degree (threshold set in the alignment 

procedure). The final angle θF should be 0 because the hall plate, after N steps, comes 
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back in the starting position. In reality the measured value was found to have a random 

spread as large as 1 degree. The effect of this radial positioning error on the magnetic 

phase evaluation is examined in Fig. VI-12, which shows the relation between the main 

field phase measured and the value θF-θI. The measured reference magnet is a normal 

calibration quadrupole with main phase practically zero. The direct relation between the 

final positioning error of the Hall plate and the error on the evaluated phase is evident. In 

other words, the error in the field phase measured is just the quantity θF (θi is always 

negligible).  

In Fig. VI-12 the same data corrected subtracting the value of the final angle θF are 

shown. The measurement variability is decreased and all the measurements are closer to 

the expected value (the sign of the field angles is inverted measuring upstream and 

downstream). The error in the final position of the Hall plate gives the same effects as a 

rotation of the measurement reference system of an angle θF.  

Whatever are the sources of the angular positioning error (mostly uncertainty on the hall 

plate alignment caused by problems in the motor control are suspected) a simple 

reference system rotation by the final angular error allows the random error on the main 

phase to be corrected. 

Figure VI-11: Initial and final hall plate radial position in 30 repeated measurements from 
upstream and downstream side in a reference quadrupole

 

After the correction, a further systematic error on the main phase, due to the hall plate 

mounting angle, is still present (Fig.VI-10). 
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Using the above procedure, the random error on the field direction to a fraction of 

degree is decreased. However, the systematic error is not yet removed. To do this, the 

phase symmetry respect to y axis (reference for the angles) for a normal magnet was 

used, as shown in Fig. VI-10. The magnetic phase measured from the upstream side of 

the magnet under test is the same in absolute value, but with opposite sign in the case of 

the downstream side of the same magnet.  

 

Let αUP and αDW be the main magnetic angles measured from upstream and 

downstream side respectively, αERR the systematic error on the angle measurement(e.g. a 

Hall plate mounting error), and γ the real value of the field direction. The following 

relations are derived: 

 

ERRUP αγα +=     ;    ERRDW αγα +−=  

the systematic error can determined adding the two results above: 

2
DWup

ERR
ααα +

= . 

      Therefore, the system error can be evaluated easily by two measurements from opposite 

sides of the magnet under test. The angle error sign is always the same because the 

Figure VI-12: On the left relation between the phase measured on a reference normal 
quadrupole in repetitive measurements and the θF-θI value. On the right the same main phases 
with the θF-θI correction 

θF-θI (degrees) θF-θI (degrees) 
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reference system agrees with the measurement probe: this means that the angle between 

the hall plate normal (in the average point) and the normal axes of the polar reference 

system is always the same (Fig.VI-13). 

This calibration was done performing 30 measurements from each side of reference 

magnets in order to evaluate the angle error by means of average. On the first prototype 

the systematic angle error estimation has been found to be in the range 0,4 ± 0,75 degree. 

The value of 0.6 degree was considered for the software correction of this error. 

Figure VI-13: Angle error in the hall plate mounting 

 

VI.4.3 - Measurement uncertainty evaluation 

As a final step, the measurement uncertainty was evaluated both for the field 

harmonics measurement as well as for field direction estimation. A statistical approach 

was applied: after instrument systematic errors correction, the average and 

standarddeviation in 60 repeated measurements on different reference magnet types were 

computed (Table VI-2).  Even in the case of a main field value of about 0.1 mT (B3 for 

the calibration sextupole), the standard deviation is at least of two orders of magnitude 

lower than the average (measured value). 

Table VI-2: Repeatibility test results 
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In this range of field, the maximum linearity error, estimated at 3% from the 

calibration measurement, becomes important. However, even in the worst case 

(dodecapole), the field to be measured is 6 times higher than the measurement 

uncertainty, and, since in LHC magnets all multipole errors are at least two orders of 

magnitude below the main harmonic, the identification of main harmonic order and 

polarity (for the field range in Table VI-2) is virtually error-free. 

 

Measured quantity Value 

Main Field accuracy (mT) 0.001 

Field linearity            3% 

Main harmonic order error-free 

Main harmonic polarity error-free 

Main harmonic type error-free 

Field direction accuracy (mrad) 8 

Table VI-3 : Measurement estimated accuracy 

 

For the field direction measurements, the maximum standard deviation measured is 

around 8 mrad (0.4 degree). Whilst this accuracy is inadequate for field direction 

measurements in LHC magnets, it is nevertheless well below the threshold necessary to 

correctly attribute normal or skew field type, i.e. at least π/12≈262 mrad. 

The instrument accuracy is summarized in Table VI-3. 

 

VI.5 - The automatic polarity test 

The final goal of the measurement system is the error-free test of interconnections of 

all the magnets of the LHC by means of field polarity checking. This test was to be short, 

easy, and reliable. The realized instrument satisfies these requirements: in fact, it exhibits 

very short measurement times (a measurement for two different current values, with a 

resolution of 64 points/turn, has a maximum measurement time of 2 minutes, including 
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the alignment procedures), measurement uncertainty practically zero for this 

measurement target, and, finally, it is a very robust instrument.  

In the same line of approach, the probe described was complemented by other 

auxiliaries to produce a completely automatic polarity test which eliminates human errors 

and meets the previous requirements. 

The following equipment was used: 

• a bipolar Kepco power supply for magnet excitation; 

• a computer-controlled Keithley 2001 multiplexer and a custom-built data 

switching unit, able to route the input current  through up to 9 channels in each of 

6 different cables (provided with ad-hoc connectors) to the appropriate magnets in 

the cryoassemblies;  

• a PC that runs the software for polarity checker control and to automatically carry 

out the test.  

Figure VI-14: Automatic polarity test bench. 
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The automatic polarity test bench software is a collection of LabView TM modules 

that perform two basic tasks: 

a) control the polarity checker to execute a field measurement and return the magnet 

parameters; 

b) guide the operator through the full test of a given assembly, returning a 

conformity report. Operation is supported by an Excel configuration file that lists the 

existing types of assembly and their composition, the physical properties and positions of 

the various magnets in the assembly, the nominal transfer function, multipole type and 

polarity of each. The expected results depend on the presence of a parallel protection 

resistor, on the polarity of the power supply (which may be constrained due to a 

protection diode) and on the side from which the probe is inserted (the polarity of even 

normal and odd skew multipole fields changes with a 180° rotation around the y axis). 

 

The Database architecture is illustrated in Fig. VI-15.  

Figure VI-15: Database files architecture. 

 

The file called Assembly Specification file contains the list of all the assemblies that have 

to be tested, both dipole assemblies and corrector assemblies. For each assembly type, its 

composition (in terms of apertures number and magnets type present from upstream to 

downstream assembly side) is given. The file Assembly_magnets Specification file stores 
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all the magnets data useful for the polarity test and related to the magnet type mounted in 

a particular assembly. In particular, the magnet longitudinal position, the mounting angle, 

and the expected polarity. All the magnetic and electrical characteristics (main transfer 

function, measurement current values, harmonic order) for the magnet to test are stored in 

the Magnets type Specification file. In this last one, the search key is the magnet type 

name. 

The test bench software is designed to have a wizard-style interface that guides the 

operator through the test preventing omissions and mistakes (Fig.VI-16).  

Figure VI-16: Polarity test LabView User interfaces. 

Initial choise of assembly/magnets 
to be tested 

On-line assessimento 
results by cross-checking 
with exported values

Automatic generetion 
of   *.pdf test report 

Single user pannel, wizard-style interface 

VI.6 - Results 

The polarity checker is presently used to test errors in the interconnections of all the 

magnets that will compose the LHC. 5 units have been built to accomodate the workload 

during series tests. 

To date, a total of 505 cryoassemblies have been checked at CERN. A summary of 

results is shown in Tab. IV-4.  
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About 3% of all corrector magnets were found to have polarity or aperture 

inversions. This fault rate, if undetected, would have lead to a loss of 6% of correcting 

capability, which could be acceptable in some cases (e.g. for the dipole spool pieces), 

recoverable in others (e.g., the dipole correctors, which are individually powered) but 

catastrophic for some (e.g., skew quadrupoles or main dipoles). 

Predictably, the fault rate was much higher in 2003 and 2004 than it is today. All 

faults could be corrected based on the measurements performed, which is a major 

achievement of this instrument. 

Magnet Type Tested Faults Type 

Cryodipoles 330 3 Any 
- Main dipoles (MB) 330 0 - 
- Spool piece correctors 990 3 Polarity 
Short Straight Sections 175 34 Any 
- Main Quadrupoles (MQ) 175 0 - 

- Dipole Correctors (MCB) 
175 3 Polarity 

  28 Aperture 
- Tuning Quadrupoles 71 0 - 

- Skew Quadrupoles (MQS) 1 0 - 
- Sextupole Correctors 175 8 Polarity 

    28 Aperture 
- Octupole Correctors (MO) 103 2 Polarity 
    2 Aperture 
Total Cryoassemblies 505 37 Any 

Total magnets 2020 61 Any 

Table VI-4: Polarity test summary on 505 cryoassemblies. 
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CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 

Digital technologies were successfully applied at magnetic measurements systems at different 

accuracy level. 

At the high-accuracy end, i.e. the systems based on rotating coils and on the Faraday-Lenz’s 

law, a new fast numerical integrator (FDI) based on ADC and numerical integration performed on 

DSP was proposed. Experimental validation carried out on a system PXI Real Time showed an 

effective improvement of the resolution with respect to the old PDI integrators, based on voltage to 

frequency conversion principle. According to the ADC resolution and the sampling rate chosen, the 

theoretical flux resolution of the new integrator is five orders of magnitude higher than the old 

integrator. A time measurement for improving integration accuracy was proposed. In agreement 

with the strict requirements of drift and stability, the guidelines of the integrator analog front-end 

design was defined, taking into account features as automatic gain commutation, offset auto-

calibration and automatic fine gain adjustment. A first prototype of the analog front-end was 

developed and is being tested. 

Two new analysis algorithms improving the standard analysis in dynamic field measurements 

were presented. The first one applies quadrature detection and short time Fourier transform (STFT) 

to the acquired magnetic flux samples in a combined way. The second approach extrapolates 

magnetic flux samples outside those covering three complete coil turns, thus giving the possibility 

of reconstructing the magnetic flux over a complete coil turn at a given time instant, to obtain, in 

principle, the field harmonics at each given time. The performances of the approaches proposed 

were assessed in simulation on reference field harmonics typical of the LHC superconducting 

dipoles. Different ramp current types are taken into account, principally the ones of the LHC 



nominal cycle (10 As-1 ramp rate) and a linear ramp up to 100 As-1. The comparison between the 

standard analysis shows that the algorithm based on the extrapolation of the flux samples, despite its 

simplicity, provides the best results both on the main harmonic and on the higher order multipoles, 

with a reduction of the absolute errors on nominal LHC linear ramp of one order of magnitude. The 

method based on demodulation also exhibits encouraging results, which is interesting as this is a 

new technique that was never applied before to rotating coils measurements. We expect that this 

fully digital approach, complemented by suitable signal processing, will enlarge considerably the 

measurement capability, and we are eagerly waiting for the accurate experimental validation of the 

algorithm proposed which are foreseen in the near future. 

The performance improvement on the measurement system based on the rotating coils is 

summarized in Fig. 1. The measurement time is now significantly faster both because the new 

integrators are compatible with a higher coil speed and, thanks to the extrapolation approach, the 

field harmonics can be evaluated at each given time. In dynamic fields measurements the absolute 

errors were reduced at least of one order of magnitude according to the current ramp rate 

Figure 1: Improvement of the measurement system analyzed following the application of digital technologies 

 

 



Concerning the array of Hall probes to measure the sextupolar and decapolar field components 

in the LHC dipoles, i.e. the system with medium accuracy performance, the instrument was fully 

characterized. The main uncertainties sources were discovered to be a lack of compensation 

associated with the Hall plates non linearity and the instability of the analog compensation cards 

(variation of gain and offset in the short term). This latter was responsible also for the scarce 

instrument repeatability. According to the characterization results, an automatic calibration 

procedure, using rotating coil measurement as reference, was implemented in the new instrument 

realization. New measurements, carried out on two different LHC dipoles, showed good results. 

Nevertheless, design guidelines were defined for a new analog bucking cards, expected to guarantee 

higher stability even over the long term. An alternative solution based on digital bucking, namely 

the compensation of the main field after the sampling of each Hall plate signal by means of 

numerical sum, was explored. Over-sampling and filtering techniques were applied in order to 

increase the sampling resolution and a real time compensation of the Hall plates non linearity at 

better than 100 ppm was implemented. A proof demonstration on the sextupolar harmonic was 

achieved using a DAQ system 16 bit resolution. Finally, this approach was implemented on a PXI 

system equipped with 18-bit DAQ cards and real time operating system. The combined use of both 

the digital approach and the analog one based on the new cards and the automatic calibration 

procedure, is expected to assure a global accuracy improved of one order of magnitude (see Fig. 1). 

The last result concerns the polarity checker, i.e. the instrument with low accuracy. An 

instrument to measure the polarity of all the LHC magnets types at warm (i.e. at environment 

temperature) was developed. By means of a meticulous metrological characterization of the first 

prototype realized, systematic measurement errors were discovered and characterized. Their 

correction in the instrument software assured a virtually error-free polarity measurement. A fully 

automatic test bench based on this instrument was developed. This is become the standard to test 

errors in the interconnections of all the magnets that will compose the LHC (about 8400). Up to 

now 5 devices were produced and about 2020 magnets were tested. About 3% of all corrector 

magnets were found to have polarity or aperture inversions. This fault rate, if undetected, would 

have lead to a loss of 6% of correcting capability, which could be acceptable in some cases (e.g. for 

the dipole spool pieces), recoverable in others (e.g., the dipole correctors, which are individually 

powered) but catastrophic for some (e.g., skew quadrupoles or, for that matter, also main dipoles). 

 



Appendix A- THE MEASUREMENT STATION 

PXI (PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation) is a rugged PC-based platform for measurement 

and automation systems. PXI combines PCI electrical-bus features with the rugged, modular, 

Eurocard mechanical-packaging of CompactPCI; therefore it adds specialized synchronization 

buses and key software features. This makes it a high-performance and low-cost deployment 

platform for measurement and automation systems. These systems serve applications such as 

manufacturing test, military and aerospace, machine monitoring, automotive, and industrial test.  

PXI systems are comprised of three basic components: the chassis, the system controller, and 

peripheral modules (Fig. A-1). 

Figure A-1: A standard 8-Slot PXI chassis with an embedded system controller and seven 
peripheral modules 
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PXI Chassis 

 

The chassis provides the rugged and modular packaging for the system. Chassis generally 

range in size from 4-slots to 18-slots, and are also available with special features such as DC power 

supplies and integrated signal conditioning. The chassis contains the high-performance PXI 

backplane, which includes the PCI bus and timing and triggering buses (Fig. A-2 ). These timing 

and triggering buses enable users to develop systems for applications requiring precise 

synchronization. For more information on the functionality of the PXI timing and triggering buses, 

refer to the PXI Hardware. 
 

Figure A-2: PXI Timing and Triggering Buses. PXI combines industry-standard PC components, such 
as the PCI bus, with advanced triggering and synchronization extensions on the backplane. 

 

PXI Controllers 

 

As defined by the PXI Hardware Specification, all PXI chassis contain a system controller 

slot located in the leftmost slot of the chassis (slot 1). Controller options include remote control 

from a standard desktop PC or a high-performance embedded control with either a Microsoft 

operating system (such as Windows 2000/XP) or a Real-Time operating system (such as LabVIEW 

Real-Time).  The controller used in the proof demonstrator platform is the NI 8173: a Pentium IV 

2.5 Ghz with 1 Gbyte RAM, 40 Mb Hard Disk and Pharlap Operating system RT. 
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The RT tasks running on the target system are developed in LabView RT 7.1, the data are 

displayed on a Host computer (Windows Xp PC) on which the Graphical User Interface is installed  

and  finally the data communication between the target and the host  is based on TCP/IP protocol. 

 

PXI Peripherals Modules 

As already anticipated the PXI system is equipped with two PXI 6289 Analog to Digital cards. 

Here their main characteristics: 

• 18 bit resolution SAR (Successive Approximation Register) A/D converter based 

• Up to 16 differential channel (or 32 in single ended acquisition) 

• Programmable Gain Amplifier to vary the input range from +/- 100 mV to +/- 10 V (+/- 

0.1, +/-0.2, +/- 0.5, +/- 1, +/- 2, +/- 5, +/- 10) 

• Hardware anti-aliasing filters at 40 Khz cut-off frequency 

• 625 KS/s maximum sampling frequency on single channel or 500 KS/s in multiplexed 

mode 

• Two 32 bit 80 Mhz counters/timers 

• Up to 4 analog outputs at 16 bits, 2.8 MS/s (3 us full-scale settling) 

• Analog and digital triggering 

• 6 DMA channels for high speed data throughput  

On the cards an automatic calibration procedure is implemented so to assure an improved 

measurement accuracy. The data about the acquisition accuracy, guaranteed over 2 years, are 

summarized in Fig. A-3.  

Figure A-3: PXI 6289 DAQ card Analog Input  absolute accuracy with filter input on 
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For instance for 200 mV bipolar input range taking into account: 

• The residual PGA gain error; 

• The PGA gain stability; 

• The residual offset error; 

• The ADC INL (integral non linearity) error; 

• The random noise on the signal to acquire; 

• A variation of 2 degrees respect the temperature at which the card autocalibration was 

performed; 

An acquisition sensitivity of 1.2 uV is reached with 30 uV absolute accuracy. 

 



 

 

Appendix B- SCXI DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR 

THE   SNAPBACK ANALYZER 

The data acquisition system chosen for the Snapback analyzer is a National 

Instrument SCXI system connected to a DAQ card PCI 16 bit (model 6052 E) 

installed in a Personal Computer Windows Xp. Its main structure is the SCXI-1000 

chassis that houses power and different modules which communicate via an analog 

bus (Fig. V-7). Chassis control circuitry manages this bus, assuring the 

synchronization between each module and the DAQ device. 

The SCANCLK signal from the DAQ device synchronizes the SCXI 

multiplexing with the DAQ board internal clock that triggers the A/D conversions. 

SCXI Slot 0 enables and disables the modules according to the pre-programmed list. 

In this way, the system multiplexes channels from several modules to a only analogic 

input channel of the DAQ device at very high rates. 

 SCXI 1000 chassis has 4 slots available; the modules used for this application 

are two: 

1. SCXI 1100 module: This module is a 32-channel differential-input 

multiplexer with an onboard programmable-gain instrumentation amplifier 

(PGIA). It has 32 differential voltage or current input channels, an analog 
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input range of ±10 V and two jumper-selectable lowpass, one-pole resistance-

capacitor (RC) filter, with bandwidths of 10 kHz and 4 Hz, positioned after the 

amplifier.The instrumentation amplifier is characterized by the following 

software-selectable gains: 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 1,000, and 2,000. It is 

used to acquire the 28 signals coming from each Hall plate plus the 

inclinometer and the hall plates current signal, all in differential mode. In Fig. 

B-2 the module architecture is showed: the signal is first multiplexed then 

amplified and filtered. 

Figure B-1: SCXI signal routing. 

Figure B-2: Scheme for input module for Hall plates outputs acquisition. 
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2. SCXI 1102 module: The SCXI-1102 is a 32-channel amplifier module 

designed for measuring thermocouples and other low-bandwidth signals. Each 

one of the 32 channels includes input protection circuitry to 42 VAC peak and 

a software-selectable gain of 1 or 100. The SCXI-1102 has lowpass filters with 

cut-off frequencies of 2 Hz, 200 Hz, and 10 kHz respectively. The SCXI-1102 

works only in multiplexed mode and drives a single analog input channel on 

the DAQ device (channel 0). The SCXI-1102 is software configurable and 

contains no jumpers.It is used to acquire rings outputs that are, the signal 

proportional to the sextupole and decapole fields compensated by the 

analogical cards, and the monitor signal of the magnet excitation current. The 

architecture of this module (Fig. B-2), shows that each analog input channel 

passes through its own programmable gain instrumentation amplifier and 

lowpass filter before it is multiplexed.  

DAQ acquisition card PCI-6052E: this acquisition board is based on a 16-bit 

ADCs with 16 analog inputs, a 16-bit DACs, eight lines of TTL-compatible digital 

I/O, and two 24-bit counter/timers for timing I/O. His maximum sample rate is 333 

kS/s. 

Figure B-3: Scheme of the input module for rings output acquisition 
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Appendix C- THE DATA ACQUISITION SOFTWARE FOR 

THE SNAPBACK ANALYZER 

The module regarding the acquisition of the output signals of the compensation 

cards can be seen as a classical software of data acquisition particularly tailored for 

this application. Fig. C-2 shows the main panel of the acquisition section. 

 

Figure C-2: Snapback Analyzer Main panel. 
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The main functionalities can be so summarized: 

• Data display- The eight hall plates rings signals as well as the magnet 

excitation current (important to reconstruct the current cycle shape), the 

current monitor that supplies the 28 hall plates and the voltage measured on 

the series of the hall plates chain are showed on the main chart for all the 

measurement length  (typically 2000 s) at selectable update rate (typically 10 

point/s); 

• Data integrity check-  The saturation of each b3 or b5 signals is detected on-

line and warned by means of specific leds; in particular the status of every 

single hall plate is verified  since all the 28 hall plates voltage are acquired. 

These are compared with proper thresholds in order to detect situations of zero 

signal (wires disconnected) or amplitude out of nominal ranges (for instance in 

case of short circuit between the hall plates supply wires and the output wires). 

The signals of each hall plates can be displayed in a dedicated monitor chart. 

Data Storage- All the data acquired (the b3, b5 signals as well as the 28 signals 

coming from each hall plates) are logged on file at 10 Hz sampling frequency. To 

reduce the signal noise after the acquisition a decimation is carried out. The 

oversampling factor can be set up to 200. 

• Acquisition Parameters Setting- All the main acquisition parameters (e.g. 

oversampling factors, measurement duration, monitor channel limits) are 

completely selectable by the user. In particular the gain of each single channel 

is managed through a configuration file. 

• Cable checking- Before starting the acquisition this procedure makes a fast 

check of each hall plate channel as well as the current source channel, with the 

probe put in a no field zone. The voltage signals should be zero, unless short 

circuits between the cable strands (i.e. between the hall plate output and the 

supplying strands).   

• Probe alignment- A particular procedure using the tilt sensor guides the 

operator in the alignment of the measurement probe respect to the gravity 
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Figure C-1: Hall plates monitor panel. 
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Appendix D- CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN DFT COEFFICIENTS 
AND MULTIPOLES EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 

 

The relation between the normal component of the field Br(Rmis,θ) in the hall plate centre and, 

the field B in the same point: 

 

)Im()Br( θθ iBe=            (Eq. D-1) 

 

This is a periodic function of the angular position θ (with period 2π) and then can be expanded 

in Fourier series as follows: 
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meBr θθ Δ            (Eq. D-2) 

where the complex quantities mΔ are the Fourier coefficients of the expansion, and are obtained by 

projection of the function ( )θBr  on the basis of the expansion: 
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Keeping in mind the expression Eq. D-3 of the multipoles expansion of the magnetic field: 
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and therefore the Fourier coefficients are: 
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Because of the operators of integration, summation and imaginary part are linear it is allowed 

to exchange their orders as follows: 
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Evaluating the imaginary part of the term in square brackets and decomposing all complex  

exponential functions in their harmonic functions components it results: 
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Let remember the following properties of the harmonic functions: 
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where δij is the Kronecker delta function. In its definition we have taken into account the fact that 

while n is non-zero and always positive, m can span the positive and negative integer sets. Using the 

properties Eq. D-8 into Eq. D-7 we finally obtain that: 
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that leads finally to the following result: 
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The equation (AI.10) shows clearly that the spectrum of Fourier coefficients of the real 

function Βr(θ) has symmetric real part and anti-symmetric imaginary part. As common practice in 

signal analysis theory, half of the spectrum amplitude is contained in the positive frequencies semi-

axis (positive values of m), and the other half is in the negative frequencies semi-axis (negative 

values of m). Only one half of the spectrum is sufficient to describe the expansion completely, and 

therefore it’s possible to write: 
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  (Eq. D-11) 

 
The considerations above are valid for a continuous, periodic signal Βr(θ). In our case however 

we are dealing with a regularly spaced, discrete sample of this periodic signal. It is therefore 

necessary to introduce a further relation. 

Let be N the resolution used in the sampling and 
N
ΠΔ 2

=θ  the sampling period, from the 

(A1.2) the sampled value are given by: 
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i
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, and n=0,..,N-1 obviously. 
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Now the integer m can be written as a sum:  

m=k+rN          with k =0,..,N-1    and  r =..,-1,0,1,.. 
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Defining the “aliased” coefficients kΔ  by: 
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We obtain 
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The expression at the second member of the Eq. D-15 is, except for the factor N, the IDFT of 

the sequence kΔ . Being this transformation bidirectional: 
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In other words: 

kk N
Br1

=Δ   k=0,..,N-1        (Eq. D-17) 

where   are the DFT coefficients of the sequence Brn. kBr

Now it is possible to do the hypothesis that the function Br(θ) is a trigonometric polynomial, 

that is a function with a Fourier series made of a finite number of terms. In fact, in the multipole 

expansion of the magnetic field B(θ) it is usual to consider until the 15th harmonic order. Therefore: 
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with M=15. 

It is also true that: 
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N>2M+1 

in fact  as resolution the values 32,64,128 has been used. Then it follows from the definition of kΔ  

that: 
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In other words in this case the difference kk Δ−Δ , the aliasing error, is zero. Finally we 

conclude that: 
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and then: 
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with k=1,..,
2
N  being N even. 

And, as previously said,  are the FFT (N is chosen power of 2) complex coefficients of the 

sequence . This last one is the vector of the N sampled values of the function Br(θ) with 

sampling period 

kBr

nBr

N
π2 . 
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